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HEARING ON THE EQUAL EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITY ACT OF 1983

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 6, 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommitte met, pursuant to call, at 9:45 a.m., in room

2145, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. George Miller, presid-
ing.

Members present: Representatives Miller, Hawkins, Kildee, Cor-
rada, Boucher, and Gunderson.

Staff present: John F. Jennings, counsel; Nancy L. Kober, legisla-
tive specialist; and Betsy Brand, minority legislative associate.

[Text of H.R. 2397 followg:]
c

(1)
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98TH CONGRESS H. R..23971ST SESSION

To improve the educational achievement of educationally deprived children by
expanding opportunities for their parents to choose schools that best meet
their needs, to foster diversity and competition among school programs for
educationally deprived children, to increase private sector involvement in
providing educational programs for educational1y deprived children, and for
other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
APRIL 5, 1983

Mr. ERLENBORN introduced the following bill; which was referred to the
Committee on Education and Labor

A BILL
To improve the educational achievement of educationally de-

prived children by expanding opportunities for their parents

to choose schools that best meet their needs, to foster
diversity and competition among school programs for educa-

tionally deprived children, to increase private sector in-
volvement in providing educational programs for education-

ally deprived children, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted-by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Equal Educational Op-

4 portunity Act of 1983".
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2

1 FINDINGS AND PURPOSE

2 SEC. 2. (a) The Congress finds that significant improve-

3 ments in the educational achievement of educationally de-

4 prived children can be accomplished by-

5 (1) expanding the opportunities for parents of edu-

6 rationally deprived children to choose schools that best

7 meet the needs of their children;

8 (2) fostering diversity and competition among

9 school programs for educationally deprived children;

10 and

11 (3) increasing private sector involvement in pro-

12 viding educational programs for educationally deprived

13 children.

14 (b) It is the purpose of this Act to authorize use of funds

15 under chapter 1 of the Education Consolidation and Improve-

16 ment Act of 1981 for vouchers which parents of educational-
,

17 ly deprived children may use to pay for educational programs

18 and services for these children at public or private elemen-

19 tart' or secondary schools.

20 EDUCATIONAL VOUCHERS"

21 SEC. 3. Chapter 1 of the Education Consolidation and

22 Improvement Act of 1981 is amended-

23 (1) by adding new sections 559 and 560 at the

24 end thereof to read as follows:
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1 "EDUCATIONAL VOUCHERS

2 "SEC. 559. (a) GENERAL. Payments to local educa-

3 tiOnal agencies under this chapter may be used for education-

4 al voucher programs in which parents of educationally de-

5 prived children use vouchers to pay for-

6 "(1) enrolling these children as full-time students.

7 at private schools, or at public schools located outside

8 of the school district in which the children reside; or

9 "(2) in the case of parents who decide to enroll,

10 their children at public schools of the school district in

11 which the children reside, compensatory services for

12 such children provided by the local educational agency

13 to meet their special educational needs.

14 "(b) DECISION To CONDUCT PROODA.M.(1) A State

15 educational agency may require local educational agencies.

16 within its State tp use funds received by the local educational

17 agencies under this chapter to implement educational voucher

18 programs. If a State educational agency does so, it must re-

19 quire all such local educational agencies to use funds under

20 this chapter for such programs.

21 "(2) If a Stateeducational agency does not require local

22 educational agencies to use funds received under this chapter

23 to implement educational voucher programs, each local edu-

24 cational agency within the State shall have discretion to use

8
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1 the funds it'receives under this chapter to implement an edu-

2 cational voucher program.

3 "(c) AUTHORIZED PROGRAMS.An educational vouch-

4 er program under this section shall-

5 "(1) provide for the distribution of vouchers to

6 parents of educationally deprived children selected in

7 accordance with sections 556(b) (1) and (2) and 557(a),

8 except that the local educational agency, subject to any

9 State requirements under subsection (b)(1), shall have

16 discretion to distribute the vouchers to some or all of

11 such parents;

12 "(2) permit a parent who receives a voucher

13 under this section to use the voucher for that parent's

14 eligible child only to pay for-

15 "(A) enrolling such child as a full-time stu-

16 dent at a private elementary or secondary school,

17 or at a public elementary or secondary school lo-

18 cated outside of the school district in which the

19 child resides; or

20 "(B) in the case of a parent who decides to

21 enroll his child at a public school of the school

22 district in which the child resides, services select-
:

23 ed by the parent for such child -under programs or

24 projects that the local educational agency for such
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1 school district providds in accordance with the re-

2 quirements pf section 555;

3 "(3) provide that a local educational agency or a

4 private school that receives a voucher fror, a-parent

5 under this section may redeem the voucher for funds

6 under this chapter in an amount equal to the quotient

7 of the r.mount of funds under this chapter that the local

8 educational agency administering the educational

9 voucher program plans to expend' in the fiscal year in

10 which the voucher is to be redeemed, less funds neces-

, 11 sary for program administration, divided by the number

12 of eduCationally deprived children selected by such

13 local educational agency for participation under chapter

14 1 for such fiscal year in accordance with sections

15 556(b) (1) and (2) and 557(a).

16 "(d) LOCAL EDUCATIONAL AGENCY PROGRAMS AND

17 PROJECTS.-A local educational agency shall provide pro-

18 grams and projects, in accordance with the provisions of this

19 chapter, to meet,the special educational needs of-

20 "(1) eligible children of parents who decide to use

21 their educational vouchers for such programs and proj-

22 ects provided by the local educational agency, in ac-

23 cordance with subsection (c)(2)(ii); and

24 "(2) children selected by the local educational

25 agency for participation under chapter 1 in accordance

1 0
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1 with sections-556(b) (1) and (2) and 557(a) whose par-

2 ents do not receive vouchers from the local educational

3 agency.

4 "(e) APPLICATION BY LOCAL EDUCATIONAL

5 AGENCY. (1) A local educational agency that conducts an

6 educational voucher program under this section shall have on

7 file with the State educational agency an application which

8 describes the program to be conducted for a period of not

9 more than three years.

10 "(2) The application shall be approved by the State edu-

11 cational agency if it provides assurances satisfactory to the

12 State educational agency that
P'

13 "(A) the local educational agency will keep such

14 records and provide such information to the State edu-

15 cational agency as may be required for fiscal audit and

16 program evaluation, and

17 "(B) the educational voucher program described

18 meets the requirements of subsection (c).

19 "(f) VOUCHER IS NOT FEDERAL ASSISTANCE.Pay-

20 merits made by a local educational agency to a private school

21 or to another local educational agency pursuant to an educa-

22 tional voucher program under this chapter shall not consti-

23 tute Federal financial assistance to the local educational

24 agency or private school receiving such payments, and use of

25 funds under this chapter received in exchange for a voucher

11
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1 by a private school or by a public school located outside of

2 the school district in which the eligible child resides shall not

3 constitute a program cr activity receiving Federal financial

4 assistance.

5 "(g) DEFINITIONS.As used in this section-

6 "(1) the term 'eligible child' means an education-

7 ally deprived child for whom an educational voucher is

8 distributed to a parent under this section;

9 "(2) the term 'parent' includes a legal guardian or

10 other person standing in loco parentis; and

11 "(3) notwithstanding section 595(7), the term 'pri-

12 vate', as applied to an elementary or secondary school,

13 means a day or residential school in any State which-

14 "(A) provides elementary or secondary edu-

15 cation, not including any education beyond grade

16 40 twelve;

17 "(B) is not under public supervision or con-

18 _ trol;

19 "(0) normally maintains a regular faculty

20 and curriculum and normally has a regularly en-

21 rolled body of pupils or students in attendance at

22 the place where its educational activities' are reg-

23 ularly. carried on and

24 "(D) includes in any published bylaws, ad-

25 vertisements, admission, application forms, and

12
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1 other pub:ished materials a statemer.t (in such

2 form and manner as the Secretary may by regula-

3 tions prescribe) that it does not discriminate

4 against student applicants or students on the basis

5 of race.

6 "(h) APPLICABILITY OF CHAPTER 1 PROVISIONS.

The following provisions of this chapter shall not be applica-

8 he to educational voucher programs under this section:

9 "(I) section 555 (a), (o), and (c), except that local

educational agency programs and projects under sub -

I1 section Id) of this section shall be subject to section

12 555 (a) and (c); and

l:3 "(2) section 556, except to the extent it is made

14 applicable by subsection (c) of this section.

I5 NO N DISC RIM !NAT ION BY PRIVATE SCHOOLS IN VOUCHER

PROGRAM

17 "Sr.c. 560. (a) GENERAL.(1) No private elementary

1 or secondary school may redeem a voucher for funds under

19 this chapter

*q.) "(A) Were is in effect a judgment entered by a

21 district court of the United States under subsection (b)

40,0 (regardless of whether such judgment is appealed) de-

23 daring that such school follows a racially discriming-

2 4 tory policy, or

13
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1 "(B) an order by any United States court of ap-

2 peals has been made which, by its terms, requires the

3 district court to enter such a judgment.

4 "(2) No private elementary or secondary school may

5 redeem a voucher for funds under this chapter unless it has

6 filed with the local educational agency from which it seeks to

7 receive such funds a verified statement which-

8 "(A) declares that such school has not followed a

9 racially discriminatory policy during the previous

10 twelve months;

11 "(B) indicates whether a declaratory judgment or

12 order described in paragraph (1) has been entered

13 against such school in an action brought limier subsec-

14 tion (b); and

15 "(C) attests that such school had complied with

16 the requirements of section 559(g)(3)(D) during the

17 previous twelve months.

18 "(3) The Attorney General shall have exclusive authori-

19 ty under this subsection to investigate and to determine

20 whether a school is following a racially discriminatory policy.

21 "(4) For purposes of this subsection-

22 "(A) A school follows a racially discriminatory

23 policy if such school refuses, on the basis of race, to-

24 "(i) admit applicants as students;

14,
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1 "(ii) admit students to the rights, privileges,

2 programs, and activities generally made available

3 to students by the school; or

"(iii) allow students to participate in its

5 scholarship, loan, athletic, or other programs.

6 "(B) The term 'racially discriminatory policy'

7 shall not include failure of any school to pursue or

8 achieve any racial quota, proportion, or representation

9 in the student body.

10 "(0) The term 'race' shall include color or nation -

11 al origin.

12 "(b) DECLARATORY JUDGMENT.-(1) Upon filing of an

13 appropriate pleading by the Attorney General under para-

14 graph (2), the district court of the tnited States for the dis-

15 trict inwhich a private elementary or secondary school is

16 located may make a declaration with respect to whether such

17 school follows a racially discriminatory policy. Any such dec-

18 laration shall have the force and effect of a final- judgment of-

19 the district court and shall be reviewable as such.

20 "(2)(A) The Attorney General is authorized and directed

21 to seek a declaratory judgment under paragraph (1) against

22 any private elementary or secondary school upon-

23 "(i) receipt by the Attorney General within the

24 previous..one-year period of any allegation of discrimi-

25 nation against such school, and
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1 "(ii) a finding by the Attorney General of good

2 cause.

3 "(B) For purposes of this section, the term 'allegation of

4 discrimination' means an allegation made in writing by any

5 person which alleges with specificity that

"(i) A named Rehnol has committed a racially dis-

7 criminatory act against a named student applicant or

8 student within one year preceding the date on which

9 such allegation is made to the Attorney General, Ore.

10 "(ii) the school made a communication, within one

11 year preceding such date, expressing that it follows a

12 racially discriminatory policy.

13 "(C) Upon receipt of any allegation of discrimination

14 made against a school, the Attorney General shall promptly

15 give written notice of such allegation -to such school.

16 "(D) Before any action may be filed against a school by

17 the Attorney General under paragraph (1), the Attorney

18 General shall give such school a fair opportunity to comment

19 on all allegations made against it and to show that the al-

20 legedracially discriminatory policy does not exist or has been

21 abandoned.

22 "(i) If an allegation of discrimination against a

23 school is made to the Attorney General and the Attor-

24 ney General

16
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1 "U) declines to bring an action under para-

2 graph (1) against such school, or

3 "(II) enters into a settlement agreement with

4 such school under paragraph (4) before such an

5 action is brought,

6 the Attorney General shall make available to the

7 person who made such allegation the information upon

8 which the Attorney General based the decision not to

9 bring such an action or to enter into such settlement

10 agreement. The Attorney General shall promptly give

11 written notice to such person that such information is

12 available for his inspection.

13 "(ii) Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed

14 to authorize or require the Attorney General to dis-

15 close any information if such disclosure would violate

16 any applicable State or Federal law relating to priva-

17 cy.

18 "(3) A district court may declare that a private elemen-

19 tary or secondary school follows a racially discriminatory

20 policy in an action brought under paragraph (1) only if the

21 Attorney General establishes in such action that-

22 "(A) such school has, pursuant to such policy,

23 committed a racially discriminatory act against a stu-

24 dent applicant or student within the two years preced-

25 ing commencement of such action;

22-440 0 - 83 - 2
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1 "(B) such school has, within the two years pre-

2 ceding commencement of such action, made a commu-

3 nication expressing that it follows a racially discrimina-

4 tory policy against student applicants or students; or

5 "(C) such school has engaged in a pattern of con-

6 duct intended to implement a racially discriminatory

policy, and that some act in furtherance of this pattern

8 of conduct was committed within two years preceding

9 commencement of such action.

10 "(4)(A) Prior to, and in lieu of, filing an action under

11 paragraph (1), the Attorney General may, at his discretion,

12 enter into a settlement agreement with the school against

13 which an allegation of discrimination has been made if .the-

14 Attorney General finds that such school has been acting in

15 good faith and has abandoned its racially discriminatory

16 policy.

17 "(B) If the Attorney General has entered into a settle-

18 ment agreement with a school under subparagraph (A) and

19 the Attorney General finds that such school is in violation of

20 such agreement, the Attorney General may-

21 "(i) notwithstanding paragraph. (2)(A)(i), bring an

22 action under paragraph (1) without having received any

23 allegation of eLcrimination against such school, or

24 "(ii) bring an action to enforce the terms of such

25 agreement.

18
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1 "(C) The Attorney General shall give a copy of any

2 settlement agrcement which is entered into with any school

3 under subparagraph (A) to any person from whom the Attor-

4 ney General has received an allegation of discrimination

5 against such, school.

6 "(5) Any district court that makes a declaration under

7 paragraph (1) that a private elementary or secondary school

8 follows a racially discriminatory policy shall retain jurisdic-

9 Lion of such case.

10 "(6)(A)(i) At any time after the date which is one year

11 after the date on which a judgment is entered in an action

12 brought under paragraph (1) declaring that a private elemen-

13 tart' or secondary school follows a racially discriminatory

14 policy, such school may file with the district court a motion

15 to modify such judgment to include a declaration that such

16 school no longer follows a racially discriminatory policy.

17 "(ii) Any motion filed under clause (i) shall contain

18 affidavits-

19 "U) describing with specificity the ways in which

20 the school has abandoned its previous racially discrimi-

21 natory policy;

22 "(II) describing with specificity the ways in which

23 such school has taken reasonable steps to communicate

24 its policy of nondiscrimination to students, to faculty,

19
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1 to school administrators, and to the public in the area

2 it serves;

3 "(III) averring that such school has not, during

4 the preceding year-

5 (aa) committed a racially discriminatory act

6 against a student applicant or student pursuant to

7 a racially discriminatory policy;

8 (bb) made a communication expressing that it

9 follows a racially discriminatory policy against

10 student applicants or students; or

11 (cc)' engaged-in a pattern of conduct intended

12 to implement a racially discriminatory policy, and

13 committed some act in furtherance of this pattern

14 of conduct; and

15 "(IV) averring that such school has complied with

16 the requirements of this section.

17 "(B) If a motion is made under subparagraph (A), the

18 district court shall issue an order modifying the judgment en-

19 tered in the action to include a declaration that the school no

20 longer follows a racially discriminatory policy unless the At-

21 torney General establishes that-

22 "(i) any affidavit provided by the school wider

23 subparagraph (A)(ii) is false;

24 "(ii) the school has, during the preceding year,

25 committed any act, made any communication, or en-

20
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1 gaged in any pattern of conduct described in subpara-

2 graph (A)(ii)(I71); or

3 "(iii) the school has not, in fact, complied with the

4 requirements of subclauses (II) and (IV) of subpara-

5 graph (A)(ii).

6 "(C) Any order of the district court granting or denying

7 a motion ma-dz -older subparag.-aph (A) shall be re:ie.:vat:lc.

8 "(7) If a school prevails in an action under this section,

9 the court may award such school costs and reasonable attor-

10 neys' fees in such-action.

11 "(8) For purposes of this section-

12 '!(A) The term 'racially discriminatory policy' has

13 the meaning given to such term by subsection (a)(4).

14 "(B)(i) A school commits a racially discrimilutory

15 act if such school refuses, on the basis of race, to-

16 "(I) admit,any applicant as a student;

17 "(II) admit any student to the rights, privi-

18 leges, programs, and activities generally made

19 available to students by the school; or

20 "(III) allow any student to participate in its

21 scholarship, loan, athletic, or other programs.

22 "(ii) The term 'racially discriminatory act' shall

,23 not include the failure of such school to pursue' or,

24 achieve any racial quota, proportion, or representation

25 in the student body.
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1 "(C) The term 'race' shall have the meaning

2 given to that term by subsection (a)(4).

3 "(D) The term 'private', as applied to an elemen-

4 tary or secondary school, has the meaning given to

5 such term by section 559(g)(3).".

6 (2) in section 557

7 (A) by inserting in the first sentence ur sub-

8 section (a) a dash and "(1)" after "such agency

9 shall";

10 (B) by striking out in the first sentence of

11 subsection (a) the period at the end thereof and

12 inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon and the fol-

13 lowing: "or (2) provide vouchers to the parents of

14 such children in accordance with section 559.";

15 (C) by inserting in the second sentence of

16 subsection (a) "and for educational vouchers"

17 after' "arrangements "; and

18 (D) by inserting in subsection (b)(1) a comma

19 and "or from providing educational vouchers to

20 the parents of these children," after "elementary

21 and secondary schools".

22 (3) in section 558-

23 (A) by adding a new sentence at the end of

24 subsection (b) to read as follows: "Nothing con-

25 tained in this subsection shall be construed to pro-
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1 hibit the use IA educational vouchers for payments

2 under section 559(c)(2)(i) to a private school or to

3 a public school located outside of the school dis-

4 trict in which the child resides, notwithstanding

5 that such payments would have been made from

6 non-Federal sources in the absence of funds under

this chapter.'; and

8 (B) by adding a new subsection (f) to read as

9 follows:

10 "(f) EDUCATIONAL 'ITOUCHERS.Payments under sec-

11 tion 559(c)(2)(i) to a private school or to a public school locat-

12 ed outside of the school district in which the child resides

13 shall not subject such private or public school, or the local

14 educational agency for such public school, to the require-

15 ments of this section.".

16 DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION TO ATTORNEY GENERAL

17 SEC. 4. Subsection (h) of section 6103 of the Internal

18 Revenue. Code of 1954 (relating to disclosure to certain Fed-

19 eral officers and employees for tax administration purposes) is

20 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

21 paragraph:

22 "(6) CERTAIN INVESTIGATIONS AND PROCEED-

23 INGS REGARDING RACIALLY DISCRIMINATORY POLI-

24 CIES.Upon the request of the Attorney General or

25 the Secretary's own motion, the Secretary shall di.s-
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1 close any return or return information which is rele-

2 want to-

3 "(A) any investigation conducted by the At-

4 torney General under section 560(a)(3) of the

5 Education Consolidation and Improvement Act of

6 1981 with regard to whether a school is following

7 a racially discriminatory policy (withiri the in an-

8 ing of section 560(a)(4) of such Act), or

9 "(B) any proceeding which may be brought

10 under section 560(b) of such Act,

11 to any officer or employee of the Department of Jus-

12 tice who is directly and personally involved in such in-

13 vestigation or in preparation for such a proceeding.".

14 CONFORMING AMENDMENTS,
15 SEC. 5. Section 2201 of title 28, United States Code

16 (relating to creation of the declaratory judgment remedy) is

17 amended by striking out "section 7428" and inserting in lieu

18 thereof "section 7408 or section 560 of the Education Con-

19 solidation and Improvement Act of 1981.".

20 EFFECTIVE DATE

21 SEC. 6. The amendments made by this Act shall take

22 effect on July 1, 1984.
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Mr. MILLER [presiding]. The Subcommittee on Elementary, Sec-
ondary, and Vocational Education of the full Education and Labor
Committee will come to order.

This morning the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and
Vocational Education is conducting a hearing on the administra-
tion's education voucher proposal. This proposal was submitted to
Congress on March 17, and would amend chapter 1 of the Educa-
tion Consolidation and Improvement Act, the Federal program edu-
cating disadvantaged children.

Under the plan, a State or local school district could use its chap-
ter 1 funds to give vouchers to parents of educationally deprived
children, to be used to pay for the cost of education at a private
school or public school outside the district.

We are pleased to welcome the Honorable Terrel T-I. Bell, Secre-
tary of Education, to exp:ain this pi oposal. will also hear from
other representatives of the education and research communities.

Secretary Bell, let me welcome you to the committee, and let me
give you our apologies for Chairman Perkins, who unfortunately
has been called back to his district, and my apologies for being a
few minutes late.

Your full statement will be placed in the record in its entirety
and, you may proceed in a manner that is most comfortable to you.

STATEMENT OF HON. TERREL H. BELL, SECRETARY OF EDUCA-
TION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, ACCOMPANIED BY
GARY L. BAUER, DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY FOR PLANNING,
BUDGE'll, AND EVALUATION, AND LAWRENCE F. DAVENPORT,
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
EDUCATION

Secretary BELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. If I may, since my
statement' is only three-and-a-half pages long, and double<spaced, I
would like to present it.

Mr. MILLER. That's a good statement, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary BELL. Ordinarily I don't do that.
I am pleased to be before you today to present the Equal Educa-

tional Opportunity Act of 1983. It was introduced and it has a
number, H.R. 2397, as of yesterday. This is the administration's
proposal to permit State and local educational agencies to utilize
chapter 1 of the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act for
voucher purposes in situations where parents and school officials
agree that such action would be desirable.

With me today is Gary Bauer, on my left. He is Deputy Under
Secretary for Planning, Budget, and Evaluation. And Dr. Lawrence
Davenport, who is Assistant Secretary for Elementary and SAcond-
ary Education, is on my right.

This act is a simple measure to introduce more flexibility into
the elementary and secondary education system of this country
and, with the approval of school officials, to give the parents of
educationally disadvantaged children the same choices that other
parents have in selecting a different and more educationally advan-
tageous school program for their children. This administration be-
lieves that parents Of disadvantaged children should be able to ex-
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ercise effective choice, through vouchers. The more options we can
provide, the better.

At the present time a child eligible for chapter 1 services is usu-
ally limited to the programs available at the particular school serv-
ing the area. where the child resides. There may be- situations
where parents would prefer another school setting. Under our pro-
posal, in circumstances where the State educational agency or the
local educational agency elect to offer the voucher option, parents
could apply to transfer to another school settingeither another
private or public school. The Federal funds would be available for a
voucher to follow the child. Chapter 1 funds would continue to be
distributed to the local districts under the current program formu-
la.

Under our proposal, a State educational agency could require
that all loco.l educational agencies St4.:(s offer ^ vouch":
program. If vouchers are not required by the SEAif LEA's are
not required to offer that optionthe decision ,to use chapter 1
funds for vouchers would he left entirely up to each LEA. Subject
to any minimum SEA requirement, local school boards and admin-
istrators would decide on how to structure the voucher program;
whether to distribute vouchers to parents of all chapter 1 children,
to some subset of these parentsfor example, .maybe chapter 1,
children at aparticular grade level, or, for examPleoin a small dis-
trict, where they don't have enough children to 'make a good pro-
gramor only to parents of chapter 1 children who request a
voucher.

In any case, the voucher could' then be used for participation by
the child in a compensatory education program operated within the
school district, for enrollment at a private school,, or for enrollment
at a public school located outside the local district.

This voucher concept is not new to Federal education aid. It has
been used successfully for many years In other programs. Current-
ly, through our student financial aid programs, we place great em-
phasis on both access and choice in higher education. We not only
permit, but we encourage options, to select public or private insti-
tutions in higher, education. Parents and students are given a
choice among institutions, and the Federal funds are made availa-
ble for a voucher in the form of a Pell grant which we are all fa-
miliar with.

Additionally, the GI bill has also long operated on the basis of
student choice among institutions. We seek similar opportunities
for the use of funds for educationally disadvantaged elementary
and secondary students as the Federal Government has offered for
many years for use of its funds in higher education.

In addition, we now provide Federal assistance for placing handi-
capped children in the best educational setting: The choices availa-
ble include placement in private schools. If it is determined that a
private school 'would be the appropriate educational,setting for the
child, then that option can be exercised under current law. Federal
funds may be used to support individualized education outside the
local school. In providing additional options, our proposal would
offer some benefits to disadvantaged children under chapter 1 simi-
lar to those that we provide 'to handicapped children under Public
Law 94-142.
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Mr. MILLER. I ,~some you would continue to stand by, your most
recent evaluation of the program, that basically the program is
well run and well targeted?

Secretary BELL. Yes, sir. I think the facts lead us to stand by
that.

Mr. MILLER. Am I correct in understanding that a local educa-
tion authority would have the ability to determine the number of
vouchers that it would grant?

Secretary BELL. Yes, that would be left up to their determina-
tion. They could grant only one voucher in a particular case, for
instance where they had a gifted and talented child, and the educa-
tional program wasn't meeting that child's need, where placement
in another district which had a gifted and talented program, or in
a private school which had it, would more adequately meet that
ne,d:We would encourage that kind of option and the individual-
iz planning that we now have with Public Law 94-142 with re-'
s ect to handicapped.

It could be one or it could be several, or it could be a large
dumber. Our proposal would leave it up to the local authorities.

4 Mr. MILLER. What about in the instance where,let's assume, you
have 500 students and you have a number of private schools in the
areaand I guess now would be the time you would be applying
for next falland disadvantaged .students make application to
those schools and 200 of them are accepted. The family may be

-making that application conditioned on the fact that it would carry
with it some financial help in placing their child in that school.

What does the school district do then?
Secretary BELL. The school district would be totally in control.

They could still not perinit any of them to move to the new schools
unless they wanted to. It would be pretty much like it is now, Mr.
Chairman, with Public Law 94-142. The local education officials
and the parents of the children would have to concur before this
would happen.

Mr. MILLER. I am just trying to think of what actually takes
place at the local level. Obviously, I think in every school district
there would be a certain number of parents who would desire to
exercise tt4is option if it was available. Does the school announce
that there is going to be 50 vouchers available? You know, I am
concerned.

I appreciate that the local school district is in control, and I
think they properly should be. But I question how this is imple-
mented with respect to who will get it.

You mentioned gifted and talented, but there are also many dis-
advantaged students, eco,rlomic and otherwise, who are eligible for
chapter 1 funds. How ,The school makes that determination and
whether at some point`the school has to determine if they can only
allow 25 vouchers because if they go beyond that and cut their pro-
grams resources it, in fact, would be diminished.

You can answer the question, but I would think it would be hard
to argue that an awful lot of school districts around the country
receive chapter 1 funds. It would be hard' to argue that you could
allow three-quarters of those students to leave and maintain a
quality program for the one - quarter who remain.
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Secretary BELL. I guess it would depend upon the situation. If it
was a tiny school district-

Mr. MILLER. Or a large school district.
Secretary BELL [continuing]. And they didn't have enough re-

sources, then it might be that in that exceptional case the limited
number of chapter 1 children would be better off in a neighboring
school district where they had a good program. But we don't envi-
sion that there will be any particular number. It will be up to the
local school authorities. They need to set a deadline to apply for an
opportunity to choose another education setting. There would need
to be a meeting of the parents and the local school officials, much
like we now have with the individualized education plan developed
for the private school children, and then the decision could be
made on a case-by-case basis as to how it ought to be approved and
whether it should or whet her it shouldn't.

Mr. MILLER. What would this voucher be worth?
Secretary BELL. It would be worth the amount of money per child

that the school district gets under this program.
Mr. MILLER. Do you have any idea of what would be the typical

figure?
Secretary BELL. The national averageDr. Davenport?
Dr. DAVENPORT. It iS $525.
Mr. MILLER. And would it be anticipated that this would be sub-

tracted from the tuition that might be charged at a private school?
If the tuition was $1,000, the parent would pay $475?

Secretary BELL. It would go to help pay the costs.
Mr. MILLER. Well, would they still charge the $1,000 tuition? I

mean, would that be a "bonus baby"? This is a $1,500 child instead
of a $1,000 child?

Secretary BELL. The parents who apply to have their child ad-
mitted to another school -suppose it's a school ire a neighboring
district that has a unique programthe parents would apply and it
the child were admitted, the parents would then bring their propos-
al to the local education agency. Then the LEA could weigh the
matter and de-Ciae whether to approve it or not. The best parallel I
could give is what goes on now with Public Law 94-142.

Mr. MILLER. Well, explain to me what goes on there. I mean, if I
understand correctly, it-is not just a question of whether the stu-
dent or the parents makes a determination to move to anothei
public school district. They may make the determination to move
to a private school; is that correct'?

Secretary BELL. That's correct.
Mr. MILLER. But in terms of following that money and following

that student if the student applies to a private school in thy area,
is that student still charged the full tuition; or is the amount the
voucher is worth in the district that the student is leaving sub-
tracted from the tuition?

Secretary BELL. This would be a matter to be negotiated between
the LEA, the parent, and the school to which the parent was apply-
ing for admission. They would have to weigh the tuition charge, or
the fee, whatever the charge was, and it might be that a school
would admit the child for $525. It might be that they charged
$1,000 tuition and the parent would haye to come up with the dif-
ference.
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Mr. MILLER. This is all first impression so we will wait awhile.
But wouldn't we want to know that at the Federal level? I say that
very seriously. Conceivably, if you had a substantial participation
in the program at the local level, you're talking about a substan-
tialwhat is chapter 1 worth?

Secretary BELL. It is in excess of $3 billion.
Mr. MILLER. Three billion dollars. If a third of the people took up

the opportunity, you're talking about a billion Federal dollars that
may not necessarily stay in the public sector. You have made the
determination that that is not terribly relevant, that what you are
looking for is educational opportunity. Fine. But as the board of di-
rectors, don't we have some interest in exactly what is going to
happen to that dollar? Because if we find out, in fact, that tuitions
have not been offset and this is simply a grant of $525 to the pri-
vate schools, we want to know that. If it is an offset to tuition, I
think certain Members of Congress would be interested in that.

I appreciate that the local districts are going to have the choice. I
would just like to know what the choice is.

Secretary BELL. Well, the situation isn't unlike what we have
now with respect to the other Federal programs that I cited.

Mr. BAUER. Mr. Chairman, I think to some extent the hypotheti-
cal situation you are raising is unlikely to happen, given that if the
parents of an educationally disadvantaged child could afford the tu-
ition being charged at a private school today, they would probably
already be trying to send the child to that school, if that was a
school they desired to send the child to

The fact that-
Mr. MILLER. Let me stop you. I don't want to become argumenta-

tive about this, but I would suspect that there are many children
in urban school districts who are going to private schools who, had
they been in the public school, would have been counted for pur-
poses of participation in chapter 1, but their parents made what-
ever extra special effort it took to get the child into private schools.
So it is not apples and oranges. It is oranges when they start to
leave that public school for the private school.

Let me just use the urban example. In San Francisco or Wash-
ington, D.C., there are a fair number of low income children who
are going to private schools eider- "because the school offers some
scholarship or some financial helg,-Lor the parents have made what-
ever arrangements they could make for those children to attend.
They would have been chapter 1 eligible had they remained in the
school. So it is not unlikely that those would be the same children
who might take advantage of this opportunity.

Secretary BELL. That's correct.
Mr. MittER.dSo I am not so sure that v I am proposing is

highly unlikely.
Mr. BAUER. I thought you were raising the specter of an individ-

ual student in a r. iblic school who would take the voucher and go
to a private schoci and find that the tuition at the private. school
was just as high as it was before he received the voucher; thus, the
private school would be receiving some sort of windfall from the
participation of that student. I would think that to the extent that
private schools would do that, the parents of those children would
be denied access to private schools because they would find the tu-
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ition just as high as it had been before and, thus, their options
would be limited to other compensatory education programs and
other public schools, other than the one they are currently attend-
ing.

Mr. MILLER. But it is not prohibited because, in fact, parents in
that income group do have some children in private school. If you
look at the makeup of parochial schools in urban districts, there
are low income, moderate income, high income children in those
schools.

Mr. BAUER. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. So if the tuition does remain the same, there are, in

fact, parents who could take advantage of it. In fact, the schools
might invite them in if they could get both tuition and the chapter
1 grant, too.

I think we have to know what the requirements would be, wheth-
er or not, in fact, the tuition would be reduced or what the various
options are that would be available under this proposal. This in-
volves a lot of money.

Mr. BAUER. As you know, we leave a great deal of flexibility to
the localities now in dealing with chapter 1. There are 16,000
school districts and I think we would be hesitant to try to draft up
specific regulations that would apply to all 16,000 school distridts.
In fact, we trust local school officials to make the appropriate deci-
sions when dealing with their own children.

Mr. MILLER. Which school _districts did you meet with in terms of
determining that this was a good proposal?

Secretary BELL. We have not met with specific school districts.
We have discussed the need for flexibility in chapter 1 the flexibil-
ity that we are providing in other Federal education programs,
where we provide choice. Many educators that I have talked to
have expressed concern about the rigidity of chapter 1. In my own
experience as a school _official on that level. I have felt we didn't
permit chapter 1 funds to follow the child. I felt it was unusual
that we had this provision in chapter 1, that the funds can't follow
the child, but we don't have that restriction in Public Law 94-142,
for'example, and other programs that we have.

Mr. MILLER. I am not clear, but I don't remember the arguments
over chapter 1 funds following the child, that anybody is suggesting
the chapter 1 funds shall follow the child right out of the public
school district. I don't remember that being part of that debate.

I think it would be very helpful for you to tell us, either now or
later, of the educators and the school districts, or State school offi-
cers, people that have been involved in this decision. I am interest-
ed in how the burden of proof was met that led to this legislative
initiative. If it simply came from you and the administration, that's
fine, too. But I think it is important because there is a suggestion
in the proposal that the local school districts are going to embrace
this and think this is a good idea. I just find the outflow of funds
somewhat inconsistent with what local school districts are telling
this Member of Congress they are able to withstand. I think it
would be important to know who is advocating this proposal.

Secretary BELL. I should emphasize that I could not read a list of
school systems that have been pressing me for this program. I am
relating to conversations that I have -had with different school
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board members and school superintendents and others that have
just remarked that this program is more rigid than Public Law 94-
142.

We encourage individualized education plans and individualized
placing in the most advantageous setting for a handicapped child,
and all we are doing, Mr. Chairman, is asking for that same oppor-
tunity for a disadvantaged child. I can't understand why it is a
good thing for the one child and not for the other.

Mr. MILLER. Let me just say that I think we have an obligation,
as Members of Congress, to look at it from all different angles. We
are talking about a major alteration of a $3 billion program, a $3
billion program which most audits have suggested is successful,
amd been a factor; in raising test scores of disadvantaged children,
that has provided the resources and helped these children to read
better and compute better. Each audit more or less has said that. It
has had its troubles from time to time, but basically it's'a gooc, pro-
gram.

If we are going to make a major alteration in that program, I
think I would like to know who the advocates are. I mean, if this is
based upon anecdotal conversations, that's one thing.. If it is based
on hard study and suggestions that this would lead to certain re-
sults, that's another. I think we have to be concerned about the
basis upon which we would open this program up to 16,000 differ-
ent determinations about how the resources for disadvantaged chil-
dren, that are basically working today would be treated. It is very
important that we know. And I think it is very important that we
recognize the authorities on the pro side, who they are and what
they are saying, and the basis on which they are providing evi-
dence, and those on the con side, so that we can make some kind of
intelligent determination, if we are ever to arrive at the same con-
clusion the administration has about this program

There is no argument about the goal of making sure that each
and every child has the best educational opportunity available to
them. The question is, Is this proposal going to achieve that goal,
or is this proposal going to go half way, a third of the way, or is it
going to fail? I think that is what is important for us to know, be-
cause, again, this is not a minor alteration; this is not a technical
amendment to chapter 1. This is a major redirection and a major
change in how the deployment of those resources will take place.

Secretary BELL. We acknowledge it is a major change. We just
emphasize it isn't unprecedented and we cite these other prece-
dents that were given in our testimony. I would assume that the
committee members will all be hearing from your constituencies
and that this committee will be hearing from other school officials
on the matter.

Mr. MILLER. We will. We will. I also suggest it is very important
for this committee to understand the underlying evidence upon
which the conclusion was reached by the administration in putting
forth its proposal. It is easy to come up here, if you weren't in-
volved in the process, and take pot-shots at it if you don't know the
evidentiary base upon which the decision was made.

Secretary BELL. I think the prime evidentiary base is the success
of Public Law 94-142, which we all know has been successful.
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Mr. MILLER. This is the law this administration was going to
repeal, right?

Secretary BELL. We have all had this empirical experience with
it up to this point. So the fact that this kind of individualized place-
ment opportunity is made there and that we have had nationwide
experience with it is the best evidence that I could cite right now.

Mr. BAUER. Mr. Chairman, we would also be happy to supply for
the record some public opinion polls, not of local school officials but
of parents, who rank choice in education near the top of the list of
what they desire for their children. This is particularly true of the
parents of low-income students who are served by the chapter 1
program. We did not poll local education agencies, but in this pro-
posal the Secretary has tried very hard to be responsive to what we
see as parental desires in this area.

Dr. DAVENPORT. Mr. Chairman, I guess what I am troubled by is
what appears to be a lack of confidence in the parents of the child
to make an intelligent decision about what they want for their
child-

Mr. MILLER. No, no, no. Don't start that.
Dr. DAVENPORT [continuing]. To be able to go to a private school

or public sch5ol, to make that decision.
Mr. MILLER. No, no. Don't start that. Don't characterize my

statements. That is not it at all.
We must understand the evidentiary base upon which the deci-

sion was reached, to move a $3 billion program from district to dis-
trict, from the public sector to the private sector. Until we have the
evidence to be scrutinized, `that can be either agreed or disagreed
with, it is a little bit difficult to change a $3 billion program simply
on the basis of desire.

As I said, there is little or no disagreement with the goal. It is
our obligation to find out whether or not this proposal will help
obtain that-goal. I am a little suspect when you sugget that this
proposal is based on the overwhelming success of Public Law 94-
142, when this administration has suggested the repeal or the block
granting of that program. You know, I am paid to be a little bit
skeptical, not to be disagreeable but to be somewhat skeptical. Let's
find out what the evidence is.

We will ask the same question of the other witnesses that come
before us: what is the basis upon which they arrived at their sup-
port or opposition to the proposal.

Dr. DAVENPORT. I would just say in passing, Mr. Chairman, that I
think when we try to make educational choices for children, then
we should have faith in the State departments of education and
have faith in LEA's, without questioning their competence because
those are the closest levels that make decisions that affect students
today. We have faith in the chapter. 1 program overall. As you
know, we have proposed $167 million -additional to the LEA's for
the program. We have complete confidence in the local decision-
making authorities.

Mr. MILLER. But not blind confidence.
Dr. DAVENPORT. Blind confidence, I --
Mr. MILLER. You wouldn't make the general statement that all

those who are closest to the situation make the best decisions?
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Dr. DAVENPORT. No more than I would say that all of those who
are in Washington make the best decisions.

Mr. MILLER. Correct. That is why we try to be skeptical and that
is why we question those in Washington who make the decisions.

Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Bell, it is very-difficult to take this proposal seriously. You

have not indicated who is actually advocating the proposalother
than the White House, I assume.

Do you have any advocate in the educational field, among the
parent organizations?

Secretary BELL. As I indicated to the chairman, the advocacy
that I have had has been more the expression of a concern about
how rigid chapter 1 is, the fact that we don't allow parental in-
volvement and choice in chapter 1 as we do in our other big pro-
gram, Public Law 94-142. This bill would place the decisionmaking
largely asit-if with Education for the Handicapped now.

I wouldrit want to tell the committee that I have had an enor-
mous groundswell of demand and pressure from school districts for
this proposal, but it also wouldn't be fair to say that it is an un-
precedented proposition, because the other programs that we have
give more opportunity for choice and parental involvement than
we have in this program.

Mr. HAwkirvs. You still haven't named a single advocate, other
than to repeat your general ; statement. But let's leave that apart
from this debate. It's a little difficult to try to reach out and find
someone to support it. At least none of us have seemed to identify
anyone.

Isn't it rather strange, however, that at a time when you yourself
concede that chapter 1 is beginning to succeed, and at the same
time that the administration is reducing the money for that pro-
gram, that you would at that same time attempt to make rather
drastic changes in it, which are certainly unprecedented. You can't
give one advocate, you can't give one precedent of a school district
that has operated anything near this as a program upon which to
build any type of a proposal.

As I understand it, none of these conditions has been met. Yet
you are asking us to take it rather seriously. I can't quite under-
stand it.

Secretary BELL. Mr. Hawkins, I wouldn't say that chapter 1 is be-
ginning to succeed. I would say that it has been successful for a
number of years, so I wouldn't want to say it is just beginning to
succeed, nor would I acknowledge that we're proposing to cut chap-
ter 1 --

Mr. HAWKINS. Well, let's not quibble over the words. I willbe --
Secretary BELL [continuing]. Because our budget proposal this

year does not propose any reduction in chapter 1 appropriations.
Mr. HAWKINS. Is it not true he is asking for a rescission of title 1

money?
Secretary BELL. The rescission is for the funds that were appro-

priated a year ago, to hold harmless those LEA's that would have
been cut back in the transition from the 1970 to 1980 census.
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Mr. HAWKINS. Well, let me agree with you, that in my opinion
chapter 1 has been succeeding, rather than is beginning to succeed.
I am glad that you made that particular correction, which certain-

ly builds the argument more so for not making any drastic changes
of this nature. It would seem to me, rather than changing the pro-
gram and giving the options that you indicate, why not superim-
pose those options on what is already succeeding? In other words,
make them an addition, not a subtraction, to the program that you
yourself say has been highly successful, has been succeeding for a
long time.

If you wish to experiment; would it not be better to provide addi-
tional money on which to experiment, as we did some years ago?
My understanding is that all the experiments did fail in the very
program that you are advocating. But if you want to try it again
and make a new beginning, why not make a new beginning with
some new money and not disturb a program that is already in
place..

Secretary BELL. I don't see where we would be disturbing the
program if we add this additional option that we are proposing to
you. All we are doing is offering this opportunity for more parental
choice, with the approval of the LEA.

Mr. HAWKINS. Let us take the option. Let's say some parents
would exercise the option to send their children to private schools,
and others would send their children to schools outside of the dis-
trict and so forth. What you are doing then, in effect, you are dissi-
pating money which is already inadquate, you are dividing it up.

Now, let's assume that in the public schools within that district
that is receiving money under chapter 1, that the number of enroll-
ments is decreased so badly that some services cannot be provided
in that school district; then would you not be depriving those chil-
dren of the services which they are entitled to because of the loss
in enrollment in that particular school?

In other words, aren't you, in effect, providing too little money
up into various programs, none of which would have sufficient
funding in order to actually succeed? Do you not see that as a pos-
sibility?

Secretary BELL. No, we don't see our proposal as doing that. First
of all, if an LEA had a huge enrollment of disadvantaged children,
they would come in under the formula for quite a lot funding. Be-
sides that, if they didn't want to grant a voucher of $525 for each of
those who would leave, they could deny that. So it leaves the con-
trol entirely up to the LEA. We don't think we would be dissipat-
ing the resources any more than we are doing now with the Feder-
al money for the handicapped. We permit that very thing to
happen.

Mr. HAWKINS. I know that in some s.:.hools you have special serv-
ices, you have special teachers, who obviously must have a certain
number of students in order to provide that particular service. If
you reduce that number, then it is highly possible that you would
either be wasting the money paid to that instructor or else it would
be decided that the program is too costly and therefore you could
not afford that special teacher.

I have seen this happen, and I am sure that you have as well--
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Secretary BELL. Of course. And if that were to be the outcome,
then the superintendent and the sc!,00l board could say "we are
not going to exercise this option at all." Or "we will only do it in
the case of this one particular child, where we think it is justified."
Or "we'll do it in two or three cases." It just leaves the option to-
tally up to them.

Mr. HAWKINS. Well, let me get to one or two more specific items
in the actual proposal that we received this morning.

On page 5 you said the voucher is not Federal assistance, that
payments made by local education agencies to a private school or
another local educational agency, pursuant to an educational
voucher, et cetera, shall not constitute Federal financial assistance
to the local educational agency. You legislated that it is not finan-
cial assistance.

Then in the latter part of the same paragraph you say the school
receiving funds under this can exch Inge the voucher for the Feder-
al assistance. In other words, have you not set up an actual impos-
sible situation. In one breath you say it is not Federal assistance,
and yet you allow the voucher to be redeemed for Federal financial
assistance.

Secretary BELL. Mr. Bauer.
Mr. BAUER. Mr. Hawkins, the point we were trying to make

there is a legal distinction. We see the voucher program to be com-
parable to the Pell grant program in higher education. That grant
as you know, can be used by a student to go to a private school or
religious school without raising any constitutional problems. It is,
in fact, a grant from the Federal Government to an individual to
be used at a university, whether it is a private university or not. It
ends up being used to assist the individual.

We are indicating that this program should be perceived legally
from the same standpoint, and we don't perceive any sort of consti-.
tutional problem with this money being used by parents at schools
that might have a religious orientation.

Mr. HAWKINS. Well, it would seem it is a legal monstrosity if you
say it isn't financial assistance, and then can be redeemed for fi-
nancial assistance. I don't see how you can get around the fact that
it is financial assistance and should be treated as such.

Mr. BAUER. Well, no more of a legal monstrosity than the Pell
Grant program, Mr. Hawkins, in which a student can take a Feder-
al grant from the Government and go to a private religious school.

Mr. HAWKINS. It seems to me that you're trying to avoid the con-
stitutional prohibition against it. It just seems to me that merely
legislating you can't do that.

As to the enforcement of the antidiscrimination phases of the
bill, my understanding is that under the program the Attorney
General will be authorized to do so; is that not so?

Mr. BAUER. Yes, it is.
Mr. HAWKINS. Do you give to the parent the right to sue?
Mr. BAUER. Yes, there is a parental right to sue.
Mr. HAwiciNs. That is included on what page? I have page 9.
Mr. BAUER. I may not be able to readily find the page number.

We would be happy to give that for the'record.
As you know, the bill is 18 pages long and 11 pages of that deals

with the civil rights issue and gives both protections to parents and
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powers to the Attorney General in order to make sure that Federal.
money is not used to send children to schools that discriminate.

Mi. HAWKINS. In what way do you deal with the question of
intent to discriminate? Does that set up an exemption?

Mr. BAUER. I don't believe we specifically address the intent
question. The discrimination provisions in the bill are identical to
those in the tuition tax credit proposal that we sent up, which was
changed after a variety of negotiations on the Senate side with
both Republicans and Democrats.

The provision in the tuition tax credit bill was one that was ar-
rived at as a consensus. provision, that both Republicans and Demo-
crats on the Senate Finance Committee felt addressed the discrimi-
nation question adequately. So 'rather than reopen that whole
issue, we basically adopted verbatim the language in the tuition
tax credit bill for the voucher legislation.

Mr. HAWKINS. Do you affirmatively deal with the question of
effect as opposed to intent in the bill?

Mr. BAUER. I don't believe we get into those legal terms of art in
the legislation, but I would be happy to provide a legal opinion, as
to how we handle that, for the record.

Mr. HAWKINS. It seems to me, before this thing even gets started,
you should be able to answer- specifically and definitively those
questions which the courts have dealt with. When you speak of pro-
visions against discrimination, you really haven't started to deal
with them.

Mr. BAUER. Quite frankly, Mr. Hawkins, given the large numbers
of minority children that are currently covered by chapter 1, we
believe the chances of this legislation being used in any way in a
discriminatory manner are virtually nil. In fact, we see it as quite
the opposite, that this is going to provide to the parents of minority
children the educational opportunity to attend schools that they
might not otherwise attend because of financial barriers. So, if any-
thing, we think it will probably aid integration in our school sys-
tems.

Mr. HAWKINS. Well, the chances of this bill even getting started,
I say are pretty nil.

Mr. BAUER. I sense the skepticism, Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Sec-

retary Bell, for coming up here.
I would like to prticularly compliment the administration and

you on providing as much flexibility as you have in this proposal. I
suspect that a large number of my school administrators who origi-
nally were opposed to the concept would find it far more palatable
once they find out the flexibility that presently exists in the bill.

When we talk about support for this particular conceptand I
am not ready to endorse or reject the concept todayI think that
is the purpose of the hearing, but did not the President's Advisory
Panel on Financing of Elementary and Secondary Education make
some recommendations in this area?

Secretary BELL. Yes. Their voucher proposal would be more far
reaching than ours. It wouldn't require LEA approval. It wouldn't
have the limits in it that ours has. It would be much more far
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reaching and sweeping than ours. It would just give authority on a
blanket basis. I felt that maybe that would be too radical a change.

Mr. GUNDERSON. So you rejected the Advisory Commission's rec-
ommendations on the voucher--

Secretary BELL. Well, I felt the recommendation that we allow
the parental choice was a good one. But I felt we ought to make
that decisionmaking subject to the local school authorities' discre-
tion and jurisdiction.

Now, that report didn't treat that issue in detail. We felt, that we
ought to leave implementation to the discretion of the LEA's. Mr.
Hawkins, in his questions, pointed out a good reason for making
the program optional, when he mentioned that it might be that, if
you had a blanket approval, you could take large numbers of stu-
dents and therefore large numbers of funds out of the program. We
think we need to leave that totally within the discretion of the
local school board and superintendent, or we could have some far-
reaching cir umstances that I don't think would be desirable.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Again, for the record and to understand clearly,
you are sayin, g that nothing will ever happen in a voucher system
in any school district in the country that has not been chosen to
happen by that local superintendent and school board of that dis-
trict? \

Secretary BELL. That is correct, Mr. Gunderson. They would have
total control.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Could the State come in and make any require-
ments to that district, or not, under your proposal?

Secretary BELL. The State could require that all LEA's offer the
voucher opportunity, but that doesn't mean that a State need re-
quire that all chapter 1 children would have to receive a voucher.

It is a bit like the issue that is now going on in the, courts over
whether or not 94-142 requires summer school programs for handi-
capped children. The courts have found that the States cannot, in a
blanket way, require that all LEA's offer summer school, nor in a
blanket way, can statewide policy prohibit it. So that provision is
in there in like manner to meet a similar situation.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Would you be opposed if we eliminated the re-
quirement that the State education agencies may require LEA's to
offer the voucher program, so that we made it a totally local flexi-ble--

Secretary BELL. Yes, we would be amenable to discussing any
changes to improve the bill and to enhance its possibilities for en-
actment. We are not here with this proposal with any kind of a
take-it-or-leave-it attitude.

We know that the proposal is going to be scrutinized and going
to be debated. I think the initial publicity that came out and ap-
peared in the newspaper, before we had our proposal put together,
did a lot of harm. I suspect that maybe the use of the word vouch-
er, because of how it has been used in the past, caused the bill to
be a bit misunderstood.

So, in response to the specific question, we would surely be will-
ing to talk to the committee, and if that SEA provision in there is
a problem;then we would btf willing to discuss a change. ,

Mr. GUNDERSON. I must admit that I have been one of those
people who initially took a fairly negative perspective on this pro-
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poSal. And as you were testifying today, I was trying to create in
my mind a situation where a local school district would probably
use the voucher system. I think initially, with the financial prob-
lems that the school districts are facing, even in chapter 1, that
there is not going to be an incentive to give some of that money
away except in most unusual circumstances.

I came up with a school district in my congressional district, a
very small community, in which I think it -is fair to say that ap-
proximately 75 percent of the young children in that community
attend the Catholic grade school, so their enrollment at the public
elementary school is very, very small.

Is that the concept in which you are dealingthat you would
provide that local public school the opportunity, in terms of num-
bers, in a voucher system to use the programin other words, to
allow the vouchers to go to that private Catholic school for the
chapter 1 program? Is that the concept behind it, or not?

Secretary BELL. It could be that one of the children in the chap-
ter 1 program in the school district that you mention is a disadvan-
taged child because of income level and background and so. on, but
is also a very bright and precocious child with a lot of opportunity
to learn. That child maybe ought to be placed in a more challeng-
ing educational environment that could be offered in a particular
school. In that instance, at the present time, if that child were
placed in that school, you have to give up the chapter 1 funding.
But under this proposal, in that particular school district, they
could, on an individual basis, approve a voucher for that child, or
they could make arrangements for larger numbers of their children
to participate.

There is a lot of flexibility in the proposal.
Mr. GUNDERSON. We talked earlier about the whole question of a

private school abusing the voucher, in essence, by charging tuition
higher than they normally would charge for education services, et
cetera. Would you anticipate regUlations that might address that
type of an issue in implementing this program, or not?

Secretary BELL. Again, as we examine that, if that is a problem
and if that is a concern of this committee, then we could take a
look at that, either by regulation or by looking_at our draft of the
statute.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Finally, exactly what authority do the parents
have in a situation where a local education agency has adopted a
voucher system under your proposal?

Secretary BELL. The parents would have an opportunity to apply
to the school district to receive a voucher for the purpose of placing

. their child in another school setting, either in another public
school or another private school.

Now, if the LEA said no, then, of course, the parent would not
receive a voucher. But at the present time they don't even have the
opportunity to ask because the funds have to be spent by the LEA
in the schools of the LEA.

Mr. GUNDERSON. So even if you have a voucher system in a local
education agency, that LEA still has the right to control who gets
vouchers and how many are--

Secretary BELL. Yes, under our proposal they would have the
final say.
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Now, you look at the bill, and as you consider it, if there are'
areas there which we need to strengthen, we are willing to talkabout it.

Mr. GUNDERSON. One final question. You suggested in your
answer to a question by the chairman that you agreed with him
that this was a significant change in chapter 1. I am not sure it is.

If I recall correctly, school districts right now can either contract
out or go into cooperative agreements to provide chapter 1 services.I think that is happening in my home school district. Is that cor-
rect, or not?

Secretary BELL. I would like to ask Dr. Davenport to respond tothat. He is the assistant secretary in charge of the chapter 1 pro-gram.
Dr. DAVENPORT. Basically. yes. I would like to provide more infor-

mation for the record on how it works.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Okay.
Mr. BAUER. Mr. Gunderson, I think, to the extent that we agreed

with the statement that this would be a drastic change, we were
thinking specifically of the fact that it is the first time we really
have tried to aim the program at the wishes of parents, first and
foremost. We think, to the extent we are trying to do that, that is
really a drastic change.

But I think you are probably right; another way it isn't, given
that this program can't be put into place at all unless an SEA or
LEA takes the opportunity to put it into effect. We don't envision a
massive nationwide movement to implement this program because,
as the chairman said, there hasn't been a great groundswell from
local school officials to do this sort of thing. But we would envision
that there would be some school districts out of the 16,000 that
would find that in their own specific area it makes sense to try it.
We would hope that if they do that and if they come up with some
good results, that that would provide information that the Congress
in its wisdom could consider in thinking about whether they want
to do something greater with the voucher approach'in the future.

Secretary BELL. Suppose we only had 15, 20, or 100 districts. We
could at least observe that experience and appraise it. I think I
agree with Mr. Bauer, that I don't think there is going to be a mas-
sive movement In this direction. The option is there and in the uni-
verse of school systems we think some would want to begin to work
with it and expetiment with it.

Mr. GUNDERSON. My thoughts would be ,that this would not be
something used by the majority of students in the program, but
would be for that student with rather exceptional needs in chapter
1 where the local program is unable to address that student's
needs. Then you would have a desire, fy that local administration
to vouches out that particular student to a school where he could
get more specialized assistance.

Is that the concept?
Secretary BELL. Yes. I suspect that is what it will be, actually.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Kildee.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Bell, it is good to have you here again.
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i,ereat concern for parental involvement is very touching to
trio. but it was the present administration that abolished the man-
eigle for parental advi..-,:ry couni.siis in this very program. Thero

be a !ittle contradiction there. Just recently, for example,
in a ttszhniu:i ,r-ree-trans bill I offered an amendment, which was
carneki here . this committee, to restore parental involvement
icuarantee, to some extent l wish your concern for parents had

as stron,: 40:n that Kai ahoaliSheed as it is now,
Nekrotary Btu Well. I hear you on that zinger, if I can call it

that
Mr thlit.ok.*. It is a raw,cr; right.
Ses rtar) Hitt. What we wanted to avoid was mandating, requir-

,

'iarer:tal
advisory councils We don't prohibit them. We just felt

the Federal Government hadn't ought to require them. We ought
tee ltsive that up to the 1.F:A and. if it is good concept, they will use
it We strongl,. support local and State control, so we felt this was
mnot her pro; noon. anather mandate in the Federal statute, that
.ho;Aldart be there

Mr kiLloirt- But we do 1.0. some standards in many other pro-
AM,. We set standards for programs in the Defense Department

and at 1 1115 her ex:iniple. So there is a precedent for a Federal role
rr t area

kri,,x, the old sa%ing. if something works, don't try to fix it.
rt-w3chui that there 'have ti' 14. in'dirications with the thought

th,e1 xr ,..111 improvp,. on a!' tins. but the parental advisory
0,Unit re.quirenint war w. tae well just as title I is work-
yeti! well I am baffled by the .at you're trying to fix it when it
hate- lord IA or k tng quite well

Se. re 0. pitta. We would acknowledge that title I is working
Nur* Hs-11 i wouldn't want to imply in any way, that it is not, and

atr r,.a corning here proposing this voucher program believing
that 1hr a anent proi:ram hasn't been successful.

The ;stint I warded to make is that we don't think it is so perfect
h.0 as tan"t be improted. and we think that the flexibility that has

v.ell in education for the handicapped is something that
also work rri 0141.44': I

tat,', I kne,a, 1,be or.. swimming upstream with this committee
,,t, this and lf,ould just like YO plead with you to be - -I don't want

,t1411% 1):,4 in any ptejorNtit.e wayto be a little 1-it more open-
rtwIfiryi i think that, tr-cause of the publicity on this, we were sus-
pel_t 0',7,Atli the tittle we sat down at this table. I would like to appeal
f,,,r a 1014 tracer Lperint."0. about it. We think there are some good

en this. and if the bill isn't exactly the way you like it,
tit 2 is at it 110 we would appeal to you to take a look at what
tsar happened in Ottlrf arras

Mr Kieierr It vv4Nrt-t just the publicity. I didn't get all my infor-
nod eon from Dari gather or Sam Donaldson--

St,-rettAry I know. Mr Kildee I'm aware of that If I im-
fthed that. l FtelleiVit I didn't Mean to imply that at all.

Mr Kilian. I know you didn't mean to imply that. Hut the fact
sot the matter as it Joni the publicity or the way the media
handled it Inert' were ',tomtit- in your very Department who con-
ttiteuted to this firgativ, Hut inure so, Terre!, keep an eye
,,o the White Iloto. K,ervi one oye on your own Department and
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watch. that White House very closely, because I suspect that that's
where this idea came from.

Let me ask you this. Is driving the engine of this proposed
change educational reasons or ideological reasons? Is it educators
who are asking you for this proposal, or is it those who belong to a
very narrow slice of a philosophical spectrum who are pushing it?

Secretary BELL. Mr. Kildee, I don't fit in very well with that
narrow slice that you are referring to.

Mr. KILDEE. I know you don't, and I have acknwledged that- in
various public forums, including this committee room.
.Secretary BELL. But I do feel, as sincerely as I can express this to

you, as a person who has spent-all of his adult life in education and
in the public schoolsand I choose the public schools; I have a
child right now attending public schoolsI feel that the option and
parental choice opportunity that this program offers is a good pro-
gram. I would really urge you to look at it with a little more favor
than I am hearing here this morning.

Mr. KILDEE. Well, it bothers me that the traditional advocates of
the poor are not jumping on the bandwagon and are not supporting
this at all. I mean groups like the NAACP, the Urban League, and
the AFL-CIO. Those groups, whose credentials are well established
in this country, and certainly in this town, as being advocates of
programs to help the poor, the middle class, the working poor, and
the Nonworking, are not supporting this.

That should cause you to be openminded, too; Right?
Secretary BELL. Yes. I acknowledge that. ,

Mr. KILDEE. I wonder why they aren't supporting-this, or saying
your proposal would be a good thing for the kids of those people we
are so concerned about.

You made a statement earlier, Ted, that it is unfortunate, in the
early publicity on this program, that the word, voucher, was at-
tached to it. But isn't voucher the appropriate ward?

Secretary, BELL. Oh, it is. It is just that-
Mr. KILDEE. So, are you saying it is unfortunate that the truth

was attached to this?
[Laughter.]
Secretary BELL. There are some words that we use that affect us

emotionally. Some people react to the word algebra, you see.
The other thing I talked about was the publicity.-It concerned me

a great deal that one morning, when we were still in the discussion
stage; with our colleagues-at OMB and at Ihe White House, on the
front page of the Washington Post was an article on this proposal
and on our education savings account in higher education. The idea
was being discussed at that point and we were ex..thanging concepts
back and forth. And for that story to be out at that time caused a
reaction. Many had arrived at conclusions about our proposal that
just weren't fair.

Mr. BAUER. Congressman, along that same line, the Pell grant
program is a voucher. I know you're a strong supporter of that. I
would hope that if we call it a voucher, which it really is, a vouch-
er for higher education, that you wouldn't rethink your support for
it.

Mr. KILDEE. No, I am not the one that is quarreling with the fact
that the word voucher has been attached. The question was raised
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on that side of the witness table. But the 'question here is whether
the word voucher is an appropriate title for this reality, is it not?

Secretary BELL. Mr. Kildee was telling me to call it what it is,
and it's a voucher..I acknowledge, that. I am just saying that there
is an emotional wction to that label from some people.

Mr. KILDEE. Lop me ask you this. In the bill it says that none of
these vouchers, funds, whatever you want to call them, may be
used in schools_ with racially discriminatory policies. I think the
answer given to a question by Congressman Hawkins bothered me
a bit, inasmuch as you are not really sure what that language does
mean. I think this is something that should be a high priority in
any administration, to make sure we aren't doing something-to ex-
acerbate the problem of racial discrimination and separation. I

would think the drafters of this bill could have drafted it in-such a
way that you would have clear in your mind the response to Mr.
Hawkins' questions, and not have to tell us that later on you will
investigate to see what you meant.

Mr. BAUER. No. To the extent that my answer was read as not
understanding what was in the bill, let me try to elaborate. We feel
that the 11 pages, Out of the 18-page bill, devoted to protections on
civil rights provide strong protections. These same protections are
in the tuition tax credit bill. Members of the Senate on both sides
of the aisle have strongly endorsed them and have come to the con-
clusion that these, provisions adequately-provide civil rights protec-
tions.

You know, it really is difficult for me to imagine, with 11 pages
of protection and rights given to the Attorney General to bring suit
and other safeguards, that any one could see anything in this other
than very strong civil rights guarantees.

Again, I would like to reiterate that the chapter 1 program, as
.

you- know, is heavily weighted with minority children. If anything,
this is going to give those minority children the ability to attend
schools that they now cannot attend because they are economically
stopped from crossing that boundary line and attending a school in
another area of the city or some other type of school.

If anything, I think the strongest case can be made that this is
going to aid the integration of our public school systems that we all
want to see occur on a voluntary basis.

Mr. KILDEE. Eleven pages, of course, doesn't impress any of us.
I'm a former English teacher and have taken an 11-page theme
and reduced it to 2 fairly' good pages. It is the quality of the law,
not the length of the verbiage.

Mr. BAUER. The 11 pages begin with a statement that the vouch-
er cannot be used by parents to send their children to schools that
discriminate.

Mr. HAWKINS. I just wanted to set the record straight. I have
been trying to read those 11 pages and I still haven't located any
provision which would allow a parent of those unfortunate minor-
ity children that you speak of to sue, except to make an allegation
to the Attorney General.

Mr. BAUER. Yes, I---
Mr. HAWKINS. You give a lot of power to the Attorney General,

but you give none whatsoever, that I have been able to locate as
yet, reading through, these pagesyou told me that you were going
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to be specific and let us know that that was so. Now, are you pre-
pared to do that?

Mr. BAUER. Mr. Hawkins, I have been reading through it as you
have been, and I was. rec-ruling that we had originally put in a pa-
rental right to sue, and then when that provision was taken out of
the tuition tax credit bill on the Senate side, as other safeguards
were put in, we did the same thing with this draft.

As you know, parents have a right to sue under other laws and
under our Constitution. Obviously, this bill doesn't affect any of
that. But under the specific voucher proposal, the Attorney Gener-
al is the one granted the power to be the enforcer of the bill, and
we felt that that was an appropriate approach.

Secretary BELL. Could we get your support if we could strengthen
that provision? -

Mr. HAwKINS. You would begin to get'a little more confidence, I
would say. But as to support, in my opinion the entire thing falls of
its own weight. But I think it is pretty obvious that it is very loose-
ly drawn.

I don't think anyone-questions your integrity, certainly before
this committee--

Mr. .BAUER. Mr. Hawkins, this provision is embraced on the
Senate side by Senators Packwood and Moynihan in the tuition tax
credit bill, neither of which I think are soft on civil rights.

Mr. HAwKINs. Well, I am not saying I am soft on civil rights,
either.

Mr. BAUER. And I am suggesting that we aren't either.
Mr. HAwRINs Sometimes civil rights leaders can make a mis-

take. It would seem to me this is a mistake if at the very beginning
a parent thdt you say should have this optionyou have been talk-
ing about the parents all this morning being equal with the local
educational agency, and yet' you deprive of that parent a basic
right which it seems to me should gb along with this proposal.
Without that-

Mr. BAUER. The parents still have the right to bring suit. We just
add no additional rights to sue under this proposal.

Mr. KILDEE. If I may reclaim my time on that--
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Hawkins. I think you have added

well to my line of questioning there.
What bothers me is that, from things that commonly happen,

one can make a prudent presumption. I learned that in philosophy.
When you say that none of these vouchers may be used in

schools with racially discriminatory policies, what definition are
you usingthe longstanding definition that the Justice Depart-
ment really fought for us and our children on, or the more recent
one enunciated by Ronald Reagan? It really bothered me when he
announced that the Justice Department would no longer be pursu-
ing these cases.

.Now, which definition ar3 we.going to use on racially discrimina-
tory schools, or which polio the one that we had protection for
under many Presidents, Democrats and Republicans, or the one
that the President established and then wobbled on a few days
later? Which one?
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Mr. BAUER. The provision in the bill specifically says a_school fol-
lows a racially discriminatory policy if "uch school refuses on the
basis of race to admit applicants as students, to admit students to
the 'rights, privileges, programs, and activities generally made
available to students by the school, or to allow students to partici-
pate in scholarship, loan, athletic, or other programs. It is pretty
comprehensive.

Mr. KILDEE. Just for informational purpose, is that language as
strong as what the Justice Department for many years was trying
to enforce in this country?

Mr. BAUER. Well, I believe it is.
Mr. KILDEE. Did you contact anyone in the Justice Department

to confirm that?
Mr. BAUER. The Justice Department reviews all legislative pro-

posals made by the administration and found this to be --
Mr. KILDEE. Did you specifically say to them "Are we doing

enough to protect the civil rights of people?" Can you check specifi-
cally for that?

Mr. BAUER. Yes, indeed. We were very concerned about the civil
rights protections of the bill.

Secretary BELL. Incidentally, the President has been concerned
about that, in this bill and also in the tuition tax credit bill.

Mr. KILDEE. He ought to be, after the confusion he caused.
Secretary BELL. Well, he has a strong commitment to civil rights.

We have had a number of conversations on that and you don't
have any argument with the President on strong provisions there.

Mr. KILDEE. I don't know what is inside his soul because I am not
his father confessor. But I do know that the words he used caused a
great deal, of consternation in this country; would you not admit
that, when he told the Justice Department not to pursue these dis-
crimination cases? Should that not have caused some concern,
when many, many years of case law and policy of the Justice De-
partment was to be set aside by the President's direction?

Whatever his feelings may be, didn't it cause at least some confu-
sion?

Secretaty BELL. I haven't had any concern about the President's
civil rights commitments. I have heard him in so many places press
the rest of us on what our position ought to be.

Mr. KILDEE. I am glad to hear that. I think he did cause a great
deal of concern among people I know, and with myself, on that un-
fortunate position he took on the tax exempt status of schools thaL
were discriminating racially. I think that did not help the cause of
civil rights.

You knoW, Mr. Secretary, we have to very carefully scrutinize
this bill and to very carefully examine you to make sure that you
are really, in your own mind establishing civil rights as a high pri--
ority when this bill was written.

Dr. DAVENPORT. Mr. Kildee, presently the local education institu-
tions are responsible for assuring that chapter 1 programs in pri-
vate schools are in compliance with the Civil Rights Act.

Mr. KILDEE. It is interesting that one of the, agencies that repre-
sents a school system that has participated to a, great extent in
title I opposes this. bill. I am speaking of the .Catholic Conference.
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Have you had any discussions with the Catholic Conference as to
why they oppose the bill?

Secretary BELL. I don't think the conference opposes it. I think
-they have taken a position that they will neither oppose nor sup-
port the bill. Here I am speaking for them and I should not do
that. But I had a report just before the hearing started. The Catho-
lic Conference is having its convention here. I had a report on that
from Dr. O'Malley, who is my executive assistant for private
schools. I could ask him to speak on that if you would like him to.

But the report I received, Mr. Kildee, was that they weren't
going to support or oppose the bill. They would take a neutral pos-
ture on it.

Mr. KILDEE. I think they informed the chairman of the commit-
tee here that they do oppose it. That is the information that I have.
But we will get the official documentation.

I am asking that because it is a school system that has been par-
ticipating in title I_ If I can recall correctly, the reason for this op-
position is that they feel this program has been working so success-
fully in both their schools but in the public school system, that this
poses dangers to the future of the program and therefore they are
not supporting it. My indications are that they told the chairman
of this committee they opposed it.

Mr. BAUER. Mr. Kildee, we hope that in seeking the opinions of
both public and private school officials, there be some effort to talk
not only to their representatives in Washington but to the schools
and parents themselves. We strongly believe-

Mr. KILDEE. I do, every weekend.
Mr. BAUER. I know you do. But I am saying that if the committee

would talk to the parents of educationally-disadvantaged children,
we really have no doubt that if you told those parents this adminis-
tration has made a proposal which would give them a greater op-
portunity to make educational chO'ices for their children, they
would find that a very positive proposal. We hope that the commit-
tee has a chance to hear directly from some parents specifically on
that point. That is who we are trying to respond to with this pro-
posal.-

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BOUCHER [presiding]. Thank you, Mr. Kildee.
Mr. Corrada.
Mr. CORRADA. Thank you,, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I am glad to see you here testifying, and also

those who have come with you.
Secretary BELL. Thank you.
Mr. CORRADA. I have tried to keep an open mind on this matter. I

think that the proposal is interesting. Of course, I do believe that
in this Nation it is important to leave open choices for parents who
wish to send their children to different types of schools. There
should be educational diversity.

But yet I am concerned about the proposal, because even though
I do share those principles and those views, I believe that govern-
mentbe it local, State or Federalhas the primary responsibility
to make sure, before any other consideration, that the public edu-
cational system turns out to be a good choice for our people.

Secretary BELL. I agree. I agree with that.
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Mr. Coititnon. In other words, I find it proper to say we want to
give parents a choice. However, we have to make sure that the
choice that we offer them in terms of public education in this coun-
try is a reasonable and adequate choice, so that they could exercise
it properly.

I am concerned that in terms of resources we still are not to the
point where we can say we do have sufficient and adequate re-
sources to make sure that the public education that we offer to our
children is good enough so that now, we can further provide public
funds to allow parents to make additional choices about sending
their school children to other educational systems.

For instance, in this case, we are talking about promoting this
Federal policy of allowing State and local education agencies to use
these vouchers. But to what extent do we see, at the State and
local levels, the desire on their part to exercise their responsibility
to provide for the education of the children within their jurisdic-
tions, with the Federal Government providing a supportive or com-
plementary role, or stepping in when there is a void to fill inade-
quacies or deficiencies in the local school systems.

To what extent do we see that there is a trend in the States and
at the local level of offering this diversity option from public re-
sourcesthat is, public fundsat the local and State level?

Secretary BELL. That is a very good question, and one that I
think has been pretty much the theme of this hearing. I would em-
phasize that not only had we ought to provide good education to
children, but we ought to provide equality of opportunity. I would
argue that there is no equal opportunity for the poor to exercise
choice in elementary and secondary education like we have it in
higher education. We provide it there with our student aid pro-
grams. That is much of the weight of our argument on this.

Much has been said, also, about how many school districts are in
favor of this Mr. Miller challenged me to start naming school dis-
tricts and State education agencies that are in favor of it. My re-
sponse to that is well, if they are not in favor of it, they don't have
to utilize it. All we would do is provide them the option. If they say
they don't want to do this, then that, in effect, is their decision.

So I cannot see why that would be a ,bad thing, to give them that
opportunity, and I think we would then know by observing to what
extent they use this option how much they favor it. If they are not
in favor of it, they don't have to utilize it. It seems to me like it is a
pretty ideal situation in that regard.

Dr. DAVENPORT. Congressman, one of the areas where I think
there is confusion, is that chapter 1 services are presently provided
by the local school district to students that attend private schools.
What we are talking about now is taking that one step further, and
that one step amazes me as to the amount of confusion about it.

Mr. CORRADA. Well, againand we are talking here essentially
of poor childrenare we satisfied that we have met the demands
and the expectations of American parents in providing in the
public school system an adequate enough education, making that a
reasonable, sufficient and adequate choice? If we can answer yes to
that question, if we can answer yes to the question "are we at the
Federal, State and local agencies providing sufficient resources to
meet the needs of these children," .,hen perhaps I would sympa-
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thize with the proposal. But I don't know if we can answer those
questions in the affirmative.

Secretary BELL. You see, school districts right now are hard-
pressed financially with the resources that they get. Most of their
funding is local and State and only about 8 percent of it is Federal.
They are being pressed hard. I have read about what the State leg-
islatures are doing now that they are in session. Some of them
have met and adjourned in the smaller States. So I couldn't sit
here in this committee hearing and say that we are providing all
the resources that they need.

Also, I would point out that I don't see this proposal as a deleting
Of those resources, of a diluting of those resources. If we provide
$525 a child for compensatory education services, to supplement
but not supplant the funds that they provide on the State and local
level, and if a school district wants to approve a child taking a
voucher for that amount of money and enrolling in another school,
if they think that is best for the child and the parent thinks that is
best for the child, I don't see that as diluting the resources. They
wouldn't have the responsibility and expense of educating that
child. And if they feel it would cut down on the number of children
in a chapter 1 program to where the program wouldn't be effective,
then they ought not exercise this choice. I am convinced that they
wouldn't.

So I don't see A as a diluting of the resources. .I see it as expand-
ing educational opportunity, to give the poor the opportunity. If
you are wealthy now, you can exercise a choice, but if you are not
wealthy, you can't do it.

You can exercise choice in higher education because of how heav-
ily we subsidize it through the Federal level.

Mr. CORRADA. I think there is a distinction in the case' of higher
education, and that is I believe there is a fundamental, basic, es-
sential commitment on the part of this country to provide adequate
elementary and secondary education to all child- ,..

Secretary BELL. I agree.
Mr. CORRADA. That is the fundamental resporsibility of govern-

ment. I believe, of course, that it is also essential also to provide_
postsecondary education. But once you have re .c,,led the level of
elementary and secondary education and you go beyond that, I be-
lieve we have done the right thing to allow a greater diversity in
these services because it is an additional choice t' at a student and
the parents must make, once they reach that s 1_;-e of finishing
their secondary education, that they want to go :.)n to postsecon-
dary education. The question is, are we ready, because of the limi-
tation of resources, to do this in the elementary and ,econdary edu-
cation.

By and large, what percentage (11 chapter 1 noneys, Federal
moneys represent of the financial r3scurces a -1 average of the
State and local education agencies!

Secretary BELL. Maybe Dr. Davenport ,:an add to this, but I be-
lieve that the country spends about $2,500 a child in elementary
and secondary schools. Then, on top of that, for the low income
children that qualify under chapter 1 we add another $521.

Mr. CORRADA. That would be what percent of the financial re-
sources, as an average, of the State and local educational agenCies?
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In other words, what does that represent, percentagewise, of the
total amount spent for the education of those children by the local

and State agencies?
Secretary BELL. Chapter 1 is just over $3 billion, and I can't call

to mind what we spend for elementary and secondary education
nationwide. But it would be $3 billion over that number, which I

know is about $115 or $120 billion.
Mr. CORRADA. Would it be a fair assumption to say that there are

more-financial resources devoted to the educational services pro-
vided to poor children in our country by state and local govern-
ments than by the Federal Government?

Secretary BELL. Oh, yes, because they provide the bulk of the
money for the regular educational. Our money is used for compen-
satory programs to meet the special needs, of the poor. Our propos-
al would allow more choice on the part of parents. If a parent is

unhappy with a child and the setting in which the child is func-

tioning, we think it is a wholesome thing,to permit some choice.

We now do it, as I emphasized before, in education for the handi-
capped.

Mr. CORRADA. So if they put more money in it at the local and
State level, than they do at the Federal level, and if they wanted to
provide that choice with their resources, why haven't the States
and local agencies within their own legal framework, within their
own jurisdictions, moved ahead to provide the very same choice

that you are proposing here? In other words, isn't this a case of the
"tail wagging the dog"?

Secretary BELL. Well, most of the additional money, which the
district receives to educate low-income children, has traditionally
been provided by the Federal Government. Now, because of the
success of the program and the attention focused upon it, some
Statesnot all of them, but some of themhave also been funding
compensatory education services, but not nearly at the level of the

Federal contribution.
Now, I don't know that I would have an answer to the question

as to why they. haven't on the State level enacted legislation to
permit a voucher. They have provided that in some situations. I

know Vermont has a high school voucher program for certain iso-
lated areas. There are a few instances where there have been some
voucher provisions, but they are very rare and exceptional. I don't
think you could make any generalizations from them.

Mr. CORRADA. Might it not be a better approach, Mr. Secretary,
if we simply allowed in the Federal law the flexibility to allow

those State and local units of, government to move forward to this

very end, to allow the flexibility in the Federal law so that they
could utilize the chapter 1 moneys in a way that would respond to
the kind of framework that they have at the State and local level,
rather than our trying to steer them toward that direction?

Secretary BELL. Yes. You see, we may have given the impression
that our proposal would require implementation of voucher pro-
grams, and it wouldn't. It would simply allow them, as you just
said, it vvet,ld permit them to do so. The LEA's could utilize this
Jrtion or not, at their discretion. That is all we would do. There is
nothing mandatory in our proposal.
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Now, you did not have an opportunity to hear my opening state-
ment, but we emphasize that there.

Mr. CORRADA. I read it while I waited here for my turn to ques-tion you. Of course, it is very well prepared.
One final question. As I understand from the proposal and yourtestimony, you are not talking here of providing additional finan-cial resources to be able to implement this voucher system. Whatwe are talking about is allowing flexibility so that under the cur-

rent level of funding for chapter 1 there could be this flexibility inutilizing the funds?
Secretary BELL. Yes, sir. They could do it if they wanted to, andthey could also exercise the option not to do it, which I think isvery important.
Mr. CORRADA. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. I have no further ques-tions.
Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you, Mr. Corrada.
Mr. Secretary, on behalf of the subcorr mittee, we would like tothank you and the gentlemen with yoli for your attendance and

your testimony here today.
Secretary BELL. Thank you very much.
Mr. BOUCHER. We now have a panel of witnesses. Mrs. MaryHatwood Futrell, who is the secretary-treasurer of the National

Education Association; Mr. Gregory Humphrey, director of legisla-tion, the American Federation of Teachers; Mrs. Grace Baisinger,
president of the National Coalition for Public Education; she is ac-companied by Ms. Althea Simmons, director of the Washington
bureau of the NAACP; Mr. Joseph Scherer, associate executive di-
rector, American Association of School Administrators; and Ms.
Linda Darling-Hammond of the Rand Corp.

The Chair would ask that participants in the panel keep their
comments to approximately '5 minutes, in view of the time con-straints that we now have.

We will be glad to hear first from Ms. Futrell, secretary-treasur-er of the National Education Association.

STATEMENT OF MARY HATWOOD FUTRELL, SECRETARY- °
TREASURER, NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

Ms. FUTRELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I have -ad-justed my remarks so that they will fall within the timeframe youhave indicated.
My name is Mary Hatwood Futrell and I am the secretary-trea-

surer of the National Education Association. I am speaking on
behalf of the NEA's 1.7 million classroom teachers, higher educa-
tion faculty, and educational support personnel. I am here today to
testify in opposition to educational vouchers and their substitution
for the chapter 1 program of the Education Consolidation and Im-
provement Act. We are unalterably opposed to and will combat
with all of our resources educational vouchers that divert impor-
tant economic resources away from the public schools.

Mr. Chairman, this morning I will speak briefly to seven argu-
ments in support of our opposition to this proposal, and we have
submitted testimony which will outline in much more detail the
seven points that I will offer today.
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First, chapter 1 of ECIA provides a 'program that has a proven
track record of working. The proposed voucher program does not
accomplish a significant national purpose in a cost-effective fash-
ion. In fact, the administration's proposal will actually decrease the
number of educationally deprived students being provided educa-
tional services as well as deal public schools a double blow with an
enrollment shift that would deprive the public school of Federal
revenue as well as State support.

Second, the proposed voucher program does not improve educa-
tional services for educationally deprived children. An assumption
is made that by giving children from the Nation's very poorest
families a $500 voucher that they will be able to gain admission to
a private or public school which can better meet their educational
needs. Few private schools have programs.design..d to benefit stu-
dents with special needs. Moreover, should the annual tuition
exceed $500, can we realistically expect the very poorest famine; to
have resources to finance the additional cost?

Third, the proposed voucher plan to extend voucher payments on
behalf of children attending private schools would violate the con-
stitutional principle of the separation of church and state. Educa-
tion voucher plans would compel all taxpayers to support nonpub-
lic schools which in theory and practice are pervasively sectarian
institutions.

Fourth, the voucher program as proposed seriously undermines
the concept of public services. The American tradition of public
services has been based on the concept of public dollars for. public\\ purposes.

Fifth, a voucher system becomes a classic "blame the victim"
method, of blaming poor school performance on parents and ignor-
ing the root causes of poverty and lack of educational opportunity.

he effectiveness of a voucher system depends on what kind of in-
formation parents have about educational alternatives and their
capacity--to use this information well. Adequately informed, parents
are \in the best position to select and oversee the educational envi-
ronment in which their children are most likely to flourish.

Sixth, the proposed voucher program does not provide adequate
safeguards against Federal support for discriminatory schools. The
voucher proposal represents an opportunity for parent and child to
make a schooling decision based on individual choice which could
encourage segregation. The current administration's bill does not
specifically preclude the payment of vouchers to,schools that dis-

criminate in admissions on either the basis of sex or handicaps or
to those schools that discriminate in their hiring practices.

Last, the proposed legislation will serve to increase Federal regtf-

Aation rather than get government off our backs. Public funds must
be used and accounted for and must be used for public purposes.

The National Education Association has long held that all stu-
dents should be provided with alternatives that meet their needs. It
is our opinion that choices, alternatives, or magnet schools can be

made available within the public education system.
NEA urges that vouchers be defeated. The Reagan voucher pro-

gram would destroy a successful, although underfunded, program
for disadvantaged youngsters. The voucher proposal is without
merit as public policy and deserves to be treated as such.
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Thank, you very much.
The prepared statement of Mary Futrell follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARY HATWOOV FUTRELL, SECRETARY-TREASURER,
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

,Mr. Chairman, I am Mary Hatwood Futrell, Secretary-Treasurer of the Wati-onal
Education Association. I am here to testify in opposition to educational vouchersand their substitution for the successful Chapter I program of the Education Cdn-
solidation and Improvement Act. I speak on behalf of NEA's more than 1.7 million
classroom teachers, higher education faculty and education support employees.The NEA is unalterably opposed to, and will combat with all the resources at itscommand, educational vouchers that divert important economic resources awayfrom public schools and raise false promises. Voucher plans which distribute publicfunds directly to parents for personal choices, whether financed by federal, state orlocal grants to parents, could lead to racial, economic, and cocial isolation of chil-dren and seriously weaken the public school system. It is inappropriate to replace asuccessful program for disadvantaged youngsters by establishing a new federalpolicy which would undermine financially troubled public schools and entangle thefederal government in the private school sector.

The history of education in America reveals a painful struggle to provide free,open and equal education to every person regardless of race, creed, national origin,sex or age. The political, economic and miltiary strength of America has been builton the foundation of an effective public school system. Every president beforeRonald Reagan has supported the principle of universal, free public education forall citizens. At a time when, as never before, we face heightened economic competi-tion from abroad at a time when we need to revitalize and support our public schoolsystem to meet this economic challenge, this AdministratiOn is working to destroyit.
We submit seven arguments in support of our position.
1. Success of Chapter I. The proposed voucher program is apparently based on theassumption that the Chapter I program as currently funded and administered is notworking, or that it would work better under a voucher system.
The Chapter 1 program as currently designed concentrates mor,zy in schools andschool distritqs serving large numbers of students from low income families. Withinparticular schoojs, Chapter I funds are targeted on the lowest achieving students.The emphasis is on compensatory education primarily focused on developing read-ing, writing, and computational skills.
Many disadvantaged students who participated have improved their reading skillsby as much as 17 percent and their math ability by as much as 74 percent. (Nation-al Assessment of. Educational ProgressNIE 1981) Even Department of EducationSecretary Terrel Bell has acknowledged this success.
No evidence is available to suggest that the voucher programs would improve thisrecord, reach more students, or provide compensatory education in a more cost effi-cient manner.
Evidence from the very limited experiment with vouchers in Alum Rock, Califor-nia, indicates that even with the provision of free transportation, geographical loca-tion was the single most important factor in parental placement decisions. Further-more, curriculum factors proved to be less important than noninstructional factorsin determining parental choice of schools.
In point of fact, the Administration's proposal would actually decrease thenumber of educationally deprived students currently being provided educationalservices. It would also deal public schools a double blow causing an enrollment shiftthat woul3 deprive the public schools federal revenue as well as state support.More than 11 million disadvantaged children are eligible for Chapter I programs.Currently only 45 percent are being served because of insufficient funds. The Ad-

ministration's budget recommendation for Chapter I would 'reduce the numberserved by approximately 220,000 children. "Toward More Local Control: FinancialReform for Public Education" the final report of the'Reagan appointed AdvisoryPanel on Financing Elementary and Secondary Education (12/31/82) suggests whatthe Administration policy will be on this issue. The report recommended that eligi-
bility for Chapter I money be more narrowly defined to "include only the very poor-estserving a smaller number of children more generously. . . ."

2. The proposed voucher program does not improve education services for educa-tional deprived children.. The assumption of the proposed legislation is that bygiving children from the nation's very poorest families a voucher for approximately$500, they will be able to gain admission to.a private or public school which will do
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a better job of meeting their educational needs than are schools they are currently
attending. There is little evidence to suggest that the lowest cost private schools
would agree to accept the most economically disadvantaged children. Should annual
tuition exceed $500, which is below the average cost of private schools, can we real-
istically expect the very poorest families in the nation to finance the additional cost
of tuition from their own resources? Geographie.el",, private schools are concentrat-
ed in the Northeast and tlorth CentraLregions of L country and are disproportion-
ately in urban areas. Rural school children have (nay one -third the opportunity to
attend urivate schools when compared to their urban counterparts.

The iialonal public school average per pupil expenditure is $2917 and with only
$500 voucher in hand few parents woud be able to place their child in a public
school Jutside the home district. Most critiacl is the fact that few private schools.
have programs designed to benefit students with "special needs".

In short, it is not realistic to assume that giving the nation's very poorest children
a voucher for $500 will provide most of them, or even some of them, with a better
.educational opportunity than they currently have.

3. The proposed voucher plan to extend voucher payments on behalf ofchildren at-
tending private schools would violate the constitutional principle bfthe separation of
church and state: In its simplest form, a voucher system places complete authority
for choosing a school with the consumer. Parents are subsidized rather than the
schools, and schools compete independently for consumers' dollars. Whether under
these arrangements education should be termed wholly private or wholly public isf,
of semantic interest only. Thus, vouchers effectively render the distinction -between
private and public schools meaningless. <

i:ductitin voucher plans would compel all taxpayers to support nonpublic schools,
which in theory and practice are pervasively sectarian institutions. This would vio-
late the First Amendment's principle of separation of church and state by interfer-
ing with the right of taxpayers to support only the religious institutions of their fiN?..
choic.

The proposed legislation does include a specific statement' that payments "shall
not constitute Federal financial assistance . . ." While such a statement is attrac-
tive to a conservative constituency, a court will examine the distinction in fact and
not the label applied.

A long line Supreme Court cases in recent years has dealt with the constitu-
tionality of v. ious methods of providing aid to nonpublic elementary and secondaryline

The ourt has consistently struck down provisions which either directly or
indirectly balk the effect of advancing religion and offsetting the constitutional pro-
visions for setkation of church and state.
'The only forms of "aid" which the Court has found to be consistent with the First
Amendment are those which provide general welfare and health services, textbooks,
and transportation to all children. In a recent, Woman v. Walter. 9? S. Ct. 2593
(1977), the Supreme Court was careful not to extend this doctrine beyond its previ-
ous decisions and indicated that when faced with the question of expanding nonpub-
lic aid or of prohibiting it, prohibition should be the favored course.

The tfnconstitutionality of the private school support scheme for elementary and
secondary nonpublic schools is without question in light of the Supreme Court's
ruling in Committee for Public Education and Religious Liberty v. Nyquist, 413 U.S.

750 (1973). The Court in Nyquist found that New York statute providing income tax
benefits to parents of children attending nonpublic schools to be a violation of the
First Amendment in that it would have the "impermissible effect of advancing the
sectarian activities of religious schools."

Supporters of educational vouchers contend that the First Amendment is hot vio-
lated since the benefits go to the parent of the nonpublic school child, not to the
private school itself. But the Supreme Court in l's,xquist specifically rejected this ar-
gument and found that the effect of the aid is "unmistakably to provide desired fi-
nancial support for nonpublic, sectarian institutions."

The NEA is under a mandate adopted in the. summer of 1982 by over 7,000 dele-
gates at the Representative Assembly, our highest policy-making body, to "initiale a
court Challenge of the constitutionality of any tuition tax credit or voucher plan
adopted as law."

4: The voucher program as proposed seriously undermines the concept of public
services: The American tradition of public services has been based on the concept of
public dollars for public purposes. Public schools are supported by all taxpayers. To
assume that individuals who choose not to use those services deserve additional
public support, or that those individuals are somehow doubly taxed if they pay taxes
and then choose to purchase private services, opens questions on the viability of
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police, transpirtation, and other public services. It is n6w the vast majority of tax-
payers who would be doubly taxed to provide two school systems. -i. A voucher system becomes a classic "Name the victim- Method of blaming poor
school performance on pitvents and .-ignoring the root causes'of poverty and lack ofeducational opportun'tty:, The effectiveness of a toucher system depends on the kindof information parents have abbut educational alternatives and on their capacity to
use this information well Advocates of vouchers feel that parents know best about
the individual needs and aptitudes of their children. Adequately,informed, say theseadvocates, parents are in the best position to select and oversee tiT educational en-vironThent in which their children are most likely ,to flourish.

Failing to understand how effectively this nation had "colonized" many of its poorand minority communities leads to the same misguided positions of paternalism and
'noblesse oblige' that distort much of our foreign policy. With good information and
real alternatives, poor families are able, or capable of learning in short order, to
make as good decisions as anyone else. The critical question, therefore, concerning
how poor families might fare under- a-voucher system is whether real alternativeswill be accessible.

To say that under a voucher system a poor family living in Harlem would have
the "choice" of attending school in Scarsdale is nonsense. Many social and economic
barriers, not the least of which is the cost of transportation, make ,that an emptychoice indeed. It is not merely the lack 'of choice in education that limits the educa-
tional opportunities of poor families, but the lack of choice in housing, employment,
leisure, and other aspects of daily life. To ignore or play down this fact creates false
expectations about what vouchers can accomplish in way of "ductional reform.

Herein lies the greatest danger of selling vouchers on the basis of their potentialbenefits to poor families. If, under a voucher system poor children continue to do
poorly in school, it will be said either that parents made poor choices or that chil-dren can't learn. It will be easier than ever to ignore the complex ways in which
poverty reinforces poverty and instead blanfetthe victims.

Portraying vouchers as a boon to the poor is at best speculative: at worst, it con-
stitutes false advertising. Holding out vouchers as the escape route for poor families
risks diverting important energy. resources, and expectations into an alleged educa-
tional reform that fails to grapple comprehensively with the interlocking web of cir-
cumstances that perpetuate poverty and make the American .dream an impossibil-ity.

6. -The proposed toucher program does not provide adequate safegudrds against fed-eral support for discriminatory schools: Vouchers represent an opportunity for aparent. and child to make a schooling decision based on individual choice and assuch seem certain to encourage segregation. Almost all evidence on private deci-
siors in the American marketplace suggests that many families would use vouchers
to buy isolation from others of different racial and ethnic status and different social
class. Under the proposed program, parents would be allowed to use theirvouchers
at either private or public schools as long as those schools have not discriminated inadmissions on the basis of race during the previous 12 months. The President's bill
does not specifically preclude the payment of vouchers to schools that discriminate
in admissions on either the basis of sex or handicap, or to those schools that dis-
criminate in their hiring policies.

i. The proposed legislation will serve to'increase federal regulation rather than get-government off our hack Under a' voucher system, the government will not cease
to be interested in the attainment of the goals of serving social, economic and politi-
cal needs. How will the societal goals for socialization to a common culture, prepara-
tion of students for occupaiional'life, and the inculcation of democratic values be
achieved? There will continue to be a public interest in the effectiveness of school-
ing. Because so much public money will continue to be expended, the public will
continue to be interested in the efficiency with which schools operate. And because
equality of opportunity is such a central value in American democracy, the govern-
ment will remain interested in eqtAity of educational opportunity and assure, effec-
tiveness, efficiency, and equity through legislation and regulation.

It is not enough for voucher advocates to espouse the virtues of competition, effi-
ciency, and choice. They must -be prepared to explain how schools under voucherswill accommodate the goals of the country effectively, efficiently, and equitably.
Public funds must be used and accounted for and they must be used for public pur-
poses. ',01

Local school agencies and elected school boards are held accountable for how tax
money is spent in public schools. Taxpayers would have the right to demand the
same accountability from private schools benefiting from federal money.
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tional system and is at the same time fiscally responsible and accountable to theeducational governance and accountability process,
The National Education Association considers the need for choices, alternativesand options to be a reasonable and natural position as we view the success of theschool in its role of providing free public,education, particularly in times of a tech-nological imperative and resource scarcity. Alternatives such as those examined bythe PAE provide a better solution than tuition tax credits or voucher systems.NEA urges that vouchers be defeated, the Reagan voucher program would destroya successful, although underfunded program for disadvantaged youngsters. In itsplace would be false promises for a verythe poorest'of the poorand nothing fortwo thirds of those covered by the current legislation. The voucher proposal is with-out merit as public policy ana deserves to be treated as such.

VOUCHER PLANS

NEA POSITION

The National Education Association opposes the establishment of voucher plans.The Association believes that education financed by federal, state, or local grants toparents of elementary and secondary schoo. children could lead to racial, economic,and social isolation of children and ultimately 'weaken or destroy the public schoolsystem.

BACKGROUN D

A concerted effort was undertaken in the late 1960's to institute a system toextend the public funding of schools to include parochial and private schoolsedu-caticn voucher plans. While there have been several variations, voucher plans
would generally operate as follows: a state or authorized local government entity
would issue parents of elementary and secondary school children a voucher worth adesignated amount. Parents would then choose either to use the voucher to enrolltheir children in a private or parochial school or continue their public school educa-tion. Parents would use the voucher to pay for tuition and enrollment costs. Theschool then redeem the voucher for cash at the appropriate entity.

The voucher plan concept was simple enoughpublic money would be given tofamilies to pay tuition costs at any school of their choice. It was believed by its sup-porters that vouchers would produce the diversity and, quality education that public,schools seemed incapable of providing. Vouchers as a concept would alter the struc-ture of education as it has been klown throughout the country for more than a cen-tury.

DISCUSSION

There are numerous voucher plan proposals. The one prevailing similarity, how-ever, is the provision for full or nearly full funding of sectarian or other privateschools from tax sources. Under the one plan all students would receive vouchers ofequal value; another plan would fragment education along family income levels.
Other variations of voucher plans would tie the value of vouchers to school perform-ance, or allow parents to choose high or low expenditure schools. Still another formwould bar obvious racial discrimination by requiring that half of the seats in avoucher school be filled by lottery from the applicant poll. This plan, however,would permit religious ideological discrimination in teacher selection and curricu-lum design.

It was believed that voucher plans would allow parents to select schools whichreflected their own educational philosophy and which met the curriculum and
learning environment needs of their individual children. Since parents would theo-retically pick the "better" schools most of the time, the competition so engendered
would force improvement in the quality of all schools, in order to attract and retainstudents.

CONCLUSION

Education voucher plans would compel all taxpayers to support nonpublic schools
which in theory and practice arc pervasively sectarian institutions. This would vio-late the principle of separation of church an state, interfere with the right of tax-
payers to support only the religious institutions of their free choke, and violate theFirst Amendment to the Constitution. Voucher plans would inevitably lead to thefragmenting and balkanizing of education into narrow sectarian, political, ideologi-
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cal, racial, sexist. class, and possibly ethnic enclaves. The dividing of children at
public expense would certainly not be conducive to community harmony and , r-

tainly should not be subsidized by the government. There are serious objections to
the various voucher plans currently being proposed.

Voucher fu::ding of parochi.,1 and private schools would lead to their prOliferation
and expansion. This would seriously erode pblic school support and sooner or later .
convert public schools into a place for the poor, disadvantaged, minority, and other
children not wanted or not accepted by nonpublic schools.

oucher "plans would sharply increase educational costs and taxes. Not only
wbuld taxes have to be raised to pay for the addition of a growing multiplicity of

parochial and priviv schools in additon to the public schools already tax supported,
but the fragmenting of education ...mild mean declines in economies of scale.

Voucler funding of a multiplicity of homogeneous educational enclaves would
reduce the amount of academic freedom inno.ative proramming, pluralism, and
diversity now available to children in public schools.

Swithing school finance to a oucher system would be irreversible.
inistering any voucher plan would require red tape more cumbersome than

the existin,: school systeMs.
Once public funding of parchial a,1.. private schools was institutionalized, the

process would be cf;ificult or impossible to reverse.
Because of adverse affect voucher plans would have on public school systems

across the country. the National Education Association is zolidly opposed to the en-

actment of fed, ral and state legislation promoting voucher feasibility studies for the
establishment of voucher plans.

Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you, Ms. Futrell. We will be glad to make
your full statement a part of the record of this proceeding.

Ms. FUTRELL, Thank you.
Mr. Gregory Humphrey, director of legislation, American Feder-

ation of Teachers.

STATEMENT OF GREGORY HUMPHREY, DIRECTOR Ov
LEGISLATION, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS

Mr. HUMPHREY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Greg Hum-
phrey and I represent the AFT, which is an organization of about
575,000 teachers, college faculty, and other education personnel. I

thank you for the opportunity to present our views today.
The AFT strongly opposes and will continue to oppose the admin-

istration's voucher proposal as something that is a great danger to
public education and, even worse than that, a fraud and a hoax
being played on children who need the title I program as it now
stands.

There is an axiom I think that probably applies better to the
Congress thah anywhere else in this field of endeavor; that is, if it's
not broke, don't fix it. There is no evidence at all that the title I
program is broke. Jr fact, in the 18 years that the program has
been on the books, iii the three major revisions and examinations
that it has undergone, each of those have produced improvements
in the title I program to the extent that now, from all assessments
available, title 1 is not only not broke but it is'a classic example of
a Federal prod .am that is doing exactly what the Congress wants it
to do, achieving goals that those of us, even a few years ago, would

not have hesitated to say would be the mark ' a successful pro-
gram.

I want to take just a minute to quote from a study by the Nation-

al' Assessment of Education Progress. The terms that are used in
here are theirs and not mine, but I think they do make the point.

Disadvantaged youngsters and low achieving students made considerable gains,

especially in reading and especially in elementary school. Black low, achievers re-
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corded the biggest gains, improving their reading and mathematical abilities andholding their own in science.

The study ascribed the gains to federally funded compensatory
education programs and the back to the basics movement in read-
ing. This is only the latest evidence of the effectiveness of title 1.Other studies hav: shown similar results. But despite this study,and every bit of evidence to the .contrary, the administration does
not seem to change its plans for title I. Two years ago they wanted
to block grant it; this year they want to turn it into a voucher pro-gram. In fact, it seems clear that, no matter what the evidence of
effectiveness, no matter what the evidence of need, they plan to do
anything they can with title I except support it to the degree thatit really deserves.

It is clear that no amount of evidence presented in this hearingwill convince the administration to change its mind, because what
they have developed is a political position. It is designed to appealto a group of people who have an ideological interest in education
programs, but I would say they place in second position, if theyplace it at all, questions of achievement and the needs of children.

There is no question in my mind that all of the points made by
the previous witness are absolutely accurate. You cannot, in anyway, shape, or form, design a program, give money to parents andallow them to spend it in private schools without invoking ques-
tions involving the separation of church and State. You can declare
in legislation that this is not to be considered financial assistance,and that is similar to passing a law saying that cancer should not
be considered cancer. The fact of the matter is, what something
really ,is is a clear violation of the separation of church and Stateand is an even greater violation of some of their other proposals,
such as'tuition tax credits. It is the direct spending of public money
in private, religiously affiliated schools. There is no way aroundthat, no matter what anyone wants to call it.

The second point I would like to make regarding the administra-
tion's testimony is the comparison that was made on several occa-
sions between title I and Pell grants. There is no comparison be,
tween an elementary and secondary education program designed to

-assist low-income youngsters, who go to school under mandatory
State attendance laws, and a program designed to provide assist-
ance to people who are attending postsecondary institutions under
a system whereby there is no mandatory attendance but voluntaryand optional attendance.

The questions of church and State in postsecondary education
are, well established as being very different than those in elemen-
tary and secondary' education, and only one major consideration is
consideration of the fact that every State has a mandatory attend-
ance law for public education.

There is no comparison. Title I is not the same as Pell grants.
Even if.. one were to voucher it, it would not be the same sort of
program. What you would be doing is providing money in an areawhere there is mandatory State regulation. There is no way on
Earth to avoid that. Comparisons are not only between apples and
oranges but they are between two completely separate systems and
two completely separate bodies of law.
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Second is the question of nondiscrimination regarding title I
being used as a voucher. It is true that they placed extensive lan-
guage in the bill regarding discrimination. None of it, by the way,
would deal with questions of discrimination against the handi-
capped. That was something they didn't mention, the Senate Com-
mittee got tied up on and spent many hours and days trying to re-
solve. The fact of the matter is that all of the mandates passed
down by this Congress through 94-142 would not apply to the use
of title I money if it were.to be allowed as a voucher in private
schools.

I would just like to wrap up my testimony by saying that what
has to happen with the title I program this year is to maintain it
in its current form, to put as much extra into it in terms of appro-
priations as the Congress can possibly do under the law, and to
make the program clear to school administrators, to teachers, and
to people on the State level, as fast as possibleand I think this
hearing is a good step in that directionthat they don't have to
worry about it being turned into a voucher, that they continue to
achieve and come up with a remarkable record of success that title
1 has enjoyed over the past few years.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you, Mr. Humphrey.
Our next witness is Mrs. Grace Baisinger, president of the Na-

tional Coalition for Public Education.

STATEMENT OF GRACE BAISINGER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL CO-

ALITION FOR ,PUBLIC: EDUCATION, ACCOMPANIED BY STEPH-

ANIE DEAN, LEGISLATIVE SPECIALIST, WASHINGTON BUREAU,

NAACP
Mrs. BAESENGER. Good morning. As you said, I am Grace Bai-

singer, chairperson of the National Coalition for Public Education,
a broad-based group of more than 50 civic, education, civil rights,
labor, and religious organizations representing more than 40 mil-
lion-members. s

The coalition exists to uphold the principles of public education
in America and to defeat proposals such as tuition tax credits and
now education vouchers that would threaten the integrity of the
public schools and undermine their financing.

With me is Stephanie Dean, who is sitting in for Ms. Simmons,
who was called away on another assignment.

Mr. BOUCHER. Miss Dean, we are glad to have you with us.
Mrs. BAISENGI'R. Miss Dean is legislative specialist for the Wash-

ington branch, Bureau of the National Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People. I will make the opening statement
and she is available to answer questior.s, particularly those that
deal with civil rights.

Speaking now for the National Coalition for Public Education,
and also as past president of the largest parent organization in the
countrythat is, the National PTAI would state here that we
are unequivocally opposed to the concept of educational vouchers
and the Equal Educational Opportunity Act of 1983. We specifically
would like to call your attention to some of our concerns.
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Title I, chapter 1, has proven to beand reports have so shown;
we heard the Secretary attest to that fact this morningone of the
Nation's most successful educational programs. Vouchers would
not only threaten the success but would surely make a mockeryout of the national commitment to disadvantaged children. Vouch-
ers also represent an unacceptable shift, a philosophical shift, in
the national educational policy of our Nation. It would create in-
equities through the myth of parental choice. Choice for the disad-vantaged is limited through selective admissions of nonpublic
schools, varying tuition costs, geographical location of residents,
and lack of information.

Our full statement, which will be incorporated in the record, will
detail our other concerns at this point.

I particularly want to stress the fact that the proposed chapter 1
vouchers constitute a major philosophical shift in Federal educa-
tion policy and thus would seriously threaten the current national
commitment to the education of disadvantaged children. Present
national policy related to the disadvantaged include vigorous guar-
antees and safeguards. The voucher proponents would do away
with these protections and instead substitute parental choice and
the marketplace as the new educational priority. Under the admin-
istration's proposal, present assurances such as maintenance of
effort, supplement-not-supplant, and comparability of services
would not be required of voucher schools, thereby relinquishing
public accountability forever.

The Government, in essence, would be providing general aid to
schools that would not have to give assurances that the public
voucher money they received was, indeed, spent for the intended
public purpose, that of providing specific special services to each
identified chapter 1 child. Thus, parental choice and private school
options for the poor would be severely constrained by admission
standards, geography and place of residence, education services
available, and tuition cost.

As to the myth of parental choice, I would like to call your atten-
tion to the remarkable conclusion from the Alum Rock voucher ex-
perience, that despite the use of newspapers, mailings, radio an-
nouncements, neighborhood meetings, information counselors, one-
quartei of the residents were unfamiliar with even the existence of
the voucher program over the 4-year period of the experiment. In
short, it defies reality to assume that most of the parents of the
very poorest of the Nation's disadvantaged children, who in many
cases are themselves the victims of some of society's most difficult
social problems, will be aware of and will make the most informed
educational choices for their children.

Further, we would call attention to the total administrative proc-
ess for vouchers proposed by the administration, which has the po-
tential for chaos, giving birth to a new, overblown bureaucracy to
administer such a program. Such vouchers, first of all, manipulate
State decisionmaking related to voucher plan participation. The
amendment allows each State to either mandate State voucher par-
ticipation or to do nothing, in which case each local education
agency can choose or refuse to participate, but the State is not al-
lowed to circumscribe. LEA participation statewide even though the
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State is constitutionally responsible for the education of its chil-
dren.

Second, vouchers mean that school districts will have to desig-
nate a new bureaucracy. If this administration is so concerned
about mushrooming bureacracy, it is hard to understand why they
would want to build a new one. If school districts decide to go with
the voucher program, they would have to set up many, many staff
positions in order to monitor it.

There are several questions we would again like to raise with
you, and time does not permit me to give you the specifics of these
questions. Certainly in the area of admissions, who regulates ad-
missions to private schools? Who mandates if private or public
schools are oversubscribed?

In the area of finance, who would regulate this? Who would de-
termine the exact dollar amount of each individual voucher? What
kind of accounting procedures would be required?

The terms of program monitoring, again the question of who reg-
ulates this? Must private schools submit a special program plan de-
fining their chapter 1 program objectives? Who is responsible for
evaluating private school chapter 1 programs?

On the question of staffing, how could school districts plan for
staffing and the budgeting process when they would not know how
many children would be taking advantage of vouchers, or recogniz-
ing the fact that requirements for staffing school mandate many
school districts to notify teachers of layoffs as early as March 15.
The voucher plan does not address the issue, but it would appear
the school selection process would have to occur early in January
for the necessary planning. Then, if there are some changes in the
enrollment between January and September, how are schools going
to make provision for such?

In terms of the legal problems, if a suit challenging participation
of a parochial school receiving vouchers was invoked, who would
come to the defense of the local school district, or who would pay
the cost of such a legal defense?

The constitutional issue has already been raised by Mr. Hum-
phrey. Certainly in our reading of the three-pronged test which the
Supreme Court set down in Lemon v. Kurtzman, we must conclude
that vouchers would definitely be declared unconstitutional. They
would violate the principles of separation of church and state. They
represent public moneys being used to benefit religious schools and
parishes.

In order to assure vouchers are used for nonsectarian purposes
and do not advance or inhibit religion, public surveillance and
monitoring of schools grounds would be necessary, thereby leading
to excessive entanglements. It is certainly unconstitutional in our
opinion.

In conclusion, we would simply state that this back door experi-
ment is something that the administration has not been able to ac-
complish in other ways. This back door experiment it the expense
of the most vulnerable, the most disenfranchised and the most dis-
possessed, must be rejected by Congress as an ins'dious ploy to
deny all children their right to an equal education.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Grace Baisinger follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF (;RACE BAISINGER. CHAIRPERSON. THE NATIONAL. COALITION
FOR I'LIBLIC EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of this Subcommittee. 1 am Grace Bai-
singer. Chairperson of the National Coalition for Public Education, a broad-based
group of more than 50 civic, education, civil rights, labor and religious organizations
representing more than 40 million members. The Coalition exists to uphold the
principles of public education in -America, and to defeat proposals such as tuition
tax credits and now, education vouchers, that would threaten the integrity of the
public schools and undermine their financing. The proposal supporting chapter I
vouchers is yet another attempt by this Adminstration to direct scarce public funds
to non-public schools and to reduce federal commitment for the education of disad-
vantaged children. During the past two. years, the Administration has pushed for
cuts in Chapter i funds for the poor by over $2 billion while simultaneously fighting
for a tuition tax credit measure costing approximately the same amount of money
exclusively for private schools and for the more affluent in our population. In addi-
tion, this Administration has initiated moves to weaken programs for the disadvan-
taged through major changes in Chapter I rules and regulations. In each case, this
frontal assault of public education was fully rejected by the Congress and the
American people, but the fact still remains that this Adininir.tration is more con-
cerned with the success of private. schools and the education of the more affluentthan it is with the common schools and public education for ali of our children.What it could not accomplish directly through funding cuts and rules changes, it is
attempting to do through indirectly through an unwieldly, impractical, cumber-
some, ineffective and unfair set of administrative procedures. These procedures
could eventually overburden, overwhelm, and consume the public schools while di-
verting public money to private schools-schools which would be relatively free of the
same regulations, accountability requirements, and program audits that are present-
ly .required to assure equal educational opportunities for all disadvantaged children.The National Coalition for Public Education unequivocally opposes the concept of
educational vouchers and the "Equal Educational Opportunity Act of 1983" for the
following reasons:

Title I/Chapter I is proven as one of the nation's most successful educational pro-
grams. Vouchers would not only threaten this success, but would surely make a
mockery out of the national commitment to disadvantaged children.

Vouchers represent an unacceptable philosophical shift in national educational
policy.

Vouchers would create inequities through the myth of parental choice. Choice for
the 'disadvantaged is limited through selective admissions of non-public schools,
varying tuition costs, geographical location and lack of information.

Vouchers serve to establish a new layer of-bureaucracy creating an adminstrative
nightmare for SEA's and LEA's who may now be responsible for regulating two
'Chapter I programsthe voucher program as proposed and the traditional Chapter
I program.

Disadvantaged parents are often the least informed about options available to
them and therefore are not equipped to make informed choices:

Vouchers will provide a legal means for parents living in the urban areas to avoid
court ordered deregulation.

Vouchers represent a new government subsidy for parochial schools and therefore
violate the Constitutional principle of separation of church and state.

SUCCESS OF TITLE. I/CHAPTER I PROGRAMS

It is extremely inappropriate that the Adminstration would even consider tinker-
ing with the basic tenets of Title I/Chapter I which has a record of being one of the
nation's most successful educational programs. Every major study of Title I/Chapter
I in recent years indicates that this program reaches its intended beneficiary (low
income, low achieving studerits) and that it is successfully providing the comparable
service intended by Congress without imposing overly cumbersome regulatory bur-
dens on the school districts receiving the, funds. In 1977, an NIE study found that
first and third grade Title I students not only improved their reading and math
scores at a much faster rate than before, but also that their ranking relative to
other students improved dramatically.' Indidivival cities have duplicated these posi-
tive results.

-
The Status of Black Children in Pisa Oct. 30, 1980, p. 5. Published by the National Black

Child Development Institute.
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In 1981, a National Assessment of Educational Progress INAEP1 study concluded
that the biggest reading gains over the decade were by those students and in those
areas where Title I money has been directedfor black children (up 9.9 percent at
age 91, in the Southeast and in rural and disadvantaged urban areas: 2 The reading
results also echoed NAEP's findings in other areas as well, such as writing and
math.

In 1982, the Department of Education and Secretary Terrel Bell joined in the
praise for Title I results and accomplishments) ED-s five-year study of that pro-
gram found Title I students in grades 1 to 3 improved their reading by 10 percent to
17 percent more than disadvantaged students who didn't receive Title I aid. In Chi-
cago, according to ED. the typical Title I student improved in reading by at least 4
percentile points on standardized tests in each of the paSt two years. Some Title I
classes as a whole scored as much as 137 percent higher than non-Title I classes of
similarly disadvantaged students.

In addition, the National Catholic Education Conference testified before the Advi-
sory Panel on Financing Elementary and Secondary Education that parochial school
officials rate the Chapter I programs the most equitable in providing services and
benefits to 'children in private schools.4 In fact, if a voucher system should be substi-
tuted for the current Chapter 1 program, there is no guarantee that the private

-schools 'currently offering such compensatory services would continue to provide
them.

VOUCIWKS: AN UNACCKPTABLI.: PHILOSOPHICAL SHIFT

Chapter I vouchers constitute a major philosophical shift in federal education
policy and would seriously threaten current national commitment to the education
of disadvantaged children. Present national policy related tothe disadvantaged in-
clude the following vigorous guarantees:

1. Equal educational opportunity.
2. Special funds to local school districts for the purpose of developing supplemen-

tal compensatory education programs, primarily in basic skills, to meet the special
needs'of low-achieving children who reside in neighborhoods with high concentra-
tions of poverty.

:3. Assurances that an equal educational opportunity will be maintained through
requirements such as maintenance of financial effort, supplement-not-supplant, and
comparability of educational services to other programs in the school district.

4. Equal access to educational services and programs.
Voucher proponents would do away with these protections and substitute parental

choice and the marketplace as the new educational priority. We would presumably
have to buy on faith that the rights of disadvantaged students are protected and
that consumerism will ensure quality and equality for disadvantaged children.
Under the Administration's voucher proposal, present assurances such as mainte-

nance of effort, supplement-not-supplant and comparability of services would not be
required of voucher schools, thereby relinquishinp, public accountability forever.

The government, in essence, would be providing aid to schools that would not
have to give assurances that the public voucher money they received was indeed
spent for the intended public purpose, that of providing specific special services to
each identified Chapter I child.

Vouchers would do away with this "child benefit" concept, and replace it with a
"school benefit" concept. The Administration's voucher proposal would not obligate
voucher schools to target Chapter I monies to the respective Chapter I children, but
would allow voucher schools to spend the federal assistance on whatever they deter-
mined. As a result, monies originally intended to supplement programs for the dis-
advantaged would be commingled with the school's general operating budget, there-
by making it impossible to judge and measure Chapter I success.

Under this system, the government in effect subsidizes the demand rather than
the supply of education. While voucher schools.would V partly public financed, edu-
cation would be provided privately. We would now presumably have to, rely on
market accountability to determine whether the needs of the disadvantaged are
being well served . . . from the same market that was totally insensitive and unre-
sponsive to the needs of disadvantaged children in the first place. It must be re-

Ibid., p. 8.
" Education USA. May .1, 11)51, p. 251.

"Toward More Local Control: Financial Reform for Public Education," Dec. 31, 1982, Minor.
ity Report, p. 13. Final Report of the Advisory Panel on Financing Elementary and Secondary
Education.
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called that publically funded schools were first established to provide education for
the very poor. How can we now presume that the same system of schools that ex-
cluded disadvantaged children will suddenly become altruistic and welcome them asa result of a $500 voucher?

EQUAL ACCESS AND OPPORTUNITY: THE MYTH OF CHOICE FOR THE DISADVANTAGED

Voucher advocates assumes that by giving children from the nation's very poorest
families a voucher for-approximately $500, they will be able to gain admission to
any school of their choice. A look at the "real world" suggests just the opposite.Clearly, the marketplace freely operating will by its very nature include some

.people and exclude others. This sets up a mechanism that is inherently unequal and
favors some people over others. Through the years, the thrust of public educationhas been driven by the concept of inclusiveness; vouchers wjlLbe driven by theappeal of exclusiveness. This appeal would allow those of similar religious, political,social and racial views to band together and exclude those who doo't fit in.e Given the fact that disadvantaged students have been ill-served by many private
schools in the past,. and given ...he fact that few private schools have located in low-income areas to serve disadvantaged students, we find it difficult to swallow the as-
sumption that now los+l'income students will be better served by choice. In a sen-tence, vouchers are a vehicle to exclude the disadvantaged from equal educational
opportunity resulting in fewer opportunities for the poor.

Decades of controversy over segregation will not evaporate with the introductionof family choice. If government efforts to stem exclusion have only partially suc-
ceeded at providing children equal access and opportunity, market mechanisms aresure to fail.

Thus, private school options for the poor will be severely constrained by admission
standards, geography, education services available and tuition costs.

Choice and Admissions: With the exception of a narrow provision that prohibits
private schools from receiving a voucher if they discriminate on the basis of race,nothing in the law would prohibit non-public schools from excluding voucher appli-cants on the basis of achievement, handicap, language proficiency, or religion or sex.Choice and Residence: The Choice of many low income parents would be limited
by where they lived and the distance of the private school they wished their chil-dren to attend. Even assuming that the lowest cost private schools would agree to
accept the most economically disadvantaged children (a doubtful prospect as theselow cost schools are overwhelmingly ieligiously-affiliated and receive substantial
revenues from their congregatiokis), choice of non-public schools is primarily limitedto the Northeast and North Central regions of the country and disproportionately in
urban areas. Rural school children have only % the opportunity to attend privateschools compared to their central city counter-parts. While the South has the larg-
est concentration of low income students, private schools in this region currentlyserve only 9 percent of Southern students. Even within the same contiguous neigh-
borhoods how are the poorest children to commute without special transportation orhow would they afford the transportation if it were available?

Choice and Available Services for the Disadvantaged: The choice of many low-
income parents would be limited by the scarcity of educational services. Few private
schools have program designed to benefit students with "special needs." According
to the Department coftEducation, only 5 percent of the Chapter I students attend
private schools. If a voucher systems should be substituted for the current Chapter I
program, there is little guarantee that private schools would suddenly begin toaccept high cost students or rush to open their doors to the public school students
who are most disruptive and least achieving. In addition, if one can expect the most
prestigious schools to fill up first, what real choice do parents have who are turned
away? In effect, the market would be used to discriminate against low incost stu-dents.

Choice and Tuition: Should annual tuition exceed $500 (the approximate value of
each voucher) which is below the average cost of private schools, can we realistically
expect the very poorest families in the nation to finance the additional cost of tu-
ition from their own resources? In fact, it is possible that some private schools will
be able to exclude the poorest children by raising tuition costs or raising tuition pro-
portionately to the value of the voucher.

Choice and the Equal Educational Opportunity: The "equal educational opportuni-
ty" principle is the proposition that each child is entitled to re,'eive an education at
least as good as (equal to) that provided for others. A special provision in Chapter I
assures that resources and services under the Act are protected by the equal treat-
ment rules, and guaranteed through supplement-not-supplant, maintenance ofeffort
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and comparability requirements. Under the "Equal Educational Opportunity Act of
1983," the standards which were formerly applied equally to all Title I schools
would now be unequally applied depending on where a parent resided and at which
school a voucher was cashed in. In tht; case of a tuition payment for any private
school or a public school located outside the school district in which the child re-
sides, a voucher could be used to offset tuition or general public school aidin es-
sence to supplant it. These same schools, public and private, would be exempted
from maintaining financial effort and providing comparable services. On the other
hand, if a school district did not wish to participate in a voucher plan that school
would be required to comply with all of the above mandates. Certainly an inequita-
ble circumstance, intentionally contrived. to weaken equal opportunity criteria
making it impossible for school districts to fairly evaluate or track the effectiveness
of special money and destroy the intent of Chapter I.

ADMINISTRATIVE AND OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS

The total adniiiii4rative process has the potential for chaos. At least, it will give
birth to a new but eaucracy to administer a voucher program.

The voucher makes no provision for operational details, but leaves them
up to each individual auto or individual school district to determine. State and local
regulatory efforts will be uneven throughout the country, as each of the 50 states
and 14,000 public school districts that presently receive Chapter I would decide how
to administer the program.

First of all. the voucher proposal manipulates state decision-making related to
voucher plan participation. The amendment allows each state to either mandate
state voucher participation or do nothing (in which case each local education agency
can choose or refuse to participate), but the state is not allowed to circumscribe LEA
participation statewide even through it is constitutionally responsqtle, in most
states, for the education of its children.

Secondly. vouchers mean that school districts will have to designate a new bu-
reaucracy if they decide to participate in the voucher program. Here are some of the
major questions related to administering the Administration's proposed voucher
plan:

Admissions: Who regulates admissions to private schools? Who mediates if private
or public schools are oversubscribed? Is there an appeals process if a parent is
denied access on ay basis? What happens to Chapter I parents who do not select any
school? How often can children move? Will they receive a new voucher each time
they move? If not. will the voucher be prorated for the receiving school? Who is re-
sponsible for regulating this process? What detailed record keeping will be neces-
sary? Who certifies that a non-public school meets the criteria established by the
amendment'?

Finance: Who regulates? Who determines the exact dollar amount of each individ-
ual voucher? When in the school year is this determination made? What kind of
accounting procedures are required? Must each LEA track each voucher, especially
to each private school? Are separate accounting procedures required for both pri-
vate and public schools? Will each private school receiving vouchers and LEA re-
ceiving vouchers be subject to an annual fiscal and program audit? Will a public
school district that receives children from another public school district be compen-
sated for staff aid and local property taxes from the sending district.

Program Monitoring: Who regulates: Must private schools submit a special pro-
gram plan defining their Chapter I program objectives? Who is responsible for eval-
uating private school Chapter I programs? Must private schools conforM to the
same teacher certification requirements, school accreditation requirements, and cur-
riculum requirements as public schools? If so, who collects this information? If not,
who determines if children in private schools are receiving "equal" services and
how shall that be determined? Must the private schools give evidence that each
voucher payment has been specifically targeted for disadvantaged students submit-
ting the vouchers?

Staffing: Requirements for staffing schools mandate many school districts to
notify teachers of lay-offs by March 15. The voucher plan does not address this issue
but it would appear that the school selection process would have to occur in early
January for the necessary planning process to properly staff schools. This would be
modified; however, if students changed their enrollment between January and Sep-
tember with no provision to reduce staff accordingly. The same requirements on
staff planning exist for the budgeting process and projected enrollments for each
school.

22-440 0 83 - 5
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Legal: If a suit challenging the participation of parochial schools receiving vouch-
ers was invoked, who will come to the local school district's defense?

(It should be remembered that in 1977, NIE refused to finance the East Hartford,
Connecticut school district in any law suit related to an 0E0 voucher experiment.)
Also, who will pay the local school district's legal fees related to law suits challeng-
ing desegregation due to massive transfers of students, equal educational opportuni-.
ty, illegal student dismissal, dispensing of vouchers to private schools not meetingthe definition of school, etc.

INFORMATION AND PARENTAL CHOICE

Many reports contend that voucher plans are fundamentally flawed because they
incorrectly assume that parents of disadvantaged students would be able to make
informed choices about the quality of schools.

Michael Olivas, Research Director of the League of United Latin American Citi-
zen's National Educational Service Centers (LULOC) indicated that unless minority
parents have access to information about schools and the ability to digest that infor-
mation, vouchers would hurt minority school children more they would help them.
Poor families always have had less access to information sources on education than
the more affluent. High income families usually subscribe to more periodicals, have
a better knowledge of existing literature, and are more likely to use libraries thanpoor families.

A complex voucher system would more likely decrease participation by low
income families, as oral information networks would be inadequate to convey com-
patible data on school characteristics or potential perogatives to organize and estab-lish new schools!'

A remarkable conclusion from the Alum Rock Voucher experiment was that de-spite the use of newspapers, mailings, radio announcements, neighbornood meet-
ings, and information counselors, one quarter of' the residents were unfamiliar with
even the existence of the voucher program over the four year period of the experi-
ment. In short, it defies reality to assume that most of the parents of the "very
poorest" of the nation's disadvantaged childrenwho in many cases are themselves
the victims of some of society's most difficult social problems--will be aware of and
will make the most informed educational choice for their children.

RE-SEGREGATION: OPTION TO AVOID COURT ORDERED DESEGREGATION

John Coons and Stephen Sugarman, co-authors of the book entitled "Education by
ChoiceThe Case for Family Control" admit: "The choice of racial segregation, solong as it is free, should be solemnly respected even if the motivation of those (in-
cluding ourselves) who promote this principle deserves close scrutiny."

There is no question that with vouchers parents would be encouraged to find a
school based on their family values, not necessarily based on societal goals such as
racial integration. While the present record of public education in integrating
values in not the best, vouchers would encourage a system that will begin to re-seg-
regate schools by race and color. This process would overturn years of federal com-
mitment to developiqg common schools for all and begin to give license to those pri-
vate schools that admit students along lines of one kind or another.

It will be obvious, due to the broad definition of a school and the narrow civil
rights provision in the Administration's voucher proposal, that schools such as "seg-
regation" academies, the KKK. Neo-Nazis, the "Moonies" and other groups will be
able to recruit voucher students with implicit public license and little regulation.
The reason these schools develop in the first place was special market appeal to a
segment of the population that wished to coalesce around cotier like-minded fami-lies.

But most disturbing is that vouchers would allow many communities presently
under a court desegregation order to avoid the court mandate and transfer to other
schools via a voucher. While this flight is already occurring in some communities, a
voucher would provide implicit support for such actions. This would create a govern-
ment at odds with itselfon the one hand a court system rendering an order to rec-
tify an illegal act and on the other hand a government program providing the mech-
anism for court defiance. The ultimate cost would be the destruction of a public
school system and loss of confidence in the government to govern.

'Education Daily, March 3, 1981, p. 1.
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CONSTITUTIONAL ARGUMENTS

Voucher.; violate the Constitutional principles of separatioc. of church and state
because religious schools would be recipients of federal aid.

Since religious schools or parishes would be beneficiaries of vouchers, federal
monies would tend to advance and foster religion at public expense.

In crder to assure vouchers are used for a nonsectarian purpose, and do not ad-
vance or inlribit religion, public surveillance and monitoring on school grounds
would be necessaly thereby leading to excessive entanglements.

In 1971, the U.S. Supreme Court in Lemon vs. Kurtzman established its three
pronged test for constitutionalitya statute must (1) have a secular purpose; (2)
have a primary effect that neither advances nor inhibits religion; and (3) not lead to
"excessive entanglements" of church and state. Under this test, vouchers would
surely violate the First Amendment's separation of church and state provision, and
thereby be ruled unconstitutional.

CONCLUSION

The Administration's voucher plan is no more than trickeryan illdisguised plan
to provide more money to private school aml -another attempt by this Administra-
tion to walk away from the federal commitment to disadvantaged children. The
Chapter I voucher proposal is ruinous and we ought not to be misled by the lofty
and virtuous objectives that its proponents espouse.

Vouchers would not provide mote choices; they would instead limit choices for the
poor. Vouchers would not provide diversity; they would lead to re-segregation, social
stratification and an educational caste system. Vouchers would not provide quality
education for the poor; they would instead destroy one of the nation's most success-
ful and productive educational programs. Vouchers would not provide new opportu-
nities for the poor; they would instead eliminate present governmental assurances
that the poor have equal educational opportunities.

Vouchers would not foster competition; they would instead, create a means for
voucher schools to avoid public responsibilities through a-perMissive set of stand-
ards thereby placing non-voucher schools on a different and more stringent competi-
tive level. Vouchers would not be mor" ,efficient; they would instead establish a new
layer of bureacracy and procedures that would prove costly and impossible to ad-

minister.
In short, the claims of the Administration's voucher proposal are not supported by

the details of the plan. Clothed in arguments supporting public purpose, the voucher
proposal is in reality a slick gimmick to pursue private ends. The system of public
schools governed by pub:;c officials and supported by public funds, to overcome po-
litical inequalities and privileges in private education is at stake. The real question
as proposed by Professor Freeman Butts is net whether, rparents shall have more
controls over the education of their children, but whether the ideal of a common
school system devoted primarily to the task of building civic community among the
vast majority of citizens shall be given up in favor of private choice.""

This backdoor experimentat the expense of the most vulnerable, the most disen-
franchised and the most dispossessedmust be rejected by Congress as an insidious
ploy to deny all children their right to an equal education.

Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you, Mrs, Baisinger.
Mrs. Dean, I understand you do not have a statement but will be

available to answer questions.
Ms. DEAN. Mr. Chairman, we do have a written statement we

would like submitted for the record.
Mr. BOUCHER. Without objection, it will be made part of the

record, as will the written statements of any of the other panel
members.

[The prepared statement of Althea Simmons follows:]

"Phi Della Kappan, September 1979, p. N.
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1; PREPARED STATEMENT OF ALTHEA T. L. SIMMONS, DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON BUREAU,
NAACP

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommitee, I am Althe. . L. Simmons, Director of the Washington Bureau of the National Associatio for the Advancementof Colored People (NAACP), the nation's oldest and larg . il riots organization.While the Association has been actively itivolved thro ghout its i4-year history ina wide-range of civil rights issues, we are probably best recognized 1Cor our long-standing work in the area of equal educational opportunity. The NAAOKr lizedlong ago that witl:out equal educational opportunity, minorities would l ever'aTtaintheir rightful place in the economic and social mainstream of American life.
The NAACP strongly opposes education vouchers, whether, they are optional Title c.I vouchers which.the Administration has opposed, or Eay.other eddrattorr-steucher

program. The NAACP takes this position for several reasons; - First, vouchers woulddivide and fractionalize public educaton into a system based on 'class add erode ourpublic education system which is the only hope for millions of black -and other
youngsters to acquire an education. It would not, as has been averred, bring compe-
tition into tbesystem. Secondly, the voucher proposals are thinly clad attempts tohide the major purpose of education vouchers, which is to provide federal funds to.
private schools in violation of the Constitution.

. We also have strong objections to'.,the provisions of the Administration's bill in-tended to prohibit discrimination by 'participating private schools, and it is to these.provisions'that I direct my comments this morning.
I want to be clear, however, that even should be antidiscrimination provisions be.rewritten to cure the defects therein, the NAACP would continue to oppose the useof education vouchers. We oppose the use of vouchers in principle.
To briefly summarize the Administration's anti-discrimination provisions, a pri-vate school wishing to participate wouldlbe required to submit to the local education

agency (LEA) a verified statement that 'declares it "has not followed a racially dis-ctiminatory policy" in the previous ;12: months, indicates whether a declaratoryjudgement o? order has been cantered against the school and attests that the school
meets the eligibility requirements for private schools,

Should the Attorney General receive a complaint against a school alleging with
specificity that it has :followed a racially discriminatory policy" the Attorney Gen-eral may seek a declaratory judgment from a district 'court upon finding.good cause.Once a complaint is received the school must be notified and given an opportunity
to respond, The Attorney General may enter into a settlement agreement with theschool rather than seek a declaratory judgment.

Once found to have followed a racially discriminatory policy, after one year aschool may file a motion to modify the judgment to include a statement that it nolonger follows a racially discriminatory policy by filing affiddvits describing the
ways such policy has been abandoned, the steps taken to communicate its policy ofnon-discrimination and averring that no discriminatory action has taken place in
the preceding year. The order will be modified unless the Attorney General ,estab-
lishes these affidavits. as false or that the school followed a racially discriminatorypolicy.

As I said, these provisions may be intended to prohibit discrimination, but theireffect falls short of that goal. And, as those of you who were involved in extension of
the Voting Rights Act will recall, the NAACP'is much more concerned about theactual effect than the intention.

The proposed anti-discrimination provisions of the Administration's bill closelyparallel the provisions of the Administration's tuition tax credit legislation in termsof definitions and the declaratory judgment 'procedures. The notable exception isthat the voucher proposal would not require participating private schools to be
50.1(0(3) tax-exempt institutions. No doubt this is meant to avoid entanglernmt with
the tax-exempt status cases before the Supreme Court and the Administration's
January 1982 policy reversal on IRS enforcement against schools that discriminate.

When we analyzed the Administration's provisions we discovered no less than
nine areas where the language is wholly inadequate:

1. The language defining discrimination is too limited. It does not clearly cover
both discriminatory policies and practices and fails to cover employment discrimina-tion.

2. The bill includes an intent standard.
3. The bill grants no private right of action. The only avenue provided to com-

plainants is petitioning the Attorney General.
4. The time limits on varius actions are left indeterminate.
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making an allegation that the information on which the Attorney General's decisionis based is available.
If a settlement agreement is entered into, Section 560(bXINC) requires the Attor-

ney General to provide a copy to any person from whom an allegation has been re-
ceived against such school, but no time frame is provided. Likewise, once an allega-tion is made against a school Section 560(bX2XC) requires the Attorney General to"promptly give written notice" to the school. In Section 560(bX2xD) the AttorneyGeneral is directed to give such a school "a fair opportunity to comment . . .".Again, no time certain is mandated.

IOLATIoN of* vERIFIED STATEMENT TO I.EA

The bill would allow for a school to avoid action by reaching an agreement wit(.
the Attorney General. The misuse of settlement agreements by this Administration,
documented in hearings before the House Judiciary Subcommittee on Civil and Con-stitutional Rights, makes us very leery of this provision. We are particularly con-cerned that a school could escape action under the language of the bill if it "aban-dons" its discriminatory policy even if tHis die,:riminatory policy was in effect in vio-lation of a school's verified statement te. an LEA to the contrary. (Section 5tiO(aX2h

AFFIRMATIvE STEPS

A year after a declaratory judgment has been ;.Jade against a private school such
school may seek to modify the judgment. (Section 560(1110iXAU. In order to do so, aschool must file a motion in the district court containing affadavits describing the
ways in which its discriminatory policy has been abandoned, the steps taken to com-municate its policy of non-discrimination and averring that no discriminatory action
has taken place in the preceding year. Unless proven false by the Attorney Generalthe order would be modified.

These provisions suffer from the same inadequacies discussed above regarding the
limited definition of discrimination in this legislation, because it is upon this defini-
tion that Section 560(b)6NA1 is based.

Thus, the changes suggested above concerning the definition of discriminationshould also be use'l to revise this secton. It should also include that a school wouldbe unable to modify the order if it has engaged in any conduct sufficient to consti-tute a violation of the Constitution or any federal statute proscribing 'iscrimina-tion.

F. xel.USIvE AUTHORITY OF ATTORNEY GENERAL

Section IAA axli) grants the Attorney General exclusive authority to investigate al-legations of discrimination. There are several problems with this provision.
According to the legislation, the Attorney General could only act upon receipt of

an allegation of discrimination. It is thus let to an individual to complain. It is ourview that the dangers of the denial of equal educational opportunity require on-going oversight and monitoring, such as is the charge of the Office of Civil Rights
(OCR) at the Department of Education.

Since the voucher of Title I, as proposed in this legislation, or the vouchering of
other federal education funds, would still be administered by the Department of
Education which maintains OCR as its monitoring and enforcement arm, we believeOCR should also have the responsibility for civil right enforcement of education
vouchers in private schools. This issue is closely liked with that discussed belo of
Section 55941 of the Administration's bill which exempts vouches from the defini.tion of federal financial assistance.

The IRS, which enforces 501(cnfi) tax-exempt status for private schools, should
also be part of the enforcement process. If the Supreme Court upholds the long-
standing policy of denying tax-exempt status to discriminatory schools, incorporat-
ing 501(013) status into the eligibility requirements would further insure that dis-
criminatory schools would not be eligible and would provide a mechanism for con-
current IRS authority with the Attorney General and OCR.

FEDERAL. FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

Section 559(1) declares that: "Payments made by a local educational agenc:: pursu-
ant to an educational voucher program under this chapter shall not constitute Fed-
eral financial assistance to any local educational agency or school receiving ,ich
payments, and a school's use of funds received in exchange for such voucher .mallnot constitute a program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance."
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The NAACP is .
a loss to understand how Title I funds are federal financial as-

sistance and how vouchers for the same funds are not. As the Committee is aware,

it is through the definition of federal financial ,,ssistance that the provisions of the

various civil rights acts are made applicable to recipit ; and programs and activi-

ties conducted with fede 11 funds.
As the above discussion of enforcement illustrates. this provision may be the

single most distructive element in the tdministration's bill. If vouchers are not fed-

eral financial assistance, . OCR enforcement could evcur. Since the definition of
discrimination provided in this legit .tion is so limited, the effect of this legislation

is to allow provide schools to receive funds without meeting the la..ful obligations

which such receipt requires.
This provision is a blatant attempt to pi ilCe these schools beyond the reach of fed-

eral civil rights laws.
VOUCHERS AND DF.SEGIOATION

Another provision of the Administration's voucher legislation causes the NAACP

great concern because of its potential impact on school desegregation. The provision

is that which would allow use of a voucher outsi .e the public school district in

which the child resides. We can fathL.,1 no rational basis for this provision except to

allow parents to escape a desegregation effort or order underway in one school dis-

trict'by utilizing the voucher in another school district.
The impact of vouchers on school desegregation is an area that needs to be ad-

dressed. It is easy to see how vouchers could totally di:,rupt desegregation efforts.

While "freedom of choice" is currently a popular method being put forward by this

Administration as an alternative to pupil transportation, it is a method that by its

very nature perpetuates school segregation and denies equal educational opportuni-
ty. Education vouchers are a part of this "freedom of choice" system.

CONCLUSION

In summary, dab an:i-discrimination provisions of the Administration's bill are
wholly inadequate. They would not prwent discrimination from occurring at partici-

pating private schools. They would, in fact, by Section 559111, put these funds and

these schools beyond the reach Lf existing civil rights laws and subject them only to

the limited and inadequate provisions contair4 in this legislation.
The NAACP rejects the concept of education vouchers and finds totally unaccept-

able the provisions this Administration intends to prevent discrimination. Again, it

is not the intent but the result with which we concerned and these provisions

would result in discrimination.

Mr. BOUCHER. Mr. Joseph Scherer; the associate executive direc-

tor, American Association of School Adminisl rators.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH SCHEI'ER, ASSOCIATE EXECUTIVE DI-

RECTOR, AMERI"AN ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRA-

'I RS
Mr. SCHERER. Thank you very much, Ir. Chairman,,members of

the committee. I am Joe Scherer representing the American Asso-
ciation of School Administrators, which are proximately 18,000

school administrators across the country'.
Our comments this morning deal prii.iarily with an effort to im-

plement such a voucher proposal in the seventie.i in California.
That effort to implement the proposal grew rit of the Coleman
report in the si;,ties. Following Mr. Coleman's report, Mr. Jene-s,

who is a Harvard educator, drew up this voucher proposal. In
drawing up the voucher proposal, he felt the voucher could accom-

plish two things: it would be a good device to reduce discrimina-
tion, and it might provide equity of opportunity:

Given those two thrusts, Victor Vessey, who ha ' seen a Member

of the House of Representatives. and was at that time in the Cali-

fornia Assembly, approached the Sacramento superintendent, who

was Paul Salmon at the time, and the board of education and di-
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cussed with them the proposal that they might try a voucher ex-periment, and if they were going to try such an experiment, Mr.Vessey was willing to introduce in the California Assembly a billthat would provide $700 to $800 per student to help implementthat voucher proposal. The additional money would be used tocover the additional costs of implementation.
Well, the Sacramento board undertook a very careful study ofthe proposal. They worked with Mr. Jencks, Mr. Vessey, and theyworked with a consultant. After considerable time and effort putinto examining the proposal, they concluded it wasn't workable forthe following reasons:
First of all, if you allow the student to exercise the opportunityto attend a school of his or her choice, no matter where it is locatedin the voucher area, you then have to deal with the transportationcosts that would go along with such a movement of students. And ifwe are going to deal with it on an individual' choice factor, you cansee there is a great deal of difficulty in coordinating such transpor-tation; you raise in your mind who is responsible for recovering thecosts of that transportation, et cetera.
Second, what do you do with the students who are already in at-tendance irI the voucher area schools of option? At that particulartime most of the schools in Sacramento were filled to capacity. Soif children start to exercise options or parents exercise options andthey all want to go to one attendance area, what do you do withthe students who are already there?
Third, what do you do with dissatisfied students? They make aselection. They want to go to school A. They arrive at school A andfor some reason, after being there, they are not happy with the sit-uation. What do we do with the transfers? How sown are you al-lowed to transfer? You have situations in school districts where as-signments of staff are made on the basis of pupil attendance, et

cetera. So it raised in their mind a great deal of difficulty of howthat would be handled. Would you do this every half-a-year, everymonth, every 2 months, et cetera.
Fourth, what do you do with the situation when students chooseto attend schools which really intensifies your racial isolation?

What responsibility does the board have to protect the district andits desegregation plan?
A fifth point which grew out of the Alum Rock experiment,

which came after the attempt in Sacramento, as Mrs. Baisingerpointed out, indicated a very important fifth element, and that isthe fact that low-income parents simply did not participate as fullyin the voucher program in Alum Rock as did the upper income par-ents.
If we look at the present proposal that is put forward, in ourjudgment it does not answer any of those questions that I just

raised with regards to the Sacramento situation. Those questions
essentially remain unanswered today. In our judgment, we think itis incumbent upon people who put forward proposals like that, thatthey ought to be able to answer those questions, which theyhaven't done and haven't addressed.

The difficulty still of the transportation issue, the dissatisfied
students, remains in this proposal. They haven't addressed, as Mr.
Humphrey pointed out, services to the handicapped.
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We have a suggestion on the part of this proposal, that the State
might bridge the local control of education, which we think threat-

ens and undermines certainly our educational system in this coun-

try and the way we have delivered services. The funds in this pro-
posal are not targeted to the disadvantaged. We still are having to

deal with the situation that if the parents of poor children are less

informed, whose responsibility is it to bring them up to speed?

Where are we going to get the money to help them be better in-
formed? How are they going to be able to fully utilize the program,

or will they be able to fully utilize the program?
Another point that has not been addressed is this: how will Con-

gress be able to make a judgment with regards to the progress of

these programs when you have in one setting, say setting "A", a
public school that will use the money for compensatory education,

judged against setting "B", a private setting, which in essence uses

the money as general aid. How do you compare that? How do you

compare the progress made?
Finally, I would say, without being overly dramatic, Booker T.

Washington a while back said that in order to hold another person
down you have to stay down with that person. Well, Congress has

engaged in nearly two decades of reaching out, of reaching out and

helping individuals with less opportunity. That program, as every-

body has indicated, has been successful. It doesn't make good sense

and it is not wise, in our judgment, to further experiment with that

experiment,
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Paul Salmon follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT or DR. PAUL B. SALMON, EXECUT/VE DIRECTOR, AMERICAN

ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL AnxtimsTaAmits

Mr. Chairman. Committee members, my name is Dr. Paul Salmon, Executive Di-

rector of the American Association (.f School Administrators (AASA). AASA is the

professional association of school superintendents and other local administrators.

We are very pleased to have the opportunity to address the Committee on the topic

of the administration's plan to convert Chapter 1 of the Education Consolidation

and Improvement Act to a voucher program.
I would like to begin by reviewing some of the history of education vouchers.

The concern for equal educational opportunity has grown throughout this century

but was given a boost in the 1960's when the Coleman report pointed out that school

achievement frequently was more closely related to socio-economic factors than

classroom factors. In fact, according to Coleman. the strongest indicator of academic

success %vas not IQ, but father's income. Following the Coleman report, a number of

scholars and educators sought ways to reduce barriers to equal educational opportu-

nities for minorities and the poor. Among those scholars was Christopher Jencks, a

Harvard .professor who did a review of Coleman's findings. Jencks and his col-

leagues thought that using vouchers to allow students to attend any public school in

the students home school district would be a good device to reduce desegregation

and promote equity of opportunity by opening up the finest schools in each district

to all students. Jencks defined schools as "public" if 'they admitted students on a

nondiscriminatory basis and if they made public their procedures, standards and the

performance of their students. This was to allow parents to have full appropriate

information in order to make good choices. All "public" schools which qualified

were included in the public voucher area which was administered by a "voucher au-

thority".
Victor Vessey, who later serv\d in the U.S. house of Representatives from Califor-

nia, and was chairman of the Education Committee in the California Assembly at

the time. became interested in Jenck's ideas on the vouchers and asked 'me if I

would try them in Sacramento. At that time, 1 was superintendent of the Sacramen-

to City Unified Schools, a system of 58,000 students, 40 percent of whom were mi-

nority. Like most city school systems, Sacramento had an uneven distribution of mi-
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nority students throughout its school system and was faced with the decision abouthow to even out that distribution.
Mr. Vessey proposed that the California legislature enact a law providing $700 to$S00 per student to cover the costs of implementing

a voucher experiment. The $700or $800 was about one -halt' of the cost of educating a student in Sacramento in 1970.The extra funds and the prospect of being able to promote equity of opportunity in-terested me greatly. The Sacramento Board of Education permitted me to proceedwith a study for how a voucher might be implemented in a limited area of the dis-trict involving a high school, its junior highs and feeder elementary schools.Mr. Jencks detailed a consultant to Sacramento to discuss this matter in detailwith Mr. Vessey, myself and my deputy superintendent. Following a careful studyof the voucher proposal, it was concluded that it would not work in Sacraments forfour basic reasons. First, the heart of the plan is to have the student be able to go tothe school of choice no matter where that school was in the voucher area. Thismade transportation of students an individual matter, I speculated that it would re-quire a taxi service rather than a bus fleet, and the district, even with the addition-al funds, couldn't afford to pay the cost. Second, we were faced with a question ofwhat to do with the students who were in attendance in their neighborhood schoolsand wished to stay there. At the time our buildings were operating at or near cap"c-ity, and if students who lived in the normal attendance zone for a school wanted tostay in that school, the board was going to be forced to either remove them or notadmit all other students who wish to attend a school. Clearly the neighborhoodschool was an impediment to open movement of students on vouchers throughoutthe school system but it was the apparent choice of most students. A third problemthat I ,could not solve was how to deal with dissatisfied students. For example, if astudent changed schools and found that he or she did not like the new school,should the hoard allow students to transfer to other new schools or back to formerschools? In 1970 all our buildings were full and the teaching staff was assigned toschoolS on the basis of existing enrollment. If large numbers of students sought tomove, how could we possibly accommodate them or should we accommodate them,especially if they sought to move based on the short term bad feelings students andparents sometimes have about teachers. Under normal circumstances transferswithin the city school system were difficult unless. a child's family moved, but ifvouchers were to operate as planned and allow free movement of students, theboard was going to have to be able to deal with midterm transfers. A fourth andfinal problem I could not solve concerned students who chose to attend schoolswhich intensified racial isolation. If the voucher system was based on freedom ofchoice and students chose to further segregate schools, how could the board protectits desegregation plan?
Thus, in Sacramento I concluded that a public school voucher program for freemovement within the school system was administratively unworkable and aban-doned the-idea.
Later the Alum Rock School District, San Jose, California actually implemented apublic school voucher plan, with support from 0E0 and concluded that implement-ing voucher programs would have a number of difficult problems. One key problemrevealed in Alum Rock was that low income parents were not well informed aboutthe program or able to obtain as much information abom schools as upper incomeparents and thus would not participate in the voucher program as fully. This prob-lem would certainly have implications for the legislation in question because it isaimed at low income families.
Now, an administration that questions the federal invoLement in elementary andsecondary education has developed another voucher plan using not state or localfunds but federal funds. Let us consider this voucher plan from the standpoint of alocal school administrator. First, the proposed voucher problem would have greaterdifficulty in handling transportation and dissatisfied students than the plan myboard and I examined in Sacramento in 1970. Transportation would be more diffi-cult because, for example, if Maryland opted to participate as a state and a studentin Baltimore wished to attend the Montgomery County schools, who would be re-sponsible for that student's transportation? Transportation would be a problem es-pecially for states, such as Pennsylvania, where the state is responsible for bothpublic'and private school students. The questions of how far schools would have totransport students and at what cost needs to be addressed. Certainly, the smallamount of money available from Chapter 1 voucher program could never cover widespread student movement. Under the Chapter 1 voucher system, who gets thevoucher if a student withdraws during the school term, and what school policieswould be required to avoid constant movements of students? Movement of students
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directly impacts staff size and assignment; matters which must be managed careful-

ly if schools are to operate efficiently.
Second, the issue of service to handicapped students and whether or not private

schools would have to provide services for handicapped students is not addressed in

this voucher bill. In fact, the only sort of discrimination which is forbidden in the
administration's voucher bill for private schools is racial discrimination. This raises

the question of whether schools receiving federal monies under this proposal could

refuse to enroll handicapped students. Clearly, the proposal before us would permit

private schools to use public funds, without having to conform to the sat.ie rules

that public schools do concerning access to the handicapped.
Third, funds for Chapter 1 of the Education Consolidation Improvement Act

tECIA) are focused on economically
disadvantaged students in need of compensatory

education. All students who are not either economically disadvantaged or in need of

compensatory education are excluded from services.. Chapter 1 now serves fewer

than 50 percent of the eligible students. If a voucher plan is implemented, which of

the 50 percent would be eligible for services or whould the services be spread "a

,mile wide and an inch deep" and made available to all eligible students?
Fourth., the law would allow the state to abridge IScal control of. schools and force

all school districts in a state to participate, no matter how the patrons of an individ-

ual school district feel about the issue of vouchers. This could create hard feelings in

the state legislature and in local communities causing the sort of community wide

friction which detracts from education.
There are other broader criticisms of the voucher plan that also merit considera-

tion by this Committee and the Congress. First, in our opinion the plan violates the

Constitution by involving the government in direct financial support for church re-

lated schools. According to the Digest of Education Statistic's put out by the Nation-

al Center for Education Statistics about SO percent of the private school students

are in religiously affiliated schols. If students in that 80 percent are eligible for edu-

cation vouchers. the plan will provide federal aid to religious schools. The statute

does specify that the voucher system is not direct federal aid to the schools but
merely saying that in the statutes does not eliminate the fact that if you give a

school a check you have given that school direct financial support and the voucher

is, in fact, a check.
The voucher bill also does not speak to the question of what to do with students

who are currently enrolled at a school that students with vouchers wish to attend. If

a school is participating in the voucher program but does not have any slots availa-

ble. ,_what do students do that wish to attend that school? Arid what if the poor are

less Wft)rmed and unable to fully utilize the program? What costs should schools

incur to help parents make choices and what kind ofhelp should be given?

Another inequity in the treatment of public schools in this bill is that Chapter 1

funds to public schools are to be used specifically to serve disadvantaged children

needing compensatory education. However, when Chapter 1 funds are given to pri-

vate schools. the funds are basically general aid to education rather than targeted

aid to the disadvantaged. Private schools choosing to admit students using vouchers,

are not required to deliver any compensatory services. In this case, failure would be

laid entirely upon the students because they would not receive any special assist-

ance. In contrast in the public schools the blame for failure to learn rests in part

with the school system which is providing special compensatory services.

A final concern of school administrators concerns how program success will be

judged. That is. how is the Congress going to know whether or not school people

were successful in implementing the program? If funds are spent on compe- nsatory

education in public schools and for general aid in private schools, how can valid

comparisons be drawn?
One of the strongest arguments against this laity er:bill is the fact that imple-

mentation of the bill would considerably alter bur current system of education

wherein state, share the cost of local schools and provide general guidelines for op-

eration, but .tch school district operates its programs according to local needs and

wishes. This system has spread control of education broadly, so that no group. or

system of thought can gain control of the education of our youth, and has allowed

dhs our nation to absorb new waves of immigrants and new ideas without great upheav-

lip al or tumult. This voucher plan could be a first step in either completely disman-

tling the current school system, or developing a national system of education to

allow open access students from school to school a'.. ,he country.

A final question for your consideration concerns v ny Congress would choose to

experiment in a massiee way with a program that has begun to work well. Pro-

grams operated land-, ;hapter 1 have made a difference for disadvantaged children;

why make drastic .rations in the program? Stt...dy of the voucher concept may be
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in order. Why not ask the Secretary of Education to fund some research on the topicwith his discretionary funds? Perhaps the private sector would be willing to fundsuch research.
Th'e proposed legislation would abridge the nation's commitment to equity. It suf-'fers similar problems of implementation as previous efforts making it virtually im-possible to administer without spreading more money on its administration than onthe educational programs. Finally, it is a step toward neglecting our present effortsand AASA is unalterably opposed to this voucher initiative.
Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you, Mr. Scherer.
Our final witness is Ms. Linda Darling-Hammond, with the RandCorp.

STATEMENT OF LINDA DARLING-HAMMOND, SOCIAL SCIENTIST,
THE RAND CORP.

MS. DARLING- HAMMOND. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am here atthe committee's request to summarize the results of Rand's re-search on the education voucher demonstration conducted in AlumRock, which you have already heard some of. I won't have torepeat all of the findings. I will .discuss the conclusions of a paperon the regulation of vouchers prepared by Arthur Wise, a colleagueat Rand, and myself. Although my testimony is based in part onresearch conducted at Rand, these remarks do not represent anypolicy of the Rand Corp. or of the sponsors of the research.I will make two points. First, although the Alum Rock demon-stration was not in the end a true voucher experiment, it did testhow parents make choices among public school alternatives. As Mr.Scherer indicated, the negotiators from EOE went all over thecountry trying to find a school district that would participate inthis voucher experiment. Only one district, of all the districts ofthe country, could be found that would participate. In that districtprivate school alternatives did not exist. One private school did tryto begin to tak: th& vouchers, but it had to fold because it didn'thave the capital necessary to really establish its school.

The Federal Government put about $13 million into that voucherexperiment, for a very small school district, over the course ofabout 4 or 5 years, and the alternative of the plan that was eventu-ally accepted was heavily regulated in some respects. It insuredaccess to the programs of choice for the children, for the parents. Ithad reams and reams and reams of rules and regulations to handlethe very problems that Mr. Scherer pointed out. So it was nothinglike a free market test, nor is it anything like the proposal that is .before the committee today.
Nonetheless, we learned some things from that experiment about ;how parents make choices and what the results of those choicesare. The experiment demonstrated that the parents who used thenew alternatives were socially-advantaged parents who already hadmore choices available to them.
Mrs. Baisinger talked about the lack of information, even witht.. ;. .. publicity campaign, which was a disparity between;01.,-(m- income parents and higher income parents. Students, as aet.:sult of their parents' choices, clustered by family background inprograms, by income level, and by ethnic background, even withlottery system to offset that effect. Parents did not use cirriculumas their primary way of choosing schools. They used other nonin-
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structional factors like the social and ethnic background of other

students in the school, the proximity of the school to their home,
and the desire to keep siblings together, and other considerations

like that.
Finally, parent choice did not improve educational outcomes of

students. There is no evidence at all that educational achievement
improved for the children whose parents were in the voucher pro-

gram and who exercised choices.
My second main point is that the primary public policy issue

with respect to educational vouchers is not whether parent choice

between private or public schools will produce better educational

outcomes. It is whether a voucher plan Will provide sufficient

public accountability for the use of public funds, whether it
achieves society's goals for education, and whether parents will
have redress for unfair treatment. The need to ensure access and

appropriate treatment of students has led us to regulation of public

education. It would, in a voucher system, lead to heavier regulation

of private education as well, and over time a Federal voucher
would increase, not decrease, the Federal role in education.

In the administration's testimony we heard many references to

the rights given to the Attorney General, the rights given to the
SEA's, and the rights given to the LEAs. There is nothing in the
proposal before us that safeguards the rights of parents of children.

The Alum Rock demonstration, if I may backpeddle for a
moment, demonstrated also that safeguards are definitely neces-

sary to protect students' vouchers. A number of programs in that

experiment were oversubscribed; others were undersubscribed, in-

cluding that single private school alternative which had to close.

Fortunately, arrangements existed for expansion of oversubscribed

programs and for transfers of vouchers in case of program failures.
Thus, children did not suffer the losing of their voucher because of

the vicissitudes of the marketplace. This proposal has no guarantee

for the protection of students vouchers if they enroll in a school

that later closes, or if they enroll in a school that later fitches
them out.

There will be, in the implementation of any new program like

this, problems of access, false advertising, inadequate opportunities
for certain classes of students that will arise, and someone will

have to deal with them. The administration has suggested that the
LEA v."11 carry the full burden of enforcement for this endeavor.

Howevt the !ev el of government that funds a voucher system will

become the focal point for complaints about how the funds were ad-

itiinistered, and political pressures and legal responsibility will nat-

urally come to rest with the Federal Government if it initiates the

voucher program itself.
These arguments are developed at greater length in our paper,

which I would like to have submitted into the record of these hear-

ings so I won't have to go into them in detail here.
I would like to make just two points in addition to what I have

said. One is that there are many ways in which access to educa-

tional opportunities can be constrained, in addition to blatant dis-
crimination by race. If schools practice selective admissions of any

kind, by academic ability, by gender, by ethnicity, by language
dominance, by handicap, or if they charge tuitions above the
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amount of the voucher, a certain class of parents will not haveequal opportunity to choose.i,
If the voucher plan is unnrfunded, as this one is, if parents donot have adequate and accurate information about school options,if the marketplace does not produce desired educational options forchildren in different neighborhoods or parents of different kinds ofchildren, then equal educational choice will not occur. aidv if theGovernment is in the business of trying to insure choice and access,it will have to become involved in policies about State or local fi-nancing and private supplementation of vouchers, the extent andaccuracy of the information system, the location of educational al-ternatives of various types, and/or the admission policies ofschools.
There is one number that I would like to call to your attention.We have heard many people mention today the fact that chapter 1,currently as structured, provides about $500 per child served in theprogram for those services. If all eligible chapter 1 children re-ceived a voucherwe know that chapter 1 doesn't reach all eligiblechildrenwe would be applying about $200 per child toward anaverage annual tuition of over $1,000, or tuition in a neighboringpublic school of closer to $2,000.
The administration talked about using vouchers for gifted andtalented disadvantaged students. The fact that we don't serve themnow is the reason we are spending $500 per child. And unless Ihave missed something in the newspapers, I don't believe we havehad a proposal to increase chapter 1 appropriations to about $15billion., which is the amount that would be necessary to make thisa true voucher plan for use in a private school.
One final point. If you look at the two areas where some publicfunding of private educational institutions has occurredthe Secre-tary mentioned one, the Education. for All Handicapped ChildrenActand also subsidies for day care of children of low income par-ents, which are offered in many States and localities, we can beginto get an idea of the degree of government involvement that wouldprove necessary for the administration of vouchers.The Secretary talked about Public Law 94-142 as a model of thekind of approach this voucher would provide. He did not mentionthe degree of regulation- that his administration has protested be-cause of the very necessity of protecting the rights of those chil-dren if they exercise that voucher in a private sector institution.I would like to have the remainder of my 'testimony submitted,Mr. Chairman.

Mr. BOUCHER. Without objection, it will be received as a part ofthe record.
[The prepared statement of Linda Darling-Hammond follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LINDA DARLING-HAMMOND, SOCIAL SCIENTIST, THE RAND
CARP.

Mr. Chairman, I am Linda Darling-Hammond, a Social Scientist in Rand's Educa-tion Program. At the Committee's request, I will summarize the results of Rand'sresearch on the OEO /NIE Education Voucher Demonstration conducted at AlumRock. and i will discuss the conclusions of a paper on the regulation of educational'vouchers prepared by Arthur E."Wise. a colleague at Rand, and myself. Althoughmy testimony is based in part on research conducted at Rand, these remarks do notrepresent any policy of the Rand Corpolration or of the research sponsors.
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I will make two main points. First, although the Alum Rock sdemonstration was

not in the ead a true voucher experiment, it did test how parents make choices

among public school alternatives. It demonstrated thai the parents who used the

new alternative were those socially advantaged pennants who already have more

choices available to them. In addition, research on the Alum Rock demonstration

did not find that parent choice resulted in improved educational or social outcomes.

Second, the primary public policy issue with respect to educational vouchers is not

whether parent choices between private or public schools produces better etucation-

al outcomes. It is whether a voucher plan p'rovides sufficient public accountability

for the use of public funds, whether it achieves society's goals for education, and

whether parents have redress for 'unfair treatment. The aced to ensure access and

appropriate treatment Of students has led to regulation of public education. It

would. in a voucher system, lead to heavy regulation of private education as well.

Over time a federal voucher would increase,not decrease, the federal role in educa-

tion.

ot)TCOMi'S OF THE ALUM ROI:IC PARENT CHOICE DEMONSTRATION

&dime I review the findings of Rand's research on the outcomes of the Alum Rock

demonstration, I will briefly explain how that experience differed from a true

voucher plan. Most importantly for the proposal before us today, private schools

were not included in the experiment. After extensive recruitment efforts by 0E0

and negotiations with several school districts, in the end only one site, Alum Rock,

California, agreed to participate, and the terms of the agreement precluded a true

voucher experidient. Although one private school alternative was eventeally

ed in Alum Rock to receive vouchers, the school did not attract enough funding and

had to close. The demonstration was important, though, because it allowed voucher

parents real choice among dozens of school alternatives.' In many ways it offered a

great deal more patent choice than the proposal before the committee today because

it was designed to ensure access to desired programs,
I will discuss three findings that address questions often raised in debates about

vouchers: (11 the degree to which parents are equally well-informed about education-

al alternatives; 12) the ways in which parents choose schools and the effects that

these choices have on groupings of children; and 18) the effects of parental choice on

educational outcomes of children.
Parent Inforolution: The Alum Rock voucher program was widely publicized

through a variety of media, and counselors were made available to parents to assist

them in understanding program alternatives. Nonetheless, after four years of exten-

sive bilingual publicity, a quarter of the parents in Alum Rock did not know the

voucher program existed, and a much larger proportion did not have accurate infor-

mation about the program or the specific schools. Parents of low income levels and

lower educational attainment were less well-informed than other parents. Socially

advantaged parents had more sources of information. and they developed a more

accurate understanding of the rules governing the voucher program than did disad-

vantaged parents. Although information differences decreased somewhat over time,

they reemerged when the system changed.
Program Choices: The single most important factor in parents' placement deci-

sions in Alum Rock was the school's proximity to the home. Although free transpor-

tation was provided, only about 20 percent of students attended r.chools outside their

neighborhoods. The alternatives created by the voucher plan proved most attractive

to Socially advantaged parents. Parents' choices were not primarily guided by cur-

riculum factors. Instead, they chose schools mainly by considering noninstructional

factors like the ethnic or social class composition of the school, the desire to keep

siblings together. and the location of the school. Finally, parents' program choices

'Ultimately, the demonstration had the following features: la) voucher parents could enroll

their children in any available alternative program (by the third year, there were 14 schools

with SI programs to choose from): Ito free transportation was provided to nontiiighborhood

schools; and Ica transfers among_schools
Were limited only by available space and by

procedures desinged to prevent dramatic racial imbalance. In addition to the noninvolvementof

private schools, several other features of a competitive system were absent: (1) rainischools did

not have control over important features of their budgets, such as staff salaries, nor could they

retain all of the additional funds that might be generated by higher enrollments; (2) students

were guaranteed a place in their neighborhood schools; and I:bleachers were guaranteed contin-

ued emplo.Vment in the district regardless of the fate of their particular programs. Nonetheless,

the plan did create competition among public school programs and it provided new choices for

parents. Over the course of five years of the plan's operation, Rand learned some important.

things about the types of choices parents make and how they make those choices.
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resulted in students clustering :according to family background factors like income,parents' nducation level, attitudes and child rearing values in spite of the efforts toensure equal access
Student Outc()mes: Rand found no appreciable or consistent differences in stu-dents' reading achievement growth between regular and parent choice schools inAlum Rock; nor was there any relationship between type of school attended and stu-dents' feelings about their school environments. themselves, or their peers. The re-searchers tested whether parental choice would increase achievement by bettermatching students: needs and their educational experience. They examined whetherchildren of parents who actively exercised their voucher options had higher readingachievement than other children, and they Mund no relationship between parentchoice and achievement.
In summary, the parent choice experiment in Alum Rock suggested that withoutsignificant measures to counteract lack of information and mobility, the choicesavailable to disadvantaged families will be seriously constrained. Even if informa-tion services and free transportation are offered. we can e%-)ect that a sizeable pro-portion of families will not be completely informed about available choices, that stu-dents will tend to attend schools in their own neighborhoods, and that programswill tend to attract students of similar socioeconomic backgrounds. We should notassume that increased parent choice will lead to increased student achievement.The Alum Rock 'demonstration also suggested that safeguards are necessary toprotect student's vouchers. A number of programs in Alum Rock were oversub-scribed while othersincluding the single private school alterantivehad to beclosed because of insufficient enrollment. Fortunately, arrangements existed for ex-pansion of oversubscribed programs and for transfers of vouchers in case of programfailures. Thus children did not suffer lack of educational opportunities due to thevicissitudes of the marketplace.

Itt.:GULATION OF VOUCHERS

This brings me to my point: that the coice one faces in designing and implement-ing ti voucher plan will not in the long run include the possibility of an unregulatedmarket. Students' rights to fair treatment in the educational system and to equalaccess v ll have to be protected. If the government does not develop regulations thatprotect students' educational opportunities, the courts will assume that role.There is no reason to believe that the historical forces that have led to pluralisticpublic decisionmaking concerning educatiOn will disappear under vouchers. Forcesthat push us toward regulationthe need for ensuring accountability, equity, qual-ity and efficiency will not be magically answered by the marketplace. Instead, asproblems of acce:is, false advertising, and inadequate opportunities for certainclasses of students arise in the voucher system. the bureaucratic apparatus associat-ed with public schooling will reemerge, only it will grow at the federal level tin thecase of a federally-funded voucher) rather than at the local level. The level of gov-ernment that funds a voucher system will become the focal point for complaintsabout 'how these funds are administered. Politicial pressures and legal responsibilitywill naturally come to rest with the federal government if it initiates a voucher pro-gram.
These arguments are developed at greater length in the paper "Education byVoucher: Private Choice and the Public Interest" that I will ask to submit into therecord for these hearings. In the time that remains, I would like to summarize twokey poiny that concern access and quality.
Problems of Access: The decades of controversy we have seen in education oversegregation along lines of social class, ethnicity, academic ability. gender, and physi-cal or mental handicap will not evaporate with the introduction of family choice.Some families' choices will then, as now, result in the exclusion of others, only norecourse will exist for those excluded unless the market is regulated. The problem isnot one of .imply forbidding discrimination against children with specific character-istics. Therb are many ways in which access to educational opportunities may beconstrained,

-Unregulated vouchers would result in certain classes of parents not being able tosecure the quality of education they want for their children if schools are allowed to.practice selective admissions of any kind (e.g.. by ability, gender, ethnicity, languagedominance, handicap, etc.) or if they are allowed to charge tuitions above theamount of the voucher. As we have seen in the public sector. ensuring real equalityof access to education is not a simple undertaking. In a voucher s..;.erti, the govern-ment's responsibility to parents and children would be even great).- than it is now.Currently, the government ensures children a tight to educatim. tu-der a voucher

ot
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system the government assures not only. a right to education but also a right to edu-

cational choice.
m quote from the proposal before us, entitled the "Equal EducationUI Opportuni-

ty Act of 19S3, the purpose of the voucher would be "to improve the educational

achievement of educationally deprived children by expanding opportunities for their

parents to choose schools that best meet their needs. . . Real opportunities for

choice will not occur if the voucher plan is underfunded, if parents do not have ade-

quate and accurate information to make sound decisions about school options, or if

the marketplace does not produce desired educational options for parents in differ-

ent neighborhoods or parents of different kinds of children. The proposal before the

committee makes no provision fbr adequate funding, for adequate information, for

transportation or provision of neighborhood alternatives, or for access to desired

programs. To ensure real choice and access, the government would have to become

involved in policies about the state or local financing and private supplementation

of vouchers, the extent and accuracy of the information system for parents, the loca-

tion of educational alternatives of various types, andior the admission policies of

schools.
Problems of Quality, As I have noted, although the purpose of this proposal is to

-improve the educational achievement of educationally deprived children, we have

no evidence that parent choice results in increased student achievement. Nor do we

have evidence that the mere existence of alternatives will provide better education-

al options, especially for the children we are concerned about here. My simple arith-

met!r shows that if all eligible Chapter 1 children received a voucher, each would

have about $00 to apply toward an average annual tuition of over $1,000 in a pri-

vate school or closer to $.+1.',000 in another public school district. It is out of the ques-

tion to expect low-income parents to make up these cost differentials. So we have

here a plan that would dilute the quality of public school Chapter I programs, that

would provide vouchers too small to purchase tuition at almost any existing private

institution, and that would preclude the possibility of adequate funding for new

schools that might emerge to accept the vouchers. Such schools, if begun, would op-

erate on very low budgets and would have a high probability of failing. If' a student

had invested his voucher in a school that later closed, the student would be left with

no voucher at all.
Even if this gross underfunding did not exist, however, how would we know if in-

creased quality has.occurred?.If the government chooses not to regulate schooling

inputspersonnel or curriculum requirements, for exampleit must at least know

something about schooling processes or outcomes in order to judge quality. Some

voucher advocates and others concerned with preventing privateschool regulation

have suggested using
standardized achievement test scores as a measure of school

quality. This poses still other problems. If people were to accept such a measure as

an accurate indicator of what the school does. the perceptions of school quality as

an extension of student body composition that have hampered integration efforts

along all the dimensions discussed earlier would be strengthened. The segregative

effects of such perceptions would be exacerbated. Schools that serve low achieving

students would be viewed as inadequate institutions. Institutions would have little

incentive to locate in neighborhoods where students have been ill-served in the past,

or to accept such students as part of the student body. Thus we come full circle to

the problem of ensuring access.
We have seen over the past two decades now pressures for school accountability

have given rise to financial regulation, program regulation, regulation regarding

access, and mandates like minimum competency testing in the public educational

sector. How will public officials be able to answer these same concerns with respect

to funding of the private sector without me,+-...nisms for obtaining information

about schools and mechanisms for assuring tl parents' and students' newly ac-

quired rights to educational choice are protected? If we look at two areas where

modest public funding of private educational institutions has occurredunder the

Educational for All Handicapped Children Act and through subsidies for day care

for children of low-income
parentswe can begin to get an idea of the degree of

government involvement that would prove necessary for the administration of

vouchers.
It is clear that substantial

regulation of a voucher plan would prove necessary as

concerns about access and quality emerge over time. What is not clear is whether

regulating the private marketplace will prove to be more effective and efficient in

the long run than the means we have already developed for delivering education

through the public school system. I do not know the answer to this question, but I
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urge the Congress to consider these issues in its deliberations about enacting avoucher proposal.

EDUCATION BY VOUIIER: PfuvATE CHOICE ANU THE PUBLIC' INTEaE-ST'

By Arthur E. Wise, Linda Darling-Hammond)

ovxitviEW
Recent dissatisfaction with public education has led to numerous proposals for in-, ic.ssing school quality and family choice through mechanisms like publicly-fundedvouchers or tuition tax credits. Proponents of those,reforms argue that a competi-tive market approach to the provision of schooling will increase school qualityorat least parental satisfaction with their children's schoolsand improve the efficien-cy of public spending on education. Their arguments are directed at the perceivedshortcomings of public school systems and are built on assumptions about how theintroduction of private market mechanisms will overcome these problems.The public shools have evolved to their current form to accommodate a variety offorces: legislative desire for financial accountability, state interest in prescribingminimal equity and quality standards, interest group pressures, and more. Theforces have shaped a school system which serves public and personal intereststhrough a bureaucraticsomewhat

centralized, somewhat uniform apparatus. It isnaive to believe that the forces which have shaped American education will disap-pear with the introduction of vouchers. Indeed, some underlying pressures will beexacerbated by vouchers. Hence, we must anticipate that these forces will give riseto legislation, regulation, and bureaucratization intended by the political system tocontrol education. The unknown factor is the extent to which market accountabilitywill substitute for bureaucratic accountability in the political system. Against thisunknown factor must be arrayed another unknown. How much more (or less) willthe political system regulate private providers than it has its publicly-elected pro-viders?

INTRODUCTION

The last decade of public discourse about public education has revolved aroundconcerns that educational quality is declining, that bureaucratization is reducingschool responsiveness, and that school managers are not sufficiently accountable forfiscal and programmatic decisions. The public schools. many think, have become in-effective and inefficient deliverers of educational services. Proposed solutions to theperceived problems of public education range from state- and federally-enacted ac-countability plans to deregulation efforts to vouchers and tuition tax credits. Eachof these proposals is based upon a different theory of how effectiveness and efficien-cy can best be achieved, and each emphasizes the attainment of different goals forthe educational system.
We have argued elsewhere' that certain policies intended to increiti,, (1:oo/system effectiveness through bureaucratic accountability schemes have iiiste,id cfe-ated inefficient, dysfunctional consequences because they are based cri inar,.:orateconceptions of the educational process and the ways in which school al.;,?riii.atioasoperate. In this paper, we examine whether an alternative schemevoucherscansolve the effectiveness and efficiency problems of the educational system throughthe mechanism of market accountability.
In order to discuss effectiveness and efficiency in a meaningful way, it is neces-sary to place them in the context of goal attainment; that is, we need to examinethe effective and efficient accomplishment of some desired objective(s). Thus, wetreat these concepts as adjectives rather than nouns, as descriptive of means ratherthan ends. We use effective to mean the degree to which a desired result isachieved, and efficient to mean the degree to which the result is achieved withoutwaste or excess cost. We approach the problem by examining, first, how publicschooling has evolved to meet societal goals and how it has responded to competingpublic concerns: We then turn our attention to the proposals and responses of

To be published in a special issue of Educational Theory. Submitted December 1952.' Arthur E. Wise, Legislated ',earning: The Bureaucratization of the American Classroom, Uni-versity of California Press, Berkeley, 1979 and Linda Darling-Hammond and Arthur E. Wise, AConceptual Framework for Examining Teachers' Views of Teaching and Educational Policies,the Rand Corporation. 1\-1668-FF, February 1981.
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lAmking hack to the early part of this century we can see the manifestation of

these competing notions of education. Public education, especially in our i.irgest

cities, was built up by industrialists anxious to socialize t; win the immigrants who

were then coining to our largest cities, to socialize them so that, they could take

their place in the industrial machine that America was becoming. The prevailing

view that education was necessary to socialize people to take their places in the in-

dustrial machine gave way, for a little while, in the twenties and thirties, to what

came to be known as the Progressive era in American education. There we devel-

oped a somewhat different view under the intellectual leadership of John Dewey

and other-. The idea was that democracy rested on the education of the individual

child, that it was. the purpose of education to develop the individual's potential, so

that he could not only accept his place in societynot only take his place in the
industria! machine. if you willhut also be prepared to challenge society when he

judged that it was necessary to do so. The Progressives aimed to make pubic schools

more attentive to the differential neeus of individual students and to the develop-

nient of individual autonomy though schooling. The 1920s also saw the articulation

of private rights to free choice in eduation in the Supreme Court's decision in Pierce

v. StRaely of Sisters affirming the rights of parents to send their children to private

As World War II began, Progressive views receded in importance. Education
became part of the machinery necessary to prepare us to cope with the problems

brought by World War U. After the War, we continued to hold the view of education

as necessary for social and economic betterment. The view was dramatically rein
forced in the late fifties when the Russians launched Sputnik. That event catalyzed

latent sentiments and induced us as a nation to enact the National Defense Educa-

tion Act. That Act contained a number of features which strengthened many as-

pects of the education system at the elementary and secondary as well as the higher

education levels, but the rationale was preparation for national defense. That law,

and its view of education, lasted until the mid-sixties when a new national problem

came to the fore. That, of course, was the problem of unequal opportunity; realiza-

tion of the problem culminated in the War on Poverty and, with it, the Elementary

and Secondary Education Act of 1965. There we began, for a short time, to have a

slightly different view of educationwe tended to view it as being important for in-

dividual betterment. We tended to speak of' equal opportunity for individuals. We

tended to speak of education as an opportunity and a right which was to he made

available to all students so that they could develop their own talents. At the same

time, however, the concept of equal educational opportunity, advanced in court deci-

sions like Brown v. Board of Education. Serrano v. Priest, and Lau v. Nichols, has

enlarged the freedom of relatively powerless groups of citizens by limiting individu-

al rights of ;irivitte association. As Thomas James observes:
"These decisions have attempted to break down separate spheres of interest in

order to guarantee equal protecation. They rationalize individual entitlements in re-

lation to a whole in which citizens are theoretically equal, rather than in relation to

existing forms of association in which resources are distributed unequally. Most im-

portant, they assert the primacy of collective authority over individual interest in

° deciding how children will be socialized in the institutions of elementary and sec-

ondary education that are under public control."
The formulation and enfbrcement of equal protection laws have been based on a

pluralist view of democracy, in which the state has an obligati n to distribute its

resources and services equally, and these resources are defined quite broadly. This

conception guarantees greater collective rights by effectively limiting private rights

of association, authority, and exclusion on the part of both individuals and institu-

tions." It requires that public land, to a lesser degree. private) institutions be gov-

erned by elected officials responsible to the broader populace in accordance with col-

lective notions of what is in the best interests of the state as well as of the individu-

al child. The size of the collective group to which schools are held accountable has

progressively grown over the past two centuries, with the emergence of state and

then federal interests of the state as well as of the individual child. The process of

political integration that has occurred in America as well as other nation-states has

enlarged the basic constituency with which educational syst,,,ms are in exchange."

7 Thomas James, "Tuition Tax Credits,- p. tiOS.

" (hid
,John W. Meyer and Brian Bowen, "Notes on the Stru,' ore of Ede ional Organization,"

paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Sociological Association, San Francisco,

California, August 1475 (mimeo), p.

85.



The increasing influence of more inclusive authorities has tended to decrease theamount of influence which the individual parent has ove his child's education. Infact, it might be argued that each widening of the sphere of authority was intendedto do just that

Governance structures
Coons and Sugarman argot- on elegant case for family control over educationaldecisions. They contend that the student's himily is the agency best equipped towatch out for the student's oducatiOnai welfare. The state. they argue, is less likelyto maximize the student's welfare. The history of schooling in America reveals thatschool governance has operated on a radically differer premise. The evolution ofschool governance structures has progressively driven wider wedges between thefamily and the student. In order to predict the consequence of vouchers, we mustexamine this development and its causes.
Part of the story is poignantly told by David Tyack in The Om- Rest System.During the nineteenth century, there arose the belief among reformeN that therewas but "one best system.' of education. This s :-stern was developed by reference tothe then-existing deficiencies of local educati,:r itf. centralizing reforms addressed,at the most egregious results of an arrangerneot rh:1 lacked standards of education-al practice arid mechanisms of accountability. i'he system began the process of pre-venting the exercise of discretion by parents is behalf of their chidren's education:"Community control of schools became anathema to many of the educational re-formers of IWO, like other familiar features of the country school: nongraded pri-mary education, instruction of younger children by older, flexible scheduling, and alack of bureaucratic buffers between teacher and patrons. As advocates of consolida-tion. bureaucratization, and professionalization of rural education, school leaders inthe twentieth century have given the one-room school a bad press, and not withoutreason. Some farmers were willing to have their children spend their school-days inbuildings riot fit for cattle. In all too many neighborhoods it was only ne'er-do-wellsor ignoramuses who would teach for a pittance under the eye and thumb of the

community. Children-suffered blisters from slab seats and welts from birch rods,sweltered near the pot-bellied stove or froze in the drafty corners. And the meager-ness of formal schooling in rural areas seriously handicapped youth who migratedto a complex urban-industrial society.- I"
The search for the one best ..ystem was further fueled both by the belief in theneed to socialize all to the dominant Anglo-American culture and by the egalitarianmovement that began to take hold during the era of industrialization. During thelatter part cif' the nineteenth century, the idea cif privately financed education forthe upper classes with publicly financed education for paupers) gave way to theidea of the common school for all. If America were to become an efficient industrial-ized nation, then the masses would need to he educated. If America was not to he acollectivity of diverse ethnic and language groups,. then a common school experiencewould need to be provided for all. The vommon public school for students of allsocial classes and ethnic groups became the dominant model. The same educationfor all in integrated settings became the principle (though not yet extended to mostmeal minorities or to handicapped children).

.

In the course of pursuing one best and more inclusive system, the professionals
begrm to assume control. The remedies included consolidation of schools, transporta-tion of studimts, expert supervision by superintendents, "taking the schools out ofpolitics,- and professional training for teachers. The techniques which the profes-sionals used were adopted From the technology and forms of organization whichthey saw emerging in industry:

"They sought to replace confused and erratic means of control with careful alloca-tion of powers and functions within 'hierarchical organizations; to establish net-works of communication that would convey information and directives and wouldprovide data for planning for the future: to substitute impersonal rules for informal,individual adjudication of dispute's: to regularize recedures so that they wouldapply uniformly to all in certain categories: and to set objective standards for admis-sion to and performance in each role, whether superintendent or third-grader. Effi-ciency, rationrdity, continuity, precision, impartiality became watchwords of theconsolidators. In short. they tried to create a more bureaucratic system." "

I)avid fi. Tyaci he'r.hic /first s,.,/,,,r. Harvard linivirsity Press, Cambridge., Mass., 197.1, p.
" Ibid., p. 23.
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While nowt 411 I he Cons! MCI Ion of the One hest system took place at the gi-ass-roots
level, critical steps were taken by state legislatures, which enacted policies designed

to divorce schooling tram the local, political process and 10 place its control in the

hands of professionals. 'These "progressivo experts" concluded that:
'No.one can deny that under existing conditions the very salvation (il our cities

depends upon the ainlity of legislatures to enact such provisions as will safeguard

the rights of citizens. take the government from ignorant and irresponsible politi-
cians, and place it in the hands of honest and competent experts.' Like Draper. they
disdained the electorate of the great cities; like him. they wondered if it might not
be possible to 'safeguard the rights of citizens' by disenfranchising or at ;east weak-

ening the power of the wrung sort of people by means of state action. They shared

this distrust of the demociatic process with a number of patrician reformers and

conservative social scientists who urged reforms to take not only the schools but

urban government itself out of politics.-
Protection of citizens' rights.' Meant a Weakening Of community control over

education. The action by state legislatures continued the severance of' family control

over educational decisions.
In general. throughout the twentieth century. the progressive bureaucratization of

schooling has continued. Local school SVST CMS have become increasingly subject to
direction from state school hoards and state legislatures. Beginning in 1954. the

courts have exerted a major influence over local school decisions. Beginning in 1965,

the federal government also become a major influence over local school decisions.

And in the late 191;os. state legislatures stepped up their efforts to influence local

school decisions. Each of these developments was caused by public desires for more
equal treatment and more accountability in the public schools. However. with ach
of these major steps, school decisionmaking has become more rationalized. regulat-
ed, and proceduralized."

School governance changes over the punt century have' been driven primarily by

the principle of inclusiveness. both with respect to including more children in the

common school experience and with respect to including larger segments of the

polity in the jurisdictions responsible for making educatii nal policy, Beginr:ng with

groups of families, we now include state and federal "communities" of interest in

various decisions affecting local schools. Thus. a greater variety of p-pils are served

n1 the puhlic schools, arid a greater variety of pluralist interests are represented in

the fashioning of policies affecting any individual child. chool. or school district.
These interests oft on represent a wider range of concern): and/or educational tastes

than are present in the local school or school district community itself'.
What emerges is a tension that Thomas Green refers to as the d dectic between

the "best" principle and the "equal" principle. The "hest principle- is the proposi-

tion that each student -is entitled to the education that is best Mr him: the equal

principle" is the proposition that "ad) is entitled to receive an adoration at least as

good as lequal tai that provided for other The 'best principle- typically of .)rates
through the political system where group interests generate client definitions of

needs that will be accommodated if political accountability mechanisms operate ef-

fectively. Minority points of view suffer unless sufficient pub is consensus about cer-

tain needs can be achieved. The "equal principle" is seen at wor'; in the legal

system v..here individual rights to equal treatimnt are translated into state duties

which must be performed collectively. These rights are enforced by state agencies

responsible Mr implementing regularb()(1 policies or 1, individuals who seek re-
course to legal accountability .aechanisms. Th) satisfaction of the "equal- ; ;inciple

requires formal accountability mechanisms that include objective standards of

equality that arc uniformly implied, leaving less room in the system for individual

decisions about what is "best" in particular cases. The state trust resolve the dialec-

tic between "hest- and -equal- throogli fomal Systems Or processes that consider

the needs and rights of groups of children. Voucher iropos; !s pose the prospect of

resolving the dialectic primarily through nersonal interchange between parents and

schools with re,:pect t(i.what is best for the child.

Finance structury
As already' noted. public education in America has entertained (often simulta-

neously) two views of the relation of soCiety, school, and student, In the first view,

education is an obligation which society imposes on the student for its benefit.--dtt,

p
'' Arthur F. WI))e.

homas F c,reen, /01«):).,
Press, Syracuse. 19s1). p I I

Edri,,ith,,/ Syrocti,i. Iiniversily



rational finance then es concerted with the adequacy of resource's available to theschool to educate the student to tht level which society demands. Th. ough the firsthalf of the twentieth century. this view of education his dominated. Under this justification, states provided aid to local school districts which did not have sufficientresource's to provide the "minimum foundation program." Sometimes such state aidwas also justified as increasing equal educational opportunity. however, tee sdeak ofan "equal opportunity" to be subjected to a state-imposed obligation is tee stretch theusual meaning of opportunity.
A second view of the relation of society. school. and the student began to conicinto focus at mid-century. That view is that education has sonic. of the characteris-tics of a "right--a right which society makes available to the student throughschooling. The view received its still most famous encapsulation in Bret a v. Boardof Education in 19:0: "ITlie opportunity of an educationl, where the state has under-taken to provide it, is a right which ine.:t be made available to all on equal terms."
Under this dual conception of the relation of society, school, and student, two ver-sions of o question remain. How much must the state invest in cinch student toachieve it objectives.' To what quantity eef educational resources is the student en-titled? The question. in ooth its forms, is the subject of continuing litigation andlegislation.
The Ne%, .lersey Supreme Court, embracing in large part the first ounception ofthe relation-hip between society. school. and student, has said that the state nustprovide sufficient resources to purchase;)". . . that educational opportun:ty which isneeded in the contemporary setting to equip a child for his role as a citizen and as acompetitor in the labor market."
This edict dot's /1,4 require) equal access to the state's resources or equal educa-

tional sPeadiMf Rather, it requires that school districts and the state engage in agoal-setting and assessment process that will evaluate the "adequacy- of the educa-
tion each student receives On the other hand, the California Supreme) Court hasordered that every student is entitled to nearly the same level of resources: equal
per pupil expenditures iwithin a :i.:100 ranges apart from categorical special needsaid. This approach is more clearly directed at thti,provision of equal educational op-portunity.

The federal government has adopted cc more categorical approach. Federal in-
volvement in educational finance has been justified primari4 with reference tosocial needs that can he met by schobls. The Vocatidnal Education'Act and the Nat=tional Defense Education Act were enacted to ensure a well-trained work force toserve' the nation's economicand. in the latter case, politicalneeds. The socialbenefits of education to which the Feder-id goverinent has paid attention in recentyears are also viewed as individual benefits, though not necessarily rights. Federalefforts tee ensure equal educational opportunity are meant to realize basic tenet of
democratic societyequal treatment--as well as "to create and sustain a system ofsock)] mobility in which it child's income and occupational status are not linked in-extricably to those eef his parent." e These efforts encompass beetle nondiscrimina-
tion and compensatory approaches that are justified by the social, political, and eco-
nomic benefits accuring to the state, as well as the individual benefits accruing to
the students who would be unfairly treated or less well-served in their absence.

The implicit view of the relation of society, school, and student in federal legisla-tion is not always dicer. For example, Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Edu-cation Act provides compensatory education to some educationally disadvantagedchildren who come from low-income families. Access to these additional resources
and services is protected by equal treatment rules, but receipt of services is notabsolute entitlement. The more recent Education for All Handicapped Children
explicitly treats education as a right. The purpose of the Act is to ". . . assur 'Yuall handicapped children have available to them . a ..rev appropriate pub;cation." All handicapped children have an absolute' right to an appropriat_ eci!.tc,itient. It is interesting tee note that, by Fedeial law, all haodicappedand rich-- have this unqualified right. The educationally disadvantaged hoot. indcertainly not richdo not. Non-handicapped children have only a contional)i) an education.

The I hindicapped Education Law comes closer to the individualistic conception of
educational decisionmaking encompassed by voucher proposals, both by declaring
education to be i.n individual right and by placing a greater amount of authority for

;influencing educational placements and decisions in the hands of parents. In a very
limited sense, federal and state.. aid for handicapped children is like a voucher thatmay be spent in 'allelic or private educational institutions depending on which can

Ili.nry [A`V111. h:,1 ,,,canal Vt)/1011`,. p If;



provide the most appropriate edui ..Ion for the child Expenditures and placements

are less influenced by pluralist decisionmakingprocesses. though they are subject to

the judgments of school district personnel, state officials, and judges as well as par-

ents What may prove instruct lye about the relatively unique approach to providing

education for handicapped children is the degree to witich greaterchoice in the

system in the best interests of the child has led to ,:,creased regulation of public and

private institutions charged with serving those interests.
The evolution of public school finance in this country has followed a somewhat

uneven path toward greater equality of educational resources for each child and

toward a conception of education as an individual right. flowever, neith. r of these

characteri/ations is fully accurate in describing the public school system. In the first

instance, this is because tensions still exist between notions of children's rights to

eq,i.11 educational opportunity and notions of parent's and/or local community's

''rights'' to decide how much to spend on the education of their children. In the
second instance, there is not now, nor likely to he, a consensus on the issue of whose

interests are par:imount in the provision of education. who should decide how these

..interests -whatever they may he---are best served, and how we will know that the

schools are succeeding Just as these questions continually confront policymakerS

concerned with public education, they will confront policymakers charged with

shaping and implementing voucher plans. Indeed, the various %.iucher plans that

have been proposed treat these questions quite differently.

( )t pllo 1( );.

At the core of voucher proponents' arguments is the notion that state efforts to,

ser%e the best interests of the child are not efficient or effective because they stifle

dicersi1V ;Ina constrain parent choice. State actions have these effects because they

create bureaucratic channels for implementing uniform policies affect-

ing group, of children The individual needs and educational tastes of children and

heir families cannot be fully satisfied by the public mechanisms for determining

and impler.-nting educational programs for masses of children. Moreover, they

arrme, cummtsystern only the very rich have freedom of choice in education.

Voucher-, would extend this freedom to the poor as well.
Vouctier advocate , assun a set of consequences that will f011ow the institution of

volichets. Since there has been no true test of vouchers, we are left to examine the

advocates' predictions in the light of historical and contemporary knowledge about

scho-ling in America. In this exercise, it is important to recognize that voucher

plans are nut identical. Some plans contemplate larger vouchers for the poor than

fur the w- althy, no supplementation by parents or others, an extensive and expen-

sive, iriformiltion system, and regulation of admissions to ensure social heterogene-

ity in schook. Other plans contemplate a modest information system, the option of

parental and other le.g., church, supplementation and laissez-faire admissions poli-

cies. t' hviously. . these features will lead to different consequences.
One fundamental outeon10 assumed by voucher advocates is that under any'

voucher plan the state will have less control over education and, conversely, parents

will have more choice over the type of education their children receive. An ex-

tension of this reasoning leads to another presumed outcomethat the education

receiv,11 will serve the best interests of the child. Below we examine these assump-

tions. along with the assertion that a voucher system will lead to more efficient and

effective delivery of educational services. We explore the questions of efficiency and

effectiveness with respect to the four previously outlined goals of education held to

he important for the state and a fifth goal important to individual consumers:

I; I Socialization to a common culture.
(2. Inculcation of democratic values and preparation for exercising the full rights

of citizenship:
i31 Preparation of students for further educati....., and uccupational life;

Equal opportunity; and
Cii Provision of education in the best. interests of the child.

The degree to which each of these goals is attainable by the workings of the mar-

ketplace will greatly influence the extent to which state control over education may

he relinquished.
Sociohzution and pn7xtrutioll fig. caizenship

We consider the goals of socialization and preparation for citizenship jointly be-

Anse they are often viewed as closely linked. As Levin notes:
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"A major function of the public schools is the transmission of a common language,heritage, set of values. and knowledge that are necessary for appropriate politicalfunctioning in our democr rti socioty. "
The common curri ii Utn and a toot alway realized) commitment to heterogeneityof students populations are efte.tts of the. public schools to meet these goals. Clearly.the marketplace freely operataig will not produce either common teachings or het-erogeneity in those wha are taught. The primary appeal of vouchers is that theywould allow those why A oilosophical. pedagogical. political, or religious viewsdiffer to hand together in schools that satisfy their tastes along any of these dimen-sions.
But a common educational experience is not, in the minds of sonic voucher propo-nents, necessarily linked to the ability of students to later function-in a democratic. society. Coons and :agtirsti.in argue that the public schools, because they aim to so-cialize children in ti particular .t ay, can never he neutral and, therefore. deprive thestudent of opportueitie.-; to develop autonomy, a desirable equality in democraticcitizens. Family ciloice schools would foster autonomy, they say, because "there maybe it linkage between the rribal ways and the path to independent moral judgment.. Even where particulait values seem narrow and one-sided, a child's engagementwith them at a crucial stage in his development might secure his allegiance to thatideal of human reciprocity which is indispensable to our view of automomy."17Thus, the dispere,. with the goal of socialization to a common culture by arguingits irrelev,t: :e to pi Titration for democratic life. There seems little dispute that anunregulated voucher scheme would be an ineffective and inefficient means for so-cializing children t, a common culture and set of values. Where there sufficientpublic concern :moat this likely consequence, regulations prescribing certaincommon subject matter or course content would certainly emerge. Many states al-ready regulate private schools in this manner for this reason, although require-ments or genetally minimal)" Whether state restraint in this regard is becausethe spending of ...ate funds is not at stake is a question which we treat later.One may aria that the socialization functions of schooling are among the oppres-sive, essentially undemocratic mechanisms of the corporate state that Americansare ready to cast asideor at least they should be.'" The argument, whatever itsvalidity, diet not allow us to dispense so easily with the question of what educationwill hest tare students for full political participation in the society. To Coons'and Sugarman's not ineluctable argument for autonomy 20 we may counterposeLevins argument for tolerance as a precondition to political competence. Levin ob-serves that the tolerance toward dissenting viewpoints that is necessary "for a de-t,,,crocy is which controversial issues must be addressed and resolved continually"011 zrges from opportunities for exposure to constructive conflict and controversy.=':b exposure seems unlikely in a system where parents choose schools that rein-force their own views. 4 .We cannot here resolve the questions of whether autonomy or tolerance is moreimportant for political preparation or empowerment, whether the two are related toeach other, or whether either is more or less likely in a world of family choiceschools. We can, however. move beyond the issue of what values are explicitlytaught or address. .d in schoolsand what their effects may beto the issue of whatstudent grouping receives the teaching. As James notes:The 'atter (issue! inYolves deciding what is the most legitimate criterion bywhich o organize children for learning basic skills and for entering the economy,the democratic polity, and adult society. . . Our rules for bringing students togetherin schools are a political matter that precedes pedagogy and policy. . . Schools teach. ome of the most deep-seated and lasting lessons of social life by the ways in whichthey bring children together, regardless of what is taught in the classroom. it couldhardly be otherwise, since patterns of inclusion reflect quite accurately the school'srelation to community and society. . . This is true because it is through direct.expe-rience that children learn about the conventional rules of human association in

'" p. -
"John E. Coons and Stephen Sugarman. Education by Choice, p. 83."Patricia M. Lines. "State Regulation of Private Education. Phil Delta Kappan. October'1952, pp. 1111-12:'.
"See generally, Martin Carnoy (ed.!, schoobag a Corporate Society. David McKay Co., Inc..New York, 1975.
22A critque of Coons, and Sugarman's argument that voucher schools will produce greaterautonomy in students and, hence. prepare them for fuller participation is society is offered inArturo Pacheco, EducotionuI Vouchers and their Implications for Equity. Stanford University,Institute for Reseach on Educational Finance and Governance. anuary 1980, pp. 18-21.Zt Henry M. Levin, Education Vouchers. p. 17,
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their society Whatever eke children learn in school, they learn about democracy

as the word is to 'H IlliitcrsloOd whn. they /We

If we accept tbat there is a relationship between demonstrated inclusiveness and

democratic understanding. we muse conclude that where) bureaucratic efforts to

stem exclusion have only partially succeeded at providing children with an experi-

ence of inclusive democracy, market mechanisms are sure to foil. The decades of

controversy over segregation along lines of social class, ethnicity, ability, gender,

;Ind physicaT'mental health will not evaporate with the introduction of family

choice. Some families' choices will the. as now. result in the exclusion of other, only

no recourse will exist for those excluded unless the market is regulated. The ques.

tion is not only one of equal -)access --which we treat more fully belowbut of the

state's interest in encouraging those who would not prefer to be grouped together to

nonetheless share a collective association. Even with substantial regulation of finan-

cial supplementation and access. it is unlikely that vouchers would prove a more

efficient or effective means of promoting a democratic understanding based on in-

clusiveness than do publicly-governed means for associating children. in fact, to the

extent that regulation of vouchers seeks to counteract preferences for private associ-

ation, the very foundation of the voucher concept is weakened.

Prey/um/ton for further et/rim/Ion. tr000n.g, um( occopotional

The preceding criteria for evaluating vouchers are based On it view of education as

primarily it public good If we meet voucher proponents on their own ground, we

roust also give considerable weight to the private betwfits of education. Although

academic prepar;d ion serves both public nd private needs, it is far easier justified

as benefit to the. individual than are the social and political objectives discussed

above.
One of the generally offered rationales for vouchers is that the competition they

will induce will lead to greater educational quality. There are several possible defi-

nitions for this imprecise term:
(I) The quantity of e.dueational resources available in a school.

(2111w educational processes
which are employed in a school:

ci) The extent to which education results in the attainment of specified outcomes

or corn potencies;
tc The extent to which education results in the development of those aspects of a

student's potential desired by the student or his/her family.

Sonic' voucher proponents would leave all of these elements of quality to the mar-

ketplac. relying on family choice to support the better schools and to eliminate the

less desirable ones. The eventual emergence bettor quality, in this view, depends

on a closeness between producers and consumers so that preferences can be trans-

lated into services, the existence of the -perfect information.' system that econo-

mists are so fund of assuming, equal access to good quality schools (however de-

fined). and a consonance anal. g public wants, public needs, available prod-

ucts..' Pacheco argues that:
"[Ilt is a fundamental mistake, to equate the presence of alternatives with either

higher quality or what the public wants. It may be a serious mistake, to equate

public wants with public needs. All that might he guaranteed by a voucher scheme

is that sort of educational options would exist, not necessarily those that fami-

lies want or need. Like commercial TV, the public may be faced with a plethora of

'alternatives,' none of which are particularly good or attractive.- 14

hi the worst case scenario, unregulated vouchers could result in at least certain

classes of parents not being able to secure the) quality of education they want for

their children. This would be true under the various definitions of quality if the

entire voucher system were to be underfunded by the state, if parents (U.1 not have

adequate information to make sound decisions about school options, if the market-

place did not produce desired educational options in all neighborhoods. or if the edu-

cational resources, processes, or philosophies selected by parents were not to result

in the learning outcomes they desire. Furthermore, if tuition and admissions poli-

cies are unregulated, low-income parents and those parents of children with what-

ever the excluded characteristics might be from schools practicing selecove admis-

sions (ability, gender, ethnicity, language dominance, etc.) would have fewer oppor-

tunities to choose the, duality of education they want for their children. To avoid

any one of these potentially undesirable 'consequence's,
the state .would have to

22 Thomas James. "Tuition Tax Credits,- p
"Stephen Amos. -Equity Option, Tyuch,ry /1," nil 72, Etbru:try

1971, pp. 3:17 till. p
" Arturo Pacheco, kilaratiortril p
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become involved in policies about the state financing and private supplementationof vouchers, the extent and iiccuracy of the information system fiur parents, the loca-tion of educational alternatives of various -types, the technology of education, and/orthe admissions policies of schools.
The Alum Rock voucher experiment illustrates how some of these potential prob-lems might occur. First, the single most important determinant of parents' schoolchoices was proximity to the home, even when free transportatioa was provided.Thus, to the extent that schools of different kinds cluster in difThrent kinds of neigh-borhoods. access to similar quality school experiences may be constrained by geogra-phy. Furthermore, after four years of extensive bilingtial publicity about the vouch-er program in Alum Rock, a quarter of the parent-; did not even know it existed;amuch larger proportion did not have accurate information about the voucher pro-gram or the specific schools. Parents of low-income and lower educational attain-ment were less well-inibrmed than other parents. Finally, parents' program choicesresulted in clusterings of students by family background factors like income, educa-tion, attitudes, and childrearing

values.:2'(.These effects would likely be exacerbatedby tuition differentials and selective admissions.
While there are reasons to expect that a voucher system might result in childrenreceiving unequal quality in education, these effects might be offset by regulatoryefforts to ensure adequate information, equal access to existing institutions, ade-quate funding, and perhaps even incentives for "high quality" schools (defined bywhatever standards to locate in neighborhoods where choice options are limited. Ofcourse, such regulations would constrain the market in sonic ways in order to openit up in others.
The question still remaining is whether market accountability will serve to satisfypublic needs to know whether children are being adequately prepared for furthereducation, training, and occupational life. Will parents know when adequate prepa-ration is heing offered? Will they have options when they are dissatisfied? Will theirindividual decisions taken collectively satisfy the state's needs for an educated citi-zenry? It is extremely likely that the state will want to exercise some control overthis aspect of accountahility. Many states already require that private schools meetsome of the course requirements of the public school system. In addition, a largenumber of states have enacted minimum competency tests to ensure that publicschool students are adequately prepared. The notion that these tests or other stand-ardized achievement tests might be used to measure the quality of private (as wellas public) schools has been advanced by some voucher advocates and others con-cerned with preventing state regulation of the curricula of private schools.2n Suchoutcome measures, they reason, might serve as a substitute for other, more intru-sive, accountability measures.

There are, of course, many potential problems with this solution to the problem ofknowing whether voucher schools are effective. First, the more difficult and exten-sive the tests are, the more likely they are to drive the curriculum in all schools. Tothe extent that they homogenize curricula and, perhaps, even teaching methods,they undermine the diversity that vouchers are meant to offer. If the tests are mini-mal, on the other hand, they will not be very informative to those who want toknow how effective the schools are. There is the additional possibility, of course,that such tests are not the best indicators of the quality of education, or that theyeven undermine the pursuit of other educational goals.There is another problem with the use of test scores as a substitute for othermeasures of school quality. If people accept such a measure as an accurate indicatorof what the school does, the perceptions of school quality as an extension of studentbody composition that have hampered integration efforts along all the dimensionsdiscussed earlier would be strengthened. The segregative effects of such perceptionswould be exacerbated. Schools that serve low-achieving students would be viewed asinadequate institutions. Institutions would have little incentive to locate in neigh-borhoods where students have been ill-served in the past, or to accept such studentsas part of the student body.
Public-perceptions of schooling have been confused enough already by many peo-ple's failure to understand that 50 percent of all students will always fall below thenorm on standardized tests of pupil achievement, regardless of the absolute levels ofknowledge possessed by the pupil population. If schools are put under greater pres-sure to show students achieving at or above "the norm," what will happen to access

25 R. Gary Bridge and Julie Blackman, A Study of Alternatives in American Education, Vol,IV.- Family Choice in Schoobm:. The Rand Corp., R-2170/1, April 19714.25 See, for example, Patric:a M. Lines. "State Regulation' and John E. Coons and StephenSugarman, Education by Chou,
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for those 50 percent of the children whose educational experience is supposed to be

especially enriched by y(mhns? If an attempt to offset this pressure required all

schook to accept similar proportions of high- and low-achieving students. certain

kinds of highly selective schools would have to drop out of the voucher system alto-

gether. and others would face awesome recruitment tasks.
The alternatives that exist require either regulation of voucher schools in the

ways we've mentioned or faith that parents will have adequate information to

choose wisely, adequate options to choose( from, and that their decisions will some-

how converge with the state's definition of an adequately educated citizenry. At the

nexus of the argument for vouchers, though, is the concept that the parents' choice

of an education serving the best interests of the child need not converge with state

goals. There is also a nebulous quality to the concept of equal opportunity incorpo-

rated into voucher schemes. ('an the parents' view of the hest interests of each child

be served while equal opportunity is also ensured? Below we examine how the dia-

lectic between the "best' and "equal" principles might be framed under vouchers.

Kquol opportunity and best interests of the child

There are two major ways in which the "best" and "equal" principles might col-

lide under vouchers. One is if a parent's definition of what is best for his or her
child encompasses an educational setting that. by its nature. must exclude some

other children. The other is if a parent's definition of what is best for his or her

child limits the child's own opportunitites according to some othe'r, possibly valid,

definition. The first instance where the dialectic comes into play poses questions of

equal access. The second poses the more fundamental question of who knows what

serves the best interests of the child
The question of equal access is addressed in part in the preceding section. It

might be resolved in part by providing equal vouchers with no private supplementa-

tion lor vouchers scaled to financial or educational need), requiring an extensive in-

formation system, providing free transportation, and requiring nondiscriminatory
admissions. I lowever, no voucher scheme envisions totally open admissions or equal

educational opportunity as it has come to be defined in the public sphere. To require

exclusive preparatory schools to admit any student, for example, would contravene

the notions of institutional diversity and rights of private association that undergird

voucher conception:: Vurthermore, to-require all voucher schools to provide services

to the handicapped or to limited English-speaking studentsin the way that courts

have defined programmatic equal accesswould .divert many schools from what

they see at their institutional mission and would visit upon the private sector much

of the regulation that some feel has imparied the efficiency of the public sector.

Voucher proponents would leave the task of educating students who don't fit in
elsewhere to the public schools or to new voucher schools that might emerge to fill
their particular needs. Given the fact that combined public and private services in

lower-income neighborhoods have been tbund over and over again to be both quanti-

tatively inadequate,27 we find it difficult to swallow the assumption that equal op-

portunity will be better served by the marketplace than it has been (however halt-

ingly) served by public efforts. Were a voucher scheme to emerge with a provision

that guaranteed access to the capital needed to start schools where they prove to be

needed, we might choke a little less on the equal opportunity assumption. We would

still, however, have to grapple with the substantive aspects of equal opportunity

that touch upon different notions of the best interests of the child.
Arguing that parents may not always choose education that serves the best inter-

ests of their children has a paternalistic ring to it that is uncomfortable. Nonethe-

less we advance this argument because it is not entirely clear that the appeal of

family choice is grounded in a completely realisti& view of families or of the social

good. The family choice approach is based upon three assumptions: (1) that parents

always have the best interests of their children at the forefront of their concerns; (2)

that parents know what type of education will serve those interests; and (3) that

parents have the information and access necessary for them to select the education

they seek.
We do believe that most parents seek what is best for their children. The relation-

ship between parents and children is a special one that has long received state pro-

tection. However, it would he dishonest not to also acknowledge that many chil-
drenindeed an increasing numberare subject to neglect and abuse at the hands

See. for example, Paul R. Dimond, Constance Chamberlain, and Wayne llillyard, A Dilem-

ma of Local Government: Discrimination in the Provision of Public Services, D. C. Heath and

Co.. Lexington. Mass., 197:k and Richard C. Rich, "Neglected Issues in the Study of Urban Serv-

ice Distributions: A Research Agenda." llrbatiStuths lei, 1979, pp.113-156.
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of their parents. Child abuse, youth suicide, runaways. and youth homicide are i:eri-
pus problems that exist in families and that have dramatically increased over Lhiipast two decades.2" These are, of course, the most egregious examples of alienation
between children and their parents. In some other, families. children are cherished
and their needs are well- attended to. In still others. children are loved. or at leasttolerated, but a variety of other concerns take precedence over attention to theirneeds. The point is that reliance on the family as the single best entity for pursuing
the child's welfare is as dangerously one-sided as relying solely on public institu-
tions or officers to be caring and knowledgeable about what the child needs.

The degree to which parents know what is best for their children is an even more
problematic question. Coons and Sugarman avoid the insoluable philosophical issueof what constitutes "the good- by reference to a principle of subsidiaritythat
better decisionmaking happens closest to the pertinent party because knowledge
and persona! investment are greatest there. Whatever the decision, it is bound to bebetter when it is made by those directly affected by it. (This reasoning of coursedoes not address the social purposes of education. and we put those purposes aside
here having discussed them earlier.) If we accept this principle, we must be pre-pared to accept that the child's best interests are served if, for example, the parent
sees the child's potential as being less than what others would recognize, andchooses a school accordingly. If parents'. choices of schools reinforce social classstratification and socialization," we must accept the outcomes as justified by chorceand as in the child's best interests.

If parents' knowledge of their children does not translate into knowledge of whateducation they want (or need), we must be prepared to allow the marketplace and
the shopping process to s.,Ive the riddle. We must either be prepared to assume that
parents have the pedagogical knowledge to look for what they want and know whenthey have found it, or we must he prepared to regulate schools in some fashion to
ensure that they deliver the services parents say they want. If this were a trivial
issue. we would not in recent years have seen parents and policymakers enact mini-
mum competency testing laws and other accountability measures to find out ifschools were doing what at least sonic parents want them to do.

Finally. if we can assume that some means for translating professional knowledge
to parents can be devised, we must return once again to the question of whether
parents will be empowered by enough information about schools choices and by
access to schools of their choice to act on decisions they have made. Will parents'
well-informed choices in the best interests of their children be met by a responsive,
honest. informative, and equally accessible marketplace? Is a voucher sufficient
empowerment absent other forms of accountability?- Without- many of the safe-
guards we have discussed, we would have to say "probably not," While some diversi-
ty would undoubtedly be encouraged by vouchers, with benefits for many childrenand parents, those who are ill-informed, who are unwilling or unable to "shoparound," or who are barred by geography or personal characteristics from the
schools they would otherwise choose will not reap the benefits of the new market-place.

This outcome might seem little different from what many parents and children
experience in the current largely-public educational system. And, in fact, the degree
to which many public schools seem ineffective and unresponsive to many childrenmight suggest that if some children benefit from vouchers, those who remain ill-served ill at least be a smaller portion of children than is now the case. The funda-mental trade-off is that with vouchers we would buy, on faith, more, perhaps better,
options for sonic while in many ways relinquishing public accountability for all. We
would rely on consumerism to ensure quality and equality, and we would forego
knowledge of whether state economic, political, and social goals are being well
served: To be sure, some voucher plans contain many proposals for overcoming the
expected inefficiencies of vouchers at achieving these goals. What is not clear is
whether regulating the private marketplace will prove to be more effective and effi-
cient in the long-run than deregulating, in some measure, the public system.

In our concluding section, we speculate about how the forces that have shaped
public education and the potential marketplace failures we have discussed might
shape the regulatory apparatus for a voucher system.

" U.S. Department of Health-and liuman Services. The Status of Children. Youth, and Fami-
lies: 1979. Department of Health and Human Services, Washington. D.C., 19S0.

" Henry M. Levin, Educational Vouchers. pp. 17-20 and R. Gary Bridge and Julie Blackman,Family Choice in Schooling, pp. 5.4-05.
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LEG/SLATIIIN, /21.:Glil.ATION, AND HUHEAUCRACY UNI)}:n votatmts<I1

In popular current parlance, vouchers are intended to deregulate schooling. The
rhetoric is to release schools from the progressive and oppressive bureaucratization
which has occurred. Yet, at minimum, a sot of regulations will be required to speci-
fy the financial component of the plan. Regulations concerning the value of the
basic voucher and rules concerning public, private, and familiar supplementation or
non - supplementation will need to exist. A state-level bureaucracy will need to be
created to administer the financial component of the plan. Under certain voucher
systems, the agency may have to have the capacity to monitor the financial plans of

schools, families or other private agencies.
Also at minimum the state is likely to need some capacity for defining a "school."

Rules for defining a school will need to be developed: the state may need to be able
to monitor schools to determine that they meet the minimum definition of a school.

Beyond minimum regulation lie such areas as personnel and admissions. There may
be no personnel qualification requirements (Friedman), existing requirements for
private school (teachers (the California Initiative) or existing public school teacher
requirements (0E0 Voucher Plant. There may be no admissions policies (Friedman),
non-discrimination policies (California Initiative) or policies favoring integration
(0E0 Voucher Plan). There may be no curriculum requirements, curricular pre-
scriptions, or curricular proscriptions.

Voucher atIvocates are likely to understate the quantity of regulation and bu-
reaucracy required to implement a system of vouchers. It is worth :toting that the
California Initiative required nearly two pages of fine-print additions to the Califor-
nia Construction. Constructional provisions and amendments are generally sparely-
worded. Less noticed was the change implied in the functioning the California De-
partment of Education."" The Department would need to relate not to 1,040 school
districts but to a much larger number of individual schools and the 5,000,000 stu-
dents who attend therm Many locally-administered functions would need to be han-
dled on a statewide basis. The state would need to classify individual students, track
them, monitor their attendance, and adjudicate conflicts between family and school.
In short, the state bureaucracy would likely increase in size and in certain responsi-
bilities.

While vouchers might be enacted tabula rasa, it is likely that four forces would
increase the quantity of regulations land attendant bureaucracy) over time. These
are (ai financial accountability, 1b state paternalism, (c) interest group pressures,
and (d) majority/minority struggles.
Financial accountability

Under a voucher, system, the schools would still be publicly financed, if privately
provided. Under the present state/local system for financing and providing public
(Audition, state legt iitures have shown a remarkable interest in financial and edu-
cational accountabib'y. This it so despite the fact that schools are operated under
the supervision of 'local school boards. Perhaps because state legislatures provided

state aid or perhaps because they do not trust local school boards, state legislatures
have embraced a vhriety of financial and educational accountability legislation. The

legislation has, ranged from pure accountability systems to planning-programming-
budgeting systems to competency based education."' Under vouchers, the state legis-
lature would still be appropriating funds to be, in effect, administered by local agen-

cies called schools. The situation is analogous to today's situation with one impor-

tant-exception. The element of market accountability has been. introduced. To some
extent it will substitute for bureaucratic accountability. Yet legislatures will each

year have to apprUpriate a large sum for education. Indeed the sum, if the system
operates statewide,' will about double the sum now appropriated (since local funding

will not exist and Private funding will be largely subvented).
Eacn year the state legislature wiii have to decide whether it is appropriating the

"right amount" for education. As it gropes to determine the answer to this -uestion,
it will raise questions about the effectiveness of the educational system, about the
adequacy of the last year's appropriation, about equity in the system 7 id so on.

These are precisely the kinds of question which legislators now raise about educa-

tion and which give rise to figcal and educational accountability legislation. Wheth-

er the legislature will be able to resist asking "hard questions" about the very larg-
est item in its budget would remain to be seen. Market accountability will mitigate

some of the pressure. However, an aging, non-parent and fiscally conservative popu-

3° Henry M. Levin Educational Vow-hers. p. 1,1

"Arthur E. Wise, Legislated Learning. .
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lationadults who are not in a position to judge the quality of schooling immediate-ly and who no direct interestmay still be inclined to ask "hard questions."
Stole puternaltsm

As alluded to above, state legislatures have oft.m acted paternalistically towardlocal school boards. They have prescribed the minimum qualifications of teachersthat school systems may hire. They have prescribed textbooks, courses, class size,contract hours, etc. They have begun to require state monitoring of local schools
output through state-administered tests. In short, they have acted to supplant localdecision-making in areas wherein they judge local decisionmaker to be deficient.State paternalism is not new; it also shows no sign of abating. If state legislatureshave been unwilling to delegate full control to locally elected officials for officialsappointed by elected local officials), will they be willing to delegate full control toprivately owned and operated schools'.' Perhaps market accountability will suffice.Or perhaps state legislatures will, front time to time, believe that they have a betteridea.

Interest group pressure.-;

All types of interest groups have secured; legislation favoring their interests.While vouchers appear likely to decentralize operational control, they centralize fi-nancial and other controls over schools. The potential power of central governmentwill increase. Whether and how that potential power will be exercised would remainto be seen.
To some extent, the availability of schools of Choice should remove the perceivedneed of some interest groups to secure legislation to alter the school in their pre-ferred direction. Those who wish prayer in the schools can enroll their children inreligiously-oriented schools. Those who favor or disfavor sex education can make theappropriate enrollment decision. Those who believe in evolution or creationism canact accordingly. The question is whether the availability of choice would function asan escape valve for those with strongly held views. Would interest groups find thelocal school market responsive to their desires? Would they seek state assistance tocounteract a lack of desired service's? Or would interest groups wish to impose theirneeds or views on all schools to ensure the availability of what they seek? If so, thestrengthened state role in education would present the clear mechanism.Inteiest groups obviously range beyond curricular choices. Organized teachers, ad-ministrators, teacher educatorsthe members of the education establishmentmaywell perceive the need to protect their own interests through legislation They mayperceive the need to regulate their sense of good educational practice. Civil rightsgroups may well want to ensure that admission and expulsion decisions are fairlymade. Patriotic groups may well wish to see that schools do not teach subversive-

ideas. Fiscal conservatives may well want to ensure that public funds are not squan-derad on basket-weaving and the like. All of these groups will have a more directpipeline to the state than is currently the case, should the marketplace disappointthem.

Mujoritri'm Moray struggles
Much legislation in education has resulted front the clash of majority and minor-ity interests at the local level. Majority votes and decisionmaking for the majority -often conflict with minority interests. In the phst, conflict has given rise to civilrights legislatiOn, legislation for the handicapped, compensatory education, legisla-tion for the gifted and so or. The availability of schools of choice will accommodate

some of the demand for attention to minority views. It seems certain, however, thatwhatever the arrangement for financing and providing education, there will remainmajority and minority views. A priori, elements of a voucher system will create newcoalitions and new majority and minority eAperiences. It is inevitable that some willsee recourse to legislations as advantageous.
The forces that have led to pluralistic, public decisionmaking concerning educa-tion will not disappei.ieinder_vouchers. Some who are dissatisfied with their currentoptions will be content with the new choices available to them. Others will find thechoices open to them still inadequate. To the extent that the state tries to resolve,

disappointments or perceived inadequacies through regulation, the bureaucratic etp-paratus associated with public schooling will reemerge, only it will grow at the staterather than al the local level. To the extent that the state leaves the child's right tochoice in education to the Vicissitudes of the marketplace, litigation will Ix/ themeans for solving problems of market-failure or of perceived violations of rights.Rights of private association and equal opportunity will still need to be balancedalong with students' rights to "appropriate' education or choice and the state's fun-

9
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damental interest in education. These issues will be made more complicated by

public funding of the private sector. It will be a very long time before resolution of

these questions will allow any sound judgment about how efficiently or effectively a

voucher system meets individual and state goals for education.

CONCLUSION

Our purpose in this essay has been to evaluate educational vouchers in the light

of the forces which have shaped the public schools. It is our contention that many, if

not most, of these forces will not simply disappear if vouchers are enacted. In order

to understand the nature of schools under a voucher system, we need to anticipate

how these forces would play themselves out in the new context. We began by ob-

serving that public schools were brought into being to serve the social, economic,

and political needs of the state. Under a voucher system, the state will not cease to

be interested in the attainment of these goals. The :'.ate will need an independent

capability to assure itself that its goals for socialization to a common culture, prepa-

ration of students for occupational life, and the inculcation of democratic values are

achieved. The state will thus continue to be interested in the effectiveness of school-

ing. Because so much state money will continue to be expended, the state will con-

tinue to be interested in the efficiency with which schools operate. And because

equality of opportunity is such a central value in American democracy, the state

will remain interested in equality of educational opportunity. The way that the
state will assure itself of effectiveness, efficiency, and equity is through the means

of legislation, regulation, and bureaucratization.
It is not enough for voucher advocates to espouse the virtues of competition, effi-

ciency, and choice They must be prepared to explain how schools under vouchers

will accommodate the states' goals effectively, efficiently, and equitably. They must

be prepared to explain how we will not re-create an even more onerous regulatory

apparatus over- schools. It should be clearly now that we believe that the potential

for the development of such an apparatusqrs large.
Regulation of vouchers is not, in itself, an intrinsically negative possibility. How-

ever, the potential need for regulation that we have described is a symptom of a

more fundamental problem with the voucher concept: the achievement of public

goals through the private market. Under the current system of financing schools,

we resolve tensions between public and private interests by pursuing pluralistic
goals through public decisionmaking in the public sector and by allowing individual-

istic pals to be pursued in the privately-funded and operated private sector. Private

control over the public interest has been avoided over the course of this nation's

history by linking accountability for the pursuit of public goals to public funding of

institutions. Public funding of the private sector without the public accountability

that accompanies pluralistic decisionmaking is unlikely to occur. Where problems

have occurred because public accountability mechanisms have overreached their ca-

pacity for achieving positive results, the solutions will not be found by extending
those mechanisms to the private sector or by seeking to avoid the public sectorand
its problemswith a voucherized escape hatch. The public interest must still be

served. We must seek to find ways to serve it better while balancing its pursuit with

responsiveness to individual needs.

Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you.
Any questions from members of the committee? Mr, COrada?

Mr. CORRADA. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to commend all

the members of th, panel. I believe that they brought to cur atten-
tion very important information in order for us to assess, this pro-

posal.
I would just like to ask one question. Do you believe that right

now we are providing sufficient and adequate resources to make

the choice of public education in Puerto Rico and the entire United
States to the point that we can start thinking about allowing other

options through the utilization of public funds, even if we wereto
assume there were no constitutional impediments to it?

Ms. FUTRELL. You're asking all of us that question, I assume.

Mr. CORRADA. Those of you who would.care to comment.

Ms. FUTRELL. My personal opinion is no, we are not providing

adequate funds to do what you have described. We believe that

9?
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public education is underfunded. We simply look at this particulararea here. Eleven million children have been identified as havingproblems relative to reading, writing, and computational skills.These are disadvantaged children. That makes one out of everyfour school-aged children in this country. So we would feel youwould need to increase the amount of funding, number one, to ac-commodate all of the childrenand we are not accommodating allof them right now.
We are looking at a situation where we are rifting eductional

staff rgembers. We are cutting back on all program areas to try toaccommodate the adjustment at the Federal level, at the local, andState level. So with the current situation we are facing, I wouldhave to say that no, we are not providing adequate resources toprovide the kind of alternatives that you are describing.
Mr. 117 HIZEY. I think, in addition to that, there is anotherpoint to be made.,With the amount of money that the Federal Gov-ernment is putting into education, roughly about 8 percent of thetotal, the targeting mechanism has worked fairly well in that chil-dren in private schools ac_ being served. But they are the poorkids. What you are doing i creating a program designed to helpdisadvantaged kids, and the title I program works both for publicand for private school kids, bu. :t works for poor kids.To begin to expand it out, t ret the entire title I population,would require, as one of the prey. ,s witnesses said, somewhere inthe neighborhood of $15 billion just ,c) serve all of the poor kids. So

you are not even serving all of those children, let alone getting intothe field of using- the Federal aid mechanism on top of the tuitiontax credit, to serve the general school-age population. You arereally just serving a small percentage of a very small percentage tobegin with.
Mr. SCHERER. Another perspective, Mr. Corrada.
If we look at the school-age population in the country, 65 percentof our Nation's school children are schooled in 37 SMSA'sthat'sStandard Metropolitan Statistical Areaslarge urban centerswhere most of our children are schooled. Those large urban centers

are very depenglent on Federal moneys.
We are not funding adequately at this point, or providing ade-

quate funds to help supplement those districts to meet the specialneeds of the children. As has been pointed out, we are probably
only servicing right now about 40 percent of the title I eligible chil-
dren, for example. So where most of our children are schooled,
there is still a great need for services and for money from the Fed-eral Government.

Mr. CORRADA. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, I just would like to comment that, again, whenyou talk about educational diversity, providing parents withchoices (certainly something that theoretically sounds very niceIpersonally would like to see those choices available to our people.

The point is, we can only think,of being able to divert resources tothose purposes. If we are confident that we are meeting the basic
needs and aspirations of those parents who send their children to
public schools, by providing them adequate educational services,and only if we are satisfied that we are doing that, and that we are
providing adequate resources, then perhaps we could think addi-
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tional resources might be provided so as to be able to implement
this kind of voucher system. And if constitutional questions could

be resolved, then I would, for one, feel the proposal would merit
more serious consideration.

But, under the circumstances that have been described here, and
knowing what the condition is out there in many of the LEA's and
jurisdictions thoughout the country, I really feel doubtful that we
can accomplish this or should move in this direction at this time.

I yield back the balance bf. my time.
Mr. BOUCHER. Thank. you, Mr. Corrada.
I, too, would like to commend the panel for the very informative

and helpful testimony that you have presented here today.
That concludes today's hearings, and teat concludes this subcom-

mittee's hearings on the administration's education voucher pro-
posal for chapter 1. The record of the subcommittee will remain
open for 2 weeks for tile submission of tRiditional comments.

[Whereupon, at 12 noon, the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for inclusion in the record fol-

lows:] -
COMMITTEE ON Em AT N AND LABOR.

SUBCOMMI1TEE ON ELEMENTARY. SECONDARY. AND VOCA .0. EDUCATION,
Washington. i April 11. 1.98.1.

Icon. TERRE/. I1. BELL.
Secretary. U.S. Department of Education.
ll'ashinglem.

DF:AR MR. SECRETARY: On April Ilth you testified before our Subcommittee on H.R.

2:07. your veolcher proposal for Chapter 1. I)ue to time constraints, the Subcommit-

tee members were unable to pursue as many questions as they would have liked.
Therefore. I would like to submit to you a question, on behalf of Congressman

George Miller. to be answered for the record. The question is, with whom (education

organizations, associations. etc.) did the Administration consult in the process of

drafting the voucher proposal, and could you provide us with a list of organizations

or others who support the bill?
I would appreciate receiving your response to the above question by April 25th.

Thank you again for your appearance before the Subcommittee.
Sincerely. CARL D. PERK/NS, Chair/MID.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,
Washitzgtorz. 1).C.. May

Hon. CARL. D. PERKINS.
Chairman. Committee on Education and Labor.
Washingtorz. 1). C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Secretary Bell has asked me to respond to your letter of

April 11. In that letter. you asked us whom the Administration consulted with in

developing our Chapter 1 voucher proposal.
In formulating ),ur legislative proPosal, we concentrated more on discussing the

youchex concept with teachers, administrators. school board members, and parent:

around the country than on presenting the idea to the Washington-based associ

ations. Not surprisingly, reaction to the idea was quite mixed. In communities

where Chapter 1 programs have been working successfully and where parents art

satisfied with them, there was little interest in a voucher option. In other communi

ties, I believe that there would be enough demand by parents to get the vouchei

option, if it were approved by the Congress, adopted on a trial basis. In all, I believ(

that there is more support around the country for the voucher proposal than on)

would guess from the testimony presented by the Washington interest groups.

The important to remember, of course, is that our proposal presents at
option only. Local school officials are best able to decide whether in their communi

ty sufficient interest exists to try the voucher. If no interest exists, the Chapter

program would continue to he administered as it is today. We hope the Committe
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shares our faith in the ability of local public school officials to make a correct judg-ment on the matter.
I hope that this has answered your question.

Sincerely,
- GARY L. BAUER,

Deputy Under Secretary for Planning. Budget and Evaluation.

OFFICE OF GOVERNMENT LIAISON,
UNITED STATES CATHOLIC CONFERENCE,

Washington. D.C., April 20, 1.983.
Hon. CARL D. PERKINS,
Chairman, Committee on Education and Labor,
Washington. D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Enclosed is a copy of a letter sent to Secretary Bell by
Father Thomas Gallagher, the USCC Secretary for Education, expressing the viewsof the Bishops' Conference on the Administration's proposal to amend Chapter I ofECIA to allow state and local education agencies to use Chapter I funds for a vouch-er program.

We know that you and members of your Committee have expressed an interest inknowing the vi 'ws of the Catholic school community on this proposal. This lettershould provide uwith a full explanation of our views on this matter.I would like take this occasion to express my personal thanks for sponsoringthe USCC Congressional breakfast on April 7th. It was a great success and was
greatly appreciated by Catholic school leaders from around the country.Sincerely,

FRANK J MONAHAN, Assistant Director.

UNITED STATES CATHOLIC CONFERENCE,
Washington, D.C., April 1.9, 1983.

Hon. TERRE!. BELL,
Secretary for Education. U.S. Department of Education,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: Let me begin by saying how grateful I am that you couldtake the time to be with us for the Congressional breakfast on April 7th. It was avery successful occasion from the reports that we have heard and I think the pres-ence of people like yourself made it that.
As I told you at the breakfast, we have had the opportunity to review in detail adraft of legislation proposed by the Department of Education to provide state and

local educational agencies the option of using funds from Chapter I of the Education
Consolidation and Improvement Act of 1981 for vouchers for economically and edu-
cationally disadvantaged children. We also had the opportunity to consult, about theproposal, with a broad representation of Catholic school leaders from areas wherethere are high percentages of our students participating in Chapter 1 programs.As, advocate-, for the free exercise of parental rights in education, we welcome the
Department's openness and willingness to experiment with educational vouchers asa vehicle for providing parents, especially parents of poor and minority group chil-dren, with the opportunity to choose an education best suited for their children. Toooften parents' rights in this area are merely rendered "lip service" while the oppor-
tunity to exercise such rights are scant. However, as I pointed out on April 7, while
applauding the Department's consideration of a voucher option, we have some seri-
ous concerns about the pra. ticol effects o' the proposal to voucherize Chapter 1.The Catholic school conini pity is particularly concerned about any plans to
change the program authorize,. by Chapter 1. This program has been in operation
for over 15 years, providing badly needed benefits to educationally deprived childrenin both public and private schools. Equitable benefits for children in private schools
have been achieved only after many years of major efforts by private school repre-
sentatives in school districts throughout the. country. Today, there are significant
Chapter 1 programs operating in every major metropolitan area.of the nation, pro-viding services to our students. We consider this program a successful one for bothpublic and private school st dents.

Our assessment of the Department's voucher proposal raised numerous questionsfrom many quarters which were not readily answered by a reading of the proposal,
nor were some of them adquately answered during our early conversations with youand your staff. A sampling of these questions are listed below.
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(1) what will be the: criteria for determining which child receives a voucher?

Would it be on the basis of an educational need or would it be on the basis of an

economic need?
12r If the voucher can be used as tuition payments at a private school, what hap-

pens if the tuition is more than the amount of the voucher'?

Gil Would this program be available to children already attending private schools

or just to those presently enrolled in public schools? What criteria would be used in

selecting parents to receive vouchers?
I-I) If a student elects to use the voucher, at either a public or private school out-

side his home district who would pay for the cost of transportation'?

(51 If sufficient numbers of students within a school district elect to use Chapter 1

funds to attend private schools or public schools outside the district, conceivably this

could exhaust that district's Chapter 1 funds. If such happens, how would students

already attending public and private schools and in need of special educational serv-

ices once provided by Chapter 1 receive them?
These are just a rew of the many questions raised about the specifics of imple-

menting the proposed Chapter 1 voucher which make us uneasy about its potential

for success. We fear that vouchering Chapter 1 could weaken a successful education-

al program which, since 1:165, has provided needed services for poor and education-

ally disadvantaged children. Until our uncertainty is dispelled we would have to

withhold our support for the proposal to voucherizec Chapter 1.

As aniilternativc to voucherizing Chapter 1. the Catholic school community may

be receptive to ail experimental program with new monies targeted to disadvan-

taged students attending secondary schools. Such a program would have the twofold

effect of not jeopardizing the Chapter 1 program. which is focussed primarily at the

elementary level, and of providing the Department with a "showcase" for the exer-

cise of parental rights and free choice in education for poor and minority groups at

the secondary level.
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment upon your Department's

proposal, and in particular, for your attention and consideration of our suggestions

in this letter. .

Sincerely, Rev. Tiromns G. GALLAGHER,
8ecretary.for Education.

NORTH CAROLINA ASSOCIATION Or COMPENSATORY EDUCATORS,
Winston-Salem, N.C., April 6, 198,1.

Hon. CARL. PERKINS.
Chairman, House Education and Labor Committee.
Washingtorz, D.C.

DEAR MR, PF:RKINS: The administration recently unveiled a proposal which would

do serious injury to compensatory education in this country. This proposal, soon to

be introduced in the House, would provide educational vouchers to parents of disad-

vantaged children; and, according to ai.,ministration spokesmen, parents would be

able to purchase compensatory education of their choice in schools of their choke,

including private schools.
We have studied the available details of the plan and find that it has few redeem-

ing features. It seems to have no support in the education community, where it has

been characterized as "totally unworkable," "impossible to implement," and "an ad-

ministration plan to wipe out programs for the disadvantaged."
We in the NCACE believe that the plan would imperil the Chapter 1 program by

weakening,,its existing structures and controls and offering alternatives with few

structures and controls. It would replace structure with fragmentation, thereby cre-

ating horrendous administrative burdens and making program evaluation impossi-

ble. And it would assign major educational
decision-making responsibilities to par-

ents of disadvantaged children, their qualifications to choose effective compensatory

programs notwithstanding. Finally, it would go far in the direction of wrecking a

fine program of compensatory
education, the product of 18 years of efforts.
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For these reasons the NCACE has serious 7itisgivings about the proposal. We wishto express our unqualified opposition
to voucherized.odocation for disadvantagedstudents. and we appeal for your assistance in defeating, the proposed legislation.Sincerely.

. Romucr R. Skvta
Chairman, NCACE Legislative Committee,

Winston-Salern,'Forsyt11 County Schools.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Eon DOERR, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. THE VOICE OF 1? eAsorq
The Voice of Reason is a nationwide interfaith public interest organization &cii-cated to defending our country's heritage of religious freedom, church-state separa-tion, and pluralistic public education. We strongly oppose the Administration's edu-cational voucher proposal for the constitutional and public polity reasons listedbelow.
Although the educational voucher plan has been talked about for a generation orso, it has never found much favor around the country. The Nixon and Ford adminis-trations tried for several years to persuade a number of local school districts to par-ticipate in federally funded voucher experiments, but the only district in the entirecountry to agree was the Aluni Rock District in San Jose, California, which insistedthat the experiment be confined to public schools. Indeed, Alum Rock went alongwith the experiment primarily as a way of bringing extra funds into the district. Inany event, the Alum Rock experiment did not -raise any great enthusiasm for theplan in California.
Since Aluni Rock attempts have been made to initiate an amendment to the Cali-fornia state constitution to require voucher funding for all public and nonpublicschools, but the proposal met with -so little favor, even on the part of nonpublicschool parents, that it fell far short of the number of signatures needed to get onthe ballot.
In March of 1976 the voters in the New Hampshire towns of Allentown, Candia,Deerfield. Hollis, Hooksett. and Salem voted strongly to spurn the plan before itcould even be tried out. This occurred even though the National Institute of Educa-tion had spent $360,000 to design the plan and sell it to the six towns. In the sameyear the Easytiartford, Connecticut, school board voted a voucher plan down aftertwo opinion polls showed that opposition was running 70 percent to 30 percent evenafter the NIE had spent $387,000 to persuade the community to accept the plan.In 1978 a voucher plan was placed on the ballot in Michigan. Though it was"sweetened" by being coupled with a plan to cut property taxes. it was defeated atthe polls by a 74 percent to 26 percent landslide.But let us look at the very serious objections to the Administration's voucherplan.
It is almost certainly unconstitutional. The legal,,advisers to President Nixon's'Commission on School Finance. Father Charles M. Whelan of Fordham Law andPaul A. Freund of Harvard Law, so reported in 1971. After all, the Supreme Courtin Everson v. Board of Education (330 U.S. D in 1947 did say clearly that, No tax inany amount, large or small, can be levied to support any religious activities or insti-tutions, whatever they may be called, or whatever form they may adopt to teach orpractice religion." Since 1971, the constitutional case against voucher plans hasbeen made even stronger by the Supreme Court.Of course the Administration proposal seeks to avoid constitutional problems bydeclaring that payments under the plan "shall not constitute Federal financial as-sistance. ' But this orwellian distortion of language will not wash. Even so indirect aform of tax aid for private schools as lending textbooks to students, upheld by theSupreme Court in 1930 (Cochran v. Louisiana State Board of Education, 281 U.S."370) and in 1968 (Board of Education v. Allen, 392 U.S. 236), was scrutinized morecarefully by the Court in 1973 in Norwood v. Harrison (93 S. Ct. 2804). The Courtheld in Norwood that even textbook loans "are a form of tangible financial assist-ance benefitting.the schools themselves", and that such aid could not go to schools"that practice racial or other invidious discrimination." Nonpublic schools, as willbe pointed out below, practice several forms of discrimination not allowed in publicschools and therefore properly labelled invidious.

In 1971 in Lemon v. Kurtzman and Earley v. DiCenso (403 U.S. 602) the SupremeCourt ruled that Pennsylvania and.Rhode Island laws providing tax aid to sectarianprivate schools violated the First Amendment because the vast majority of nonpub-lic schools have a significant religious mission on . . . a substantial portion oftheir activities are religiously oriented", that "comprehensive, discriminating and
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continuing state surveill:mct' would be required to restrict aid to purely secular

functions, and that "these prophylactic contacts will involve excessive and enduring

entanglement between church and state" in violation of the First Admendment.

In 19-72 and 1978, in Wo/man v. Essex IV!) U.S. inti), Committee for Public Edueas-

tion v. Nyquist (.103 U.S. (i02i, and Sloan v. Lemon 4113 U.S. 825), the Supreme Court

ruled unconstitutional Ohio, New York. and Pennsylvania laws providing tax aid to

non-public.schools in the form of tuition reimbursements analogous to vouchers.

These rulings were handed down in conjunction with rulings against- tuition -tax

credits, a plan also being advocated by the Administration.
In ruling against tuition reimbursements, which are logically indistinguishable

from vouchers, and tuition tax credits, which Nixon Administration voucher expert

Christopher Jencks once described as equivalent to an "unregulated voucher" plan,

the Supreme Court employed the by now well known three part test of constitution-

ality under the First Amendment: to be constitutional a law may not have a pri-

mary purpose or effect which advance's or inhibits religion, and may not create

either the reality of or the potential for excessive, entanglement between religion

and government. The
Administration's voucher plan fails all three tests.

One of the purposes of the First Amendment is to protect the right of all citizens

not to be compelled through taxation to contribute involuntarily to the support of

religious institutions. The voucher plan would be such a tax. The overwhelming ma-

jority of nonpublic schools are
religious institutions whose main reason for being is

the teaching and reinforcing of particular religious beliefs and values.

In addition to providing unconstitutional tax aid to sectarian institutions, the Ad-

ministration's voucher plan would aid schools which practice forms of discrimina-

tion in admissions and hiring not permitted in public schools. Nonpublic school fac-

ulties and student bodies tend to be rather homogeneous religiously, which is the

natural result of the particular religious bent of the denominationally controlled in-

dividual schools. Nonpublic school teachers can be and are hired and dismissed for

religious and ideological reasons which would not be considered in public schools.

Nonpublic schools generally require religious instruction, which operates to limit

enrollment largely to children of families subscribing to the faith of the religious

body which sponsors the private school. Many nonpublic schools have dress codes or

require uniforms, which also discourages enrollment ,of disadvantaged children.

Nonpublic schools also use more rigid discipline codes than are permitted in publi

schools, and they rarely accept children with severe handicaps, as public schools are

required to do.
In general. the kinds of selectivity common in nonpublic schools are not compati-

, bk. with the sort of open admissions and hiring required of public schools, and,

indeed, coula well lead to court rulings. as in Norwood, that a voucher plies is un-

constitutional for other than First Amendment reasons.

The Administration voucher plan is unlikely to benefit very many of the children

it is ostensibly intended to help. A study of almost all (383) of the nonpublic schools

in the Washington metropolitan area in 1981 showed that elementary tuition

ranged from $733 to $1,759, while secondary tuition ranged from $1,125 to $3.-138,

Even if a voucher were worth $500, there are few nonpublic schools which could

afford to admit students whose families could not afford to supplecment the voucher

to make up the tuition parents could afford to supplement the vouchers.

The Administration proposal would also purportedly allow students to attend

public schools in other districts. However, a $500 voucher would cover only a small

fraction of the $3,000 or so which school districts must charge for admitting non-

resident students. So few if any disavantaged children would ever actually get into

out-of-district public schools.
Further, the Administration's proposal says nothing about transporting voucher

students to either nonpublic schools or publiC schools outside their own school at-

tendance areas or districts. Transportation of public school students to schools

within their own attendance areas costs an average of more than $150 per student

per year. The 1981 survey of Washington area
nonpublic schools showed that non-

public schools which provided transportation for students charged an average of

$450 per student per year for the service. And there are instances in New York and

Pennsylvania, where state laws require public school districts to transport students

to private schools up to ten or fifteen miles outside the district, of transportation of

nonpublic students costing more than the cost of the education they receive. Trans-

portation costs alone would doom the Administration plan to utter failure.

For the economic reasons cited above, and the fact that the administration costs

of a voucher plan would be considerably higher than those of programs confined to

public schools, the Administration voucher plan is unlikely to benefit very many of

the children it is supposed to aid..lt offers disadvantaged children far less than-they
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can get now in public schools. Indeed, it offers little more than cruel illusions. Itpromises disadvantaged children access to "better" schools, but would not guaranteea single child a place in one, while at the same time opening ways for public. fundsto be shifted from the public schools serving all our children to private schoolswhich need not admit-any children they do not want.
The Administration voucher plan would reduce public control over public spend-_ _ ing. Public schools are governed by elected boards of and responsible to local par-ents and taxpayers. But the voucher plan would channel public funds to nonpublicschools over which the taxpaying public would have no meaningful control. On theother hand, if private schools would accept public funds through vouchers, theycould some day find themselves required to eliminate their religious and other dis-tinctives and therefore their basic reason for existing as private institutions.
A draft of the Administration plan speaks of "competition among school programsfor educationally deprived children", but this ignores the fact that public and non-public schools do not compete by the same rules on admissions, hiring, and aca-demic freedom.
Finally, any plan which subsidies and encourages the shift of children from ourpluralistic, democratic public schools to private sectarian or ideology oriented

schools would downgrade and reduce support for public education, which is andmust be the backbone of a pluralistic democratic society.
We conclude that the Administration voucher plan is an unconstitutional, poorly

conceived Rube Goldberg device that would provide disadvantaged children withlittle service and a lot of confusi')n, while distracting attention and diverting funds
from sensible, workable programs for needy children. The plan does nqt merit seri-ous consideration.

COUNCIL FOR AMERICAN PRIVATE EDUCATION,
Washington, D.C.. April ;NA 198d.

Hon. CARL PERKINS,
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN PERKINS: I am enclosing a letter on behalf of the Council for
American Private Education (CAPE) which I just sent to Secretary Bell on the TitleI Voucher proposal. I would very much appreciate it if this could be made part of
the record of the Title I Voucher hearings in which CAPE did not testify.We appreciate your helpful concern about this initiative. And I trust our letterserves to clarify the reasons why the private school community, represented byCAPE, is not supporting it.

With all good wishes.
Sincerely,

ROBERT L. SMITH, Executive Director.

COUNCIL FOR AMERICAN PRIVATE EDUCATION,
Washington. D.C. April 20, 198.1.

TERRE!, H. BELL,
Secretary, U.S. Department of Education,
W'ashingtort, D.C.

DEAR TED: I have reviewed carefully the Administration's Title I Voucher Propos-.al. I've alsc received extensive comments from those of our private school organiza-
tions which are involved in.,the Title I' (Chapter I). Our Board of Directors discussedit during the course of our recent Board meeting. I hope these comments will beconsidered a positive` contribution to a very important concept even if they will, in
the aggregate, expresg the reasons why CAPE is withholding its support for this pro-posal.

We think the voucher concept is now with a great deal of potential for increasing
parental choice, maximizing parents' commitment to their child's school and learn-
ing and, thus, for improving education. We also recognize that it represents a major
change in the way education is organized. Thus, a voucher plan must be approached
with maximum care and thought and with sensitive concern for the well-being of all
the children and families affected. With all this in mind, we find the best way to
approach its implementation is experimentally in a limited setting and with fundswhich are not taken from present programs.
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The administration's proposal is, in our view, seriously flawed because it fails the

above tests, and because there are large numbers of questions about it which appear

not to have been addressed at all. Among these:
1. What kind of service can vouchers be used for in private schools? Is the regular

curriculum of a private school considered to be adequately compensatory? How

much control do parents have in determining the program to be followed by their

children in the private school?
2. Is educational or economic need the basis for approving a parent's request for a

voucher?
3. Must a private school enroll it child with a voucher, or give him/her preference

for admission? What happens when the tuition cost exceeds the value of the vouch-

er?
.1. If this plan were broadly implemented what would happen to the Title I pro-

grams now operating well in public and private schools?
Our membership is also deeply concerned about the potential this proposal has for

weakening Chapter I, a highly successful program for the most disadvantaged and

educationally deprived students in our schools. We. view with alarm experimenting
with a lifeline so critical to their well-being.

Finally, we seriously question the political wisdom of advancing this program,

which is widely viewed as giving support to private schools at the direct expense of

a highly successful, largely public school program, at a time of restricted funding for
education. We are bothered by the equity issue involved here. We are also disturbed

that the proposal will, for this reason, make passage of tuition tax credits all the

more difficult.
For all these reasons we respectfully decline to be counted among the supporters.

of this initiative.
With warm respect and very best wishes.

Sincerely, ROBERT L. SMITH, Executive Director.
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